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THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 2.00 pm, and read prayers.

STATEMENT BY THE SPEAKER
Television Cameras, Permnission Given

THE SPEAKER : I have given permission for television cameras to be present in the
House today.

PETITION - DUCK SHOOTING, RECREATIONAL
Reintroduction Legislation Rejection

MR RIEBELINO (Ashburton) (2.03 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of' the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned residents of Western Australia urge the Parliament to reject
legislation which would allow the re-introduction of recreational duck shooting in
Western Australia.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 2 819 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition he brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 10.]

PETITION - WESTR AIL
Proposed Changes Reconsideration

MR PENDAL (South Perth) (2.04 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned call upon the State Government to reconsider the proposed
changes to the efficient Wesurail network and ensure -

1. Retention of WA ownership of the whole railway network throughout the
State.

2. Achievement of a negotiated lease agreement with the Federal Government
and Australian National Railways (ANR) to allow ANR to use WA tracks as
part of any national rail network.

3. Maximisation of the use of Westrail staff, in this national concept, for track
and signal maintenance as well as staffing National Rail Corporation trains
whilst retaining residency in WA regional centres.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 1 482 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 11.J
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PETITION.- KOONGAMIA PRIMARY SCHOOL
Undercover Area Need

MR HILL (Helena) [2.05 pm]: [ present the following petition -
To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, respectfully request the State Government to budget for the
construction of an undercover area at the Koongamia Primary School.
Koongarnia Primary School is in desperate need of an undercover area, which can be
used by the school and the community at large.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 151 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 12.]

PETITION - SPORTING AND COMMUNITY CLUBS
Poker Machines Installation Approval

MR MeNEE (Moore - Parliamentary Secretary) (2.06 pm]: I present the following
petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, are deeply concerned at the lack of recognition by Parliament of
the vital role played in the community by sporting and community clubs.
The financial viability of many clubs cannot be improved under the present legal
restrictions on revenue raising avenues available.
Therefore with a view to allowing clubs to install poker machines we strongly urge
that the agreement between the Government and the Burswood Island Casino be
renegotiated as a matter of urgency.
These machines are now approved for clubs in all other mainland States of Australia
and place this State's sporting codes at a serious disadvantage in competitions at a
National level.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 15 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 13.]

PETITION - ROADS, CERVANTES-JURIIEN-GREENHEAD
Immediate Construction Request

MR MCNEE (Moore - Parliamentary Secretary) [2.0Y7 pm]: I present the following
petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, citizens of Western Australia respectfully request:

The immediate construction of proposed roads between Cervantes, Jurien and
Greenhead, for die following reasons:
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(1) ECONOMY: Juajen/Greenbead now 56 knis - proposed 25 krns.
Jurien Cervantes now 54 krns - proposed 20 kms
Substantial potential savings on
PetrolTme/Freight/Poliution.

(2) SAFETY: Hfigh and Primary School buses to Greenhead and Leenman
travel on 17 king of gravel road which is corrugated and dangerous.

(3) SPORTING INTERACTION: School children and all clubs ic
Aerobics, Basketball, Badminton, Cricket, Darns, Football, Golf, Lawn
Bowls, Netball and Volleyball, would halve their travel time and costs,
and reduce risks associated with travel.

(4) BUS SERVICE: Currently travelling between Leemian, Greenhead,
Jurien and Cervantes to Perth, twice a week, covens 421 kmns each
way; this would be reduced to 356 kams one way with the conshwucion
of the proposed road.

(5) EMERGENCY SERVICES: Police, Fire Brigade, Doctor and
Chemist based in Jurien, proposed road would greatly reduce their
attendance rime.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray thar you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears four signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.'
[See petition No 14.1

[Questions without notice taken.]

BILLS (5) - INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
1. Foot and Mouth Disease Eradication Fund Repeal BiUl.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr House (Minister for Primary Industry), and read a
first time.

2. Supreme Court Amendment Bill.
3. Acts Amendment (Ministry of Justice) Bill.
4. Judges' Salaries and Pensions Amendment Bill.

Bills introduced, on motions by Mrs Edwardes (Attorney General), and read a first
time.

5. Metropolitan Region Scheme (Fremantle) Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Lewis (Minister for Planning), and read a first
time.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY
Motion

Debate resumed from 22 June.
MR OSBORNE (Bunbury) [2.44 pm]: Before I give my maiden speech may I add my
congratulations to the many I am sure you, Mr Speaker, have already received on your
election as Speaker. You may recall that we first met over 20 years ago and ever since then I
have been impressed by your sense of fairness and respect for properly constituted authority.
I am sure those qualities will enhance your contribution as Speaker of this Parliament.
The SPEAKER: Thank you.
Mr OSBORNE: The one regrettable blind spot you do have - your extreme devotion to the
Claremont Football Club - and which we all endure in a spirit of liberal toleration, I anm sure
will not detract from your performance in this important position.
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The SPEAKER: It was very good last Saturday.
Mr OSBORNE: It is a great honour to come to this Chamber as the member for Bunbury.
The electorte of Bunbury has existed since the beginning of responsible Government in
Western Australia. Its representatives have made a huge contribution to the history of this
Parliament. It is also a great challenge to come to Parliament at such an important time in
the history of this State when the reconstruction of both the economic and ethical foundations
of Western Australia is before us. I view this challenge very seriously because of my great
attachment to this State. I am a sixth generation Western Australian. I have lived and
worked in rur-al Western Australia most of mny life. My early, formative youth was spent in
Denmark growing up on a group settlement farm. They were formative years because of the
wonderful childhood I was given, and also because they contain my first experiences of the
fundamental inadequacies of bureaucratic control and centralised planning. The group
settlement scheme was an agricultural, financial and human disaster, and only those of
unusual resilience and obduracy were able to survive. Of the scores of families that went to
the group settlement scheme at Denmark only one, ours, still remains on the original farm
after three generations and more than a dozen lifetimes of work. That, and the foresight and
determination of my parents - Biddy and Fred Osborne - have put me in this position today.
Immediately before coming to Parliament I was the director of tourism for the south west
region and the experience of working in this dynamic industry was also most important to
me. [ would like to take the opportunity to thank the Liberal Party and the electors of
Bunbury for the confidence they have placed in me as their parliamentary representative.
Winning the seat of Bunbury at the election was essential for us in order for the coalition to
form a Government. I will always count it as one of the great achievements of my life to
have helped make this happen for the Liberal Party and the coalition. Credit for this success
must also go to the more than 150 volunteers who worked on my campaign. Of these, I
particularly wish to thank Mr Neville Eastman, my campaign chairman, and committee
members Stephen Craddock, Greg Mason, Sylvia Griffin, Vera Guinness, Karen Gregory and
Robert Rosewarne.
I must also mention my wife, Sue, who was here yesterday waiting in vain for this moment,
and who through all the trials and tribulations of a very long and exhausting year was an
unfailing source of encouragement and support to me.
The task of winning the seat of Bunbury was made almost impossible by the great popularty
of the previous member, Mr Phil Smith, who was an extremely difficult opponent to defeat at
the election. His record of service to the people of Bunbury over the last 10 years is
outstanding, and I have dedicated myself to follow his example as a faithful and hard
working servant of the people of Bunbury.
The electorate of Bunbury is centred on Western Australia's leading regional city and is the
largest centre of population outside Perth. Bunbury is the capital of the south west region,
which is clearly the most populous and most prosperous country region in Western Australia.
Bunbury provides most of the south west's business, legal, health, and regional government
services. It is the region's principal shipping centre with efficient and expanding port
services. In the past, agriculture and timber production were the mainstays of Bun bury's
economy. Today, the city's diverse economic base includes horticulture, beef production
and dairying, plus important woodchip production and export facilities. Recent expansion
has been based on the mining and processing of mineral resources, principally mineral sands,
bauxite, coal and alumina. The Port of Bunbury symbolises much of what we should be
striving for in Western Australia. it provides a first class, locally managed service for the
export industries of the region which are central to our hopes of a prosperous future. It plans
well ahead and even now it is engaged in miultimillion dollar expansion which will ensure
continued growth well into the next century. The Bunbury Port Authority is a national leader
in moves to an integrated port labour force which has led to an outstanding industrial
relations and labour productivity record. Labour productivity has risen between 12 per cent
and 66 per cent for various cargoes, while stevedoring labour rates have been reduced by
over 22 per cent from pre-IPLF days. The Bunbury Port Authority works to a bottom line; it
makes a profit, and it fulfils its obligations to its work force.

Socially and economically Bunbury is a pointer to the future. It is well placed to expand its
service provision to the tourism industry. It has a world-class niche manufacturing sector
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which provides sophisticated equipment to the mining industry and it has a cohesive,
multicultural society. The people of Bunbury have come to Australia from all over the world
and they work and live together in a spirit of civic pride and cooperation. The continuation
of business growth and an improvement in its profitability are essential if communities like
Bunbury are to continue to provide more employment opportunities for their residents,
further improvements to the quality of their lifestyles and support for the needy. Lifestyle
improvements which I look forward to assisting include the Big Swamp Conservation Park,
the Bunbury harbour and swreetscape projects, continued progress with our backlog sewerage
program, continued improvement to our recreational and sporting facilities, a greater level of
attention to the serious deterioration of our inner city school buildings and the continuing
efflorescence of cultural activities based on the Bunbury Arts Centre and Entertainment
Centre.
In essence, I seek the reconfirmation of Bunbury's proper role as Western Australia's leading
regional city. By the mid-1980s, as the regionalisation pork barrel was rolled out of
Bunbury, the principles of a rationally targeted regional development process were
abandoned and major elements of the Bunbury 2000 strategy were left to flounder. I believe
the Government must restate the hierarchy of regional development centres based on
developmental, and not political, criteria and then give sufficient attention to each in its turn
to allow it to reach a point of critical mass and economic take-off. Bunbury then has the
unique potential in Western Australia, among other things, to develop as an international
trade centre for the products of the south west region. For example, I see great potential for a
trade corporation based in Bunbury comprising private sector organisations which could
pursue major industry opportunities in manufacturing, traded services, agriculture and
minerals and energy to improve the south west's share in world markets.
In July last year I came to the end of an eight year career in tourism, one of this State's most
forward looking and profitable industries. It is an industry from which I have drawn many of
my lessons in business growth and the proper role of Government in that growth. In this
latter regard I believe it is no coincidence that tourism is an industry which is characterised
by relatively low levels of Government intervention and management on the one hand and
high levels of growth, optimism and profitability on the other. Tourism is on target to
become the world's largest industry by the year 2000. The economic benefits of tourism - its
ability to generate external income, local employment opportunities, service provision and
taxation revenue - are now well understood. It is also well understood that these benefits can
be achieved with acceptable social and environmental costs.
We have given a commitment to tourism as a key economic area and I see four major
services that the Government can render to this industry. The Government must establish a
proper understanding of tourism's importance. It must prepare a strategic plan for the
industry. It must establish and maintain a supportive economic environment, and then it
must get out, and stay out, of the industry's way.
A White Paper defining our commitment should be prepared as a matter of first priority.
This will send a strong signal across the whole range of Government operations that all
programs must be developed with benefits and disbenefits to tourism taken into account. It
will get tourism to the top of the agenda in places such as the Environmental Protection
Authority, the Department of Land Administration, local government and the Department of
Planning and Urban Development, where it has previously too often been misunderstood,
disparaged or ignored. It should assign an exclusive role to the Western Australian Tourism
Commission to lead the growth of the industry. Cohesion has recently been replaced by
diffusion and overlap because of the entry of too many players into the tourism marketing
role.
Recognition of the need for effective tourism planning has occurred in recent years as a
result of the rapid growth of the industry in this State, A State tourism plan would provide,
for the first time, a strategy for the future growth of the industry in Western Australia so
there would be a rational and observable nexus between market research, planning,
development and promotion.
A further important service the Government can render to the tourism industry is to
maximise its profitability. This can best be achieved with the establishment of a range of
prodevelopment conditions within a context of protection of the social, environmental and
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community resources upon which tourism growth depends. These prodevelopuient
conditions include the provision of tourism planning and development guidelines;
expenditure on Government's own responsibilities, including infrastructure, so as to
encourage the development of the industry;, management of the National Estate, including
our rivers, farmlands and national parks, so that it goes on being a significant attraction for
visitors to Western Australia; coordination of the industry through the Tourism Industry
Association, the Country Tourism Association and the Tourism Commission; and the
development of a system of supportive economic provisions which will enhance the
performance of the industry, including the deregulation of the labour market, the progressive
deregulation of air, sea and ground transport, and the removal of restrictive regulation where
it currently exists.
Mr Speaker, at the outset I said that I was looking forward to being part of a Government
which has the policies and the commitment to repair the damage recently done to our
governmental and business institutions and I want to say something now about what this
mneans to me. The cause I believe in here is to build a Government of enterprise and
integrity. Many people still believe that private enterprise, whatever its practical merits, is a
morally impoverished system. This is not true. The free market has probably been the most
revolutionary force in history and no other form of economic organisation has so
wonderfully enriched the societies in which it has operated. This is because there is more to
the spirit of private enterprise than naked self interest; there is a significant moral element
made up of two aspects, one liberating, the other constraining.
The liberating dynamic of business enterprise has been called "creative destruction". It is the
impulse toward risk taking. invention and innovation. The other side of private enterprise is
sometimes called the bourgeois ethic with the virtues of personal responsibility, prudence,
thrift, diligence, punctuality and honesty. Both moral aspects - the liberating and the
constraining - are essential to the success of business. Without a spirit of innovation and risk
taking in business, the economy stagnates and without those workaday middle class values,
private enterprise will become lawless and unstable. In our recent economic history, a good
balance between these two aspects has been absent. Most recently, in the 1980s, we have
experienced a decade of lawlessness and instability. Our challenge in the 1990s will be to
restore the moral capital of the free enterprise system so that Western Australia can prosper
once again. What is it then that a Government must do to institute a regime of enterprise and
integrity in Western Australia?
Firstly, it must pursue policies of deregulation. Compared to other Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development countries, Australia has relatively high levels of
economic and social regulation. We have one of the most restrictive labour markets in the
world. Despite the fact that effective rates of protection have been lowered in recent years
we still have some of the highest tariffs of the OECD group. Increasingly in recent years a
cadre of social commissars has sought to direct the behaviour and opinions of Western
Australians. There is no ideal solution to the problem of who should be telling people what
to do; but, of the alternatives, I am convinced that politicians and bureaucrats do have the
worst trak records. The WA Inc scandals have certainly done nothing to inspire any faith in
the public sector as an effective planner of the economy and people's lives. It is true that
markets sometimes fail, but I think it has been proven that their only legitimate alternative -
Governments - fail both more often and more spectacularly. The socialist contention that
social ownership and regulation is inherently superior to private ownership and regulation is
now obviously wildly at odds with the facts of Western Australia's recent history.
Secondly, we will retain our belief in the validity of the market as a decision making
mechanism, because also plainly at odds with reality is the assertion that markets are wild
and undisciplined. A market transaction is one entered into voluntarily and from which both
parties expect profit. Negotiators would call this a win-win outcome. its only alternative is a
command transaction, a win-lose outcome. In my opinion in any given situation a large
number of self-interested individuals without power over other people is infinitely more
likely to come up with a just and mutually agreed result than would a few self-interested
politicians and bureaucrats with power over other people.
No-one manages his own affairs without making some mistakes, but at least each person is a
better judge of his own affairs than the most diligent bureaucrat. Therefore, a good
Government expands the range of private choice as much as possible, while a bad
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Government taxes heavily and over regulates in order to impose the ideas of a few people on
the rest of the population. The facts are that market economies are prosperous economies;
command economies are not, and liberal democratic societies are more pleasant to live in
than are regulated societies. Our own national experience confirms this. During our recent
experiment with a highly regulated economy, we slipped back from being the fourth richest
nation on earth in the 1950s, to about the fifteenth richest now. The imposition of increasing
levels of centralism and intrusion of Government has led to historically high levels of social
dysfunction in this country.
Thirdly, in order to usher in a new age of enterprise and integrity, we must eliminate the
politics of favouritism in Western Austraia. Soon after I was elected, it was put to me that I
should be ruthless in pursuing the interests of my electorate above all else. A syllogism was
put to me which went this way: (a) Governments wil always lose money; and (b) a member
of Parliament is a lobbyist for his electorate, therefore, it is a member of Parliament's job to
see that the Government loses its money in his electorate. I reject that proposition and I
intend to devote my energy to ensuring that, as much as possible, Governments do not waste
taxpayers' money in the first place and that parliamentarians get out of the business of trying
to override the market on behalf of vested interests.
No Government has the right to give some of the money which it has taken from taxpayers,
and which it holds in trust for them all, to selected private interests - as happened in this State
in the 1980s when Western Australian Governments gave taxpayers' money to private banks
and companies and paid excessive prices to wealthy insiders for their CBD properties. In
addition to ending the "politics of favouritismi" from now on, I look forward to the abolition
of privileges which have been granted in the past. Our program of nuicroeconomic reform
will create a State whose people devote their energy to their work anid the creation of Meal
wealth and not to snooping around the corridors of power putting deals together for the
benefit of themselves and their mates. As the "Politics of favouritisnm" took such a hold in
Western Australia during the 1980s it would be commonsense to remove as many of its
causes as possible. This will include managing the exit of Government from business; so,
finally, we should press on with our plans to privatise public sector enterprises wherever it is
economically justifiable. Many of our public sector enterprises were established to supply
goods and services where the market had declined to do so. They were then protected from
competition so their political masters could avoid the electoral consequences of arty failure to
perform profitably. Unfortunately this has led to the featherbedding of public sector
enterprise employees and the preferential use of their goods and services to favour sectional
interests. As a matter of principle, we should privatise so that all consumers can enjoy the
benefits of competition. We expect those featherbedded employees and their cross-
subsidised customers to react violently to the clear sea breeze of competition. However, we
must not fail in this duty, because while those who stand to lose are louder and better
organised, those who will benefit are more deserving and more numerous.
Governments get into business to buy votes, but once in they axe subjected to pressure and
temptation. Too many people expect them to control services and prices to their advantage.
For as long as the Government is in business, members of Parliament will be under pressure
to meddle in the market on behalf of vested interests. The obvious answer is for
Governments to get out of business so that parliamentarians can get on with their real job. If
we can diligently pursue principles such as these in the years ahead, we will turn the corner
into the next century having put this State back where it belongs - among the leaders of the
liberal democratic, private enterprise societies of the world.
I conclude by reiterating my commitment to work for the future of Bunbury, the effective
marketing of our tourism industry and the establishment of a Government of enterprise and
integrity in Western Australia. Finally, I thank those members of both Houses of this
Parliament who have shown me such courtesy and friendship since my election.
[Applause.]
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [3,04 pm]: The Address-in-
Reply debate obviously gives all members of Parliament an opportunity, particularly with a
new Government, to reflect on the Government's program and its performance to dare. I am
sure no-one would expect me to do less. As someone put it to me, he had never seen a
Government age so quickly. It was already about 20 years behind the times in its
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philosophy; its programs were clearly blinkered by outdated economic philosophies - we will
hear some more of that - which categorised the world in very simplistic terms; ideologies
which set rich against poor, white against black and workers against management. The
program and policies we have seen from the Government to date are an example of
exceedingly primitive social Darwinism, 'If you can make it, good luck to you, otherwise
you can sink." The interesting aspect of this Government is that it has had no honeymoon. It
has gone straight from what might be called the furs blush of its election victory to doddering
decrepitude, all in four months. The community has already judged the Government as
brutal and ham-fisted, disorganised, punitive - particularly the Minister for Labour
Relations - and hopelessly out of touch with the aspirations and values of a modern, diverse
and educated Western Australia.
Mr C1). Barnett: Are you reading this?
Dr LAWRENCE: It is all my own work. It is quite clear that not only is this Government
already aged and its philosophies out of date, but it is also a Government, as indicated last
night, that has no plan for transition to Government. It did not have one before it came into
Government and after four months it still does not have one. Otherwise, why have we seen
examples of such ineptitude? Last night I referred to an article in The West Australian which
was the most damning "celebration" of the 100 day anniversary of any Government that I
have ever seen. Mr Greiner, along with others, discovered that the Liberal and National
Panies were ill prepared indeed for Government. That was most surprising, given that 10
years elapsed while it was in Opposition - well and truly long enough for its members to
have clear policies and a clear transition program for Government. Mr Greiner was not alone
in discovering what has now become painfully obvious; that is, "that there was effectively no
plan for the transition to power or the implementation of the coalition's programs. Indeed,
there was and still is a good deal of scratching of heads among bureaucrats about just what is
the coalition program". flat has not become clearer with rime. In that, the Government
stands condemned. It had 10 years in Opposition and indicated it thought it was ready for
Government. Sadly for the people of Western Australia it has shown itself to be far from that
readiness.
To show that I am not simply making gratuitous criticism on behalf of the Opposition, we
have seen examples of Ministers thinking aloud and policy made on the run - things that I am
sure have embarrassed the Premier, although he has contributed to them himself from time to
time. That son of thinking aloud is dangerous enough in the hands of these people when
done in private. However, when done in public it is a real disaster. We have seen
contradictions between Ministers. For instance, the Premier and the Minister for Primary
Industry on the same day referred to the closure of Robb Jetty and the benefits of that to the
community.. The Premier loudly stated it would mean lower meat prices. He did not realise
that in front of the television cameras for all to see the Minister for Primary Industry was
saying, simultaneously, the honest thing; that is, it did not mean lower prices. Not only that,
but also on payroll tax, when he was away, the Premier obviously either gave the bad news
and the messages to the Deputy Premier or an accident occurred. This Government gave
very clear messages during the election campaign and the first few weeks in office that its
promise on payroll tax would go ahead no matter that Dr Ilewson was not elected. Despite
the fact that the defeat of Dr Hewson meant that it was impossible for this Government to
sensibly abolish payroll tax, the Premier persisted with that fiction week after week.
He waited until he was away to get the deputy leader to deliver the message to the
community - a message which the community well understood - that the Government could
not possibly deliver on its promise on payroll tax and that it would have to look at phasing it
in over a very long time. The Deputy Premier was telling us what we already knew but
which the Premier had not been forthcoming enough to admit; that is, the payroll tax promise
depended entirely on the election of the Hewson Government. We have seen an
unwillingness by the Premier to cop the flak when he changes his mind; other Ministers have
to cop it including the Minister for the Environment.
Mr Court: Changed my mind on what?
Dr LAWRENCE: On payroll tax.
Mr Court: How would you know?
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Dr LAWRENCE: Does the Premier disagree with the Deputy Premier now? That is
interesting. The Deputy Premier said very publicly that the Premier was not going to keep
his promise on payroll tax. Is the Premier saying that he was lying?
Mr Bradishaw: He never said that at all.
Dr LAWRENCE: I do not know where the member for Wellington was when he said it. My
understanding from the transcripts at the time, both radio and print, was that the Government
had changed its mind on payroll tax through the announcement by the Deputy Premier. The
Premier is now trying to tell me that that is not true. That is the most extraordinary deception
of all.
The first 100 days of this Government proved it had no plans for transition to Government.
Public servants are still wondering in some cases what is going on and are being told that
they cannot communicate with their Federal colleagues or talk with officers of other
departments, yet they are supposed to get on with the business of government. Any halfway
sensible person would know that contact between Federal and State officials is a daily affair.
Some State public servants are sitting on their hands because that is their job and they have
been told not to do it.
That directive has never been withdrawn. Therefore, they do not know what they are
supposed to do. The coordination that is required between Federal and State programs
cannot be undertaken. This Government makes no apology for that. It makes no apology for
the waste of Public Service time and the waste of the public sector and taxpayer dollar by
failing to give people jobs to do. That is an example of the sort of hypocrisy we have heard
from this Government. That has been another theme of the first 100 days.
We saw that again today in question time. The Premier said today that the consultants to the
Government that have inside information and privileged knowledge about Government
departments and agencies and Government trading enterprises which the Government
proposes to sell off that information, can now go ahead and use it in a commercially
beneficial way and there is nothing wrong with it. What hypocrisy! Over the last 10 years
he has complained about the Government and business being too close. Put to the test, what
does this Government do? It reneges on this and gives these consultants inside information
and privileged access and says, "Oh well, you can go away and use that information for your
private benefit." Why does the Premier think those firms were so keen to take on that work?
Does he think they are doing it for nothing?
The Premier will never answer that question because he is an absolute hypocrite about this
matter. It is another example of what the Premier does in this State. He says one thing and
does another. He talks about high standards and integrity, but it does not matter if those
businesses use inside information to make a profit. He got them to sign a document but then
said that they do not have to take any notice of it.
Mr Court: I did not say that.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is exactly what he said in question time today. When asked
questions about a possible conflict of interest with one of his ministerial advisers - an adviser
who is, by the way, conducting an inquiry - what were we told? We were told to put the
question on notice because the Premier does not have to give us an answer.
Mr Lewis: We do not have to listen to this; it is dribble.

Point of Order
Mr KOBELKE: I am trying intently to hear the comments of the Leader of the Opposition.
The Minister for Planning continually yelling the word "dribble" reflects something about
him, but it makes it very difficult for me to hear the Leader of the Opposition.
The SPEAKER: There is no point of order. However, I think the member is quite entitled to
hear the Leader of the Opposition. I am keen to hear the Leader of the Opposition. It is a
very important speech in this Address-in-Reply debate. Therefore, I think it is appropriate
that there is silence while it is being made. I urge members on roy left to remember
yesterday and the sitting on the day prior to that and the interjections that they made. We
should all work together. As I now ask members to be silent and listen to the Leader of the
Opposition so should members on my left be silent on other occasions.
ivo-a
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Debate Resumed
Dr LAWRENCE: Thank you, Mr Speaker. You might notice chat I did not make the plea on
my own behalf. I am quit happy to give and take and I remind members that I have
unlimited time so I can go back over these points a number of times.
Mr Bradshaw: No you Can't.
Dr LAWRENCE: Yes I can. I think the member should check the standing orders. He
should notice that no clock is ticking over and I am prepared to make these points over and
over again if necessary.
This Government has aged so quickly and is so old fashioned that it had no plans for
transition to Government, Ministers have been contradicting one another, Ministers have
changed their minds from one week to another, Ministers are applying standards in the most
haphazard way and, as we have seen today, they are being hypocritical in the way they apply
standards to themselves as opposed to comments they have made about others in the past.
That hypocrisy, I must say, is writ large when it comes to the management of the Stat's
finances. During the Federal election campaign, the Premier indicated that be was quite
prepared to give away control of one-third of the State's own source revenue. He said he
would hand it over to the Federal Government in return for some compensation coming back
the other way.
Mr Court: What were we going to hand over?
Dr LAWRENCE: The payroll tax revenue. He said he would give it all to the Federal
Government and go to Canberra once a year and say, "We will have the GST proceeds
equivalent to that amount of money." That is what he proposed and that is what is in
Fightback. He told the people of Western Australia that he would hand over the control of
more than $500m of the State's revenue to the Commonwealth Government. That is the
same man who is now stomping around the country talking about the big, bad feds; he
actually means the big, bad Federal Labor Government. If it had been Dr Hewson's
Government, it would have been, 'Yes sir, no sir, three bags full sir. Have the payroll tax
revenue." Part of the Fightback package included a five per cent cut in the State's revenue.
He would have said to a Federal Liberal Government, 'What else do you want? Ten per
cent?" It was a snivelling attitude by the Premier to the Federal coalition when it was
campaigning by offering to give away a big stack of the State's revenue, by accepting cuts of
five per cent and more and by a range of cuts to the State's hospital program. The Minister
for Health has been beating his chest about managing a better deal for the health system in
Western Australia after standing up to the Federal Government. Before the Stat election,
we had an agreement with the Federal Government for $3m more than the Minister for
Health finally managed to achieve. That is pretty good! He got $47m; we would have got
$50m. Therefore, the inister for Health is no hero. However, he knows there is a vein of
sentiment in Western Australia which is easily plumbed which says that there is a big, bad
Federal Government. The trouble with the Premier is that his credibility on this question is
very slim because he did not think it was a big, bad Federal Government when it looked like
being a Liberal Government.
Mr Bradshaw interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Wellington is an old hand. He knows that he is not
permitted to interject and he is certainly not permitted to interject when he is not sitting in his
seat. The member on his right trnsgressed in a similar way.
Mr Taylor Throw them out!
The SPEAKER: I do not need that advice even though it was given in a jocular fashion.
Dr LAWRENCE: We had this spectre being created of a Commonwealth Government that is
hostile to Western Austr-alia and the interests of the people in this State. The Premier was
prepared to accept what were essentially hostile moves in the election program of Dr Hewson
and his colleagues; and now that Dr Hewson is not elected, they have a few problems with
some of their programs, payroll tax removal in particular. Let us not have any cant about the
Federal Government and its shortcomings because this Government was prepared to do to
Western Australia what has never been contemplated before; that is, to give away control of
one-third of our revenue. Over 25 years the State's control of revenue has gradually slipped
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away - I must admit under bath Labor and Liberal Federal Governments - but the Premier
was prepared in one fell swoop to exacerbate that problem enornmously and without apology.
He was not prepared to release during the election campaign the details of the assessment of
the effect it would have on the State's finances. It was in his hands but he went to Canberra,
in the first flush of becoming Premier, prepared to sign away the State's finances before he
had been briefed on those finances and knew, presumably, how much money he would be
giving away.
It is not surprising, therefore, that in the first 100 days and since then this Governiment has
gradually been losing support. It cannot be denied, but perhaps members opposite want to
say that this happens typically to new Governments. It does not, and generally mom people
approve of a new Governmnent's performance, more say they will vote for the new
Government. and more approve of the person who has become leader. It is called a
"honeymoon period" and most people enjoy it. It has not happened in this State because the
Government has performed so badly, because it has been incompetent. hypocritical and
disinterested in a great many people in this community.
We had in series three successive polls - the Newspoll, The Bulletin, and the Time Magazine
poll. They all show the same thing: If an election had been held last month this Government
would have been driven from office. It is unprecedented in Australian political history that
after three or four months this Government could be so unpopular and its leader held in such
low regard that the election result would have been overturned. Sometimes that happens
midterm or towards the end of a Government's term, but it is most extraordinary for it to
occur in the frst three months of a new Government. The opinion polls to which I have
referd show that the Government has plummeted in standing in the community, not by half
a percentage point but to the point that it would lose Government and the Premier would do a
disappearing act of the first order. The Premier may say that he does not want the approval
of people in the community - he certainly does not have that - but it is clear that he also does
not have their respect. He justifies his appalling record in communicating the Government's
policies by saying he does not want approval but wants respect. The number of headlines
that have criticised him and his Cabinet must be without precedent. It does not happen by
chance or because the media is untrustworthy or against the Liberal Party.
Mr Shave: What did the media write about your Government?
Dr LAWRENCE: It gave us a tough time. However, look at any period during which I was
in Government and members would not find such unprecedented criticism in editorials and
news bulletins and on the front pages of newspapers. It is deserved; it has not happened by
accident.
The Premier justified his appalling record in communication and when a lot of these stories
started to appear was fond of saying that his is a straight up and down Government which
does not want to communicate what it is doing with anyone. He said that the Government
does not like glossy promotions, but I note that he has increased the staff of the Government
Media Office in order to assist with the promotions. The Premier says he is not interested in
glossy promotions but from my point of view the problem is that he is unwilling or unable -
probably bath - to tell the people of Western Australia in very clear and simple terms the
reasons for and benefits of any changes proposed in the community. A good Premier should
do that, as should any leader. This Premier should tell the people of Western Australia why
they should cop the changes his Government is implementing, what are the benefits and why
they should be accepted. According to the Premier and other Ministers the people should
accept those changes without comment or complaint. There is an authoritarian theme in the
statements made by many Ministers -a take it or leave it attitude indicating that they are not
interested in the community's point of view. The Premier has developed the habit of
chanting mantrs; that is, he says the same things over and over again, flat is not effective
communication, it is a form of propaganda and persuasion. He seems to believe that if he
repeats something often enough people will believe it. He will learn that bad communication
makes bad government and, presumably, that is one of the reasons for sacking the director of
the GMO because he was to be the scapegoat for the Government's bad communication. The
Premier has made no apology for that poor communication. He seems to feel that if the
public can find out what the Government is doing, good on them. Theme is a significant
amount of secrecy in this Government. together with the attitude that if the people do not like
it they can lump it.
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Recently asn interesting change has taken place in the Premier's attitude; that is, the use of
diversionary tactics because of all the incompetence, the poor standing in which the
Government is held, appalling communication and extremely reactionary views. The
Minister for Community Development would have us believe that we have all these welfare
dependants hanging off the State purse and they are not worthy recipients in the first place.
As a result of those attitudes and the incompetence, the Premier and the Ministers have
started to engage in diversionary tactics. The current tactic - it is one he has been using for a
while - is to disguise his own and his Government's incompetence by bearing the Stare's
rights drum. Western Australians often have reason to complain about the extent to which
they are ignored by those in the other States and by Federal Governments of all political
persuasions, and 1, along with members on this side of the House, have always supported
reasonable argument and actions to make sure that Western Australia for all its wealth and
creativity is not put in the second class citizen category. I would be the first to stand up to
any reasonable argument an that point. However, we have heard the most simplistic and
embarrassing attempt by the Premier to use the Aboriginal people as a whipping boy on
Stare's rights issues. It is the most extraordinary and disgusting tactic that he has devised to
date. The Premier is retreating behind the divisive and discriminatory postures with which
we became familiar when his father was Premier, and l am very sad to see them re-emerging.
Itris quite clear by now, from talking to many people who visit Western Australia, that the
Premier is becoming a national and international embarrassment, particularly to all thinking
and fair minded Western Australians.
Finally, since I am characterising the performance of this Government, not only is it using
diversionary tactics to hide its poor performance, but also it is plain that there is no clear
direction or program. I waited, as I am sure many members of the community did, with
interest to read the Governor's speech - the outline of the legislative program for this session
of Parliament and beyond - to have some sense of where the Government proposed to go.
We know we cannot place any store in the election documents and programs put forward
during the election campaign.
Some of the election promises have been set aside in the most cynical fashion. We were
looking forward to a statement from the Government regarding its legislative program and its
future agenda for Western Australia. We got nothing! The speech could have been written
by an avenage quality high school student. Many of the statements within the speech were
mundane in the extreme and contained no challenge, creativity or excitement for the future.
The Government's legislative program is made up either of legislation we were drafting or
had concluded drafting and had not introduced to Parliament because it did not contain
particularly important matters. It is interesting that the privileges Bills introduced to both
Houses of Parliament were both drafted by the previous Government; these Bills were in the
pipeline before this Government came to office. Normally the privileges Bills are the
showcase of the Government's agenda - these ame the bright. shining lights! However, these
two Bills were nor regarded by the previous Government as sufficiently important to push to
the top of our legislative program. The Government's vision is a pastiche of old pieces of
legislation which have floated around the system for a while, and a halfhearted attempt at
legislation in a couple of areas.
It was left to the Opposition this session to introduce a comprehensive range of Bills and
motions to challenge this Parliament and the people of Western Australia. The only Bill to
receive attention in the media on the opening day of Parliament was the notice of motion
moved by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. That is the excitement of the Government's
legislative program!
Mr Shave interjected.
Mr Taylor: The Minister for Tourism would have made a good Premier.
Dr LAWRENCE: He thinks so too.
Mr Taylor: He has the calibre.
Dr LAWRENCE: He is an operator too.
Mr Taylor: He would have given this Government a little standing.
Dr LAWRENCE: Yes, a little shine.
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The key characteristic themes in this Government's performance are discordant, as indicated
in the program put before us in the Governor's speech. Firstly, we cannot keep track of the
broken promises. People are constantly sending us material from electorates indicating that
commitments were given during the election campaign - often by members now sitting in
this place - and these commitments have suddenly gone up in smoke. Some commitments
have been deferred indefinitely or people are told that they might happen one day. Already
we have compiled a catalogue of broken promises - this is only up until May. In that time we
had approximately two broken promises a week, and that is before the Government even
starts trying; that is, before the Budget and the McCantey report! This catalogue contains 40
broken promises. It is an extraordinary record.
Mr Taylor: And the member for Collie has caved in on the power house.
Dr LAWRENCE: What has happened there? Does the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
know what happened theme?
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Victoria Park made an interesting interjection
earlier, but it was a pity that it lasted as long as a normal speech. I ask him to cease
interjecting. The Leader of the Opposition is doing very well and I ask her to continue.
Dr LAWRENCE: We will continue to bring this catalogue of broken promises to the
attention of the people of Western Australia. Members opposite will not get away with it. It
is one thing to go to an election with a program which will be implemented over time when
in Government; however, it is another thing to cynically place a program before the people of
Western Australia in an election campaign, and within three or four months of assuming
office to suddenly say. "Oh. sorry; we cannot do that. We did not mean it." That is the most
extraordinary cynicism.
Also, this Government has consistently refused to inform people, to consult or to account for
its actions. The workers at Midland have a very good case, having had an explicit promise
broken - I am sorry the Government member who spent time speaking to these people is not
here - for an explanation. Information must be provided. Why was a decision made, and
why was a promise given and broken? This Government says, "No information. We're not
going to tell you. Why should you be interested in the matter?" The same situation applies
with Robb Jetty. This Government has the idea that during its four years in office it does not
have to consult, inform or account for itself. Wrong! In democracies people must be
informed all the time, and Governments must account for themselves on a daily basis.
People must be consulted. Members opposite are not elected to be dictators; this is a
democracy. People have a right to knowledge and consultation. People have a right to
expect the Premier, Ministers and members opposite to account for themselves. I will
provide more examples of failures to do this in a moment.
The Government has demonstrated three things: First, breaking promises; second, refusing
to consult; and third, being incompetent in decision making and communication and refusing
to account for itself. However, and perhaps wonst of all, a clear impression is developing
that this Government governs for the few. If someone is interested in transport policy, that
person will benefit only if he or she lives in the bush.
Mr Hill: Or if you are a truck driver.
Dr LAWRENCE: Ideally that person would be a truck driver from the bush. However, if
that person is a city dweller using public transport, forget it. If a person works in the private
sector - apart from industrial relations concerns - he or she will be given some regard.
However, if a person works in the public sector, he or she is disposable, inefficient and
second rate. If a person is a citizen of Western Australia who happens to be of Aboriginal
descent, he or she can expect a fair whacking around the ears. Such people can expect to be
used as stalking bonses on other issues. Such people can expect to be abused, as has
happened in the past. If a person is an ordinary citizen who wants a say on important matters
such as Mabo, or the environment, forget it. This Government listens only to miners,
pastoralists and farmers. If a person has concerns about a strip of bush in Shenton Park,
Ministers are not interested in talking to that person because he or she is not part of the
development industry.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Whom did you listen to in the 1980s? Laurie Connell was the greatest
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welfare beneficiary in the history of Austrlia, if not the world, at the behest of the Labor
Government. Nobody received Government handouts like he did. Here is the party with the
social conscience! You should be ashamed of yourself.
Dr LAWRENCE: I do not know whether the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party is aware
that he is now a Minister in Government. We are talking about today's Government. It may
suit the Minister's purposes to refer to matters which have been carefully gone over -

Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Minister for Tourism to come to order. It is not
appropriate for members to break up the Leader of the Opposition's speech.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am sure that members opposite will continue to do so, but nonetheless
the points I raise are important even if members opposite find them indigestible. At this
early stage in this Government's cycle we will ensure that members opposite are subject to
close scrutiny. The people of Western Australia do not deserve the sort of Government they
have had to date from members opposite. If by placing the Government under any pressure
and scrutiny we can improve its performance, we will do so; that is our goal. The Minister
for Tourism suggested negativity on our pmn. Yes, we will be negative, particularly during
the first part of this program. That is the only way in which we can keep this Government on
its toes. We have seen no self-scrutiny or self-criticism from this Government, despite its
appalling performance. No-one opposite has suggested that a mistake may have been made
once or twice. The only person with the decency to admit the situation was the Deputy
Premier who said - very kindly I thought - that some Ministers were a little cavalier. They
have been much worse than that, as I shall illustrate in a moment.
The broken promises, the refusal to consult, the incompetence in decision makcing and
communication, and government for the select few would all be bad enough, but in addition
we have a theme throughout the Government's term of rudeness, arrogance and self-interest
which is breathtaking. This is a matter of rave concern to many people, even among the
business allies of members opposite. Members would be surprised by the number of people
who are ringing up and complaining.
Mr Court: People were complaining because they could not get a ticket to our 700 person
lunch, even though it was not advertised.
Dr LAWRENCE: People want to know whether what they see on television every night is as
bad as it will get.
Dr Gallop: The lunch was organised by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is right.
Dr Gallop: That was not your lunch. Is the Chamber of Commerce and Industry the Liberal
Party?
Dr LAWRENCE: It reinforces my statement about Government for the few with whom the
Premier so closely identifies.
Dr Gallop: To get an appointment you have to live within two kilometres of the Dalkeith
town hail
Dr LAWRENCE: The point I was going to make is that people in the business community
and in the community at large are just not able to get access to Government. I ask: How
many Aboriginal people have had access to the Premier?
Mr Court: As many as want to come in, including Mr Riley.
Dr LAWRENCE: It is quite clear that many people have been denied access. Tell me about
the Tenants Advisory Service. Did the Minister agree to meet those representatives, having
cut off their funds? When the funding had been chopped off to the consumer credit legal
people, did the Minister agree to meet them? The Aboriginal people have not had access to
the Premier or anyone else.
Mr Court Nonsense.
Dr LAWRENCE: Even when people get access the Ministers complain. The Minister for
Labour Relations is fond of saying in a complaining way that he spends one-third of his time
talking to the unions. That is the very least amount of time he should spend with them
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because that is his responsibility, that is his job. He is busy trying to drive people away from
consultation and decision making and into the Federal industrial relations system. H-I does
not want them in the Western Australian system. He wants them taken off State awards and
put under Federal awards.
I do not think that would necessarily be good for business in the long tenm. However, I can
understand why they would want to do that. The Minister is busy driving away the people
who form the basis of his ministerial responsibility. A number of people have told me that
they have gone to see Ministers and have been kept waiting for an inordinate time. They
have been dealt with in a most rude and cavalier fashion.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Have you been to a doctor?
Dr LAWRENCE: It is most unusual to get those sorts of complaints.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is absolutely incredible coming from you. Do you have any idea of
the number of overseas visitors who were offended by your behaviour?
Dr LAWRENCE: That is nonsense. Business houses have rung my office to make
appointments to see me specifically to complain about the way in which they have been
treated. So I will give those in Government a little helpful advice.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It is not needed. Gratuitous advice from you is not wanted.
Dr LAWRENCE: Those in Government should make sure that all the people in Western
Australia have access to them - rich or poor, black or white, country or city, business or
worker. They all have the same entitlement. Just because some are mates of those in
Government does not mean that they should enjoy a privileged position.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Laurie Connell does not get in the door too easily like he used to, that is
true.
Dr LAWRENCE: The matter of the broken promises needs reiterating. Those broken
promises will come back to haunt the Government. They came back to haunt Nick Greiner.
In the end he stopped being the Premier of New South Wales. People cannot be disregarded
to the extent that they have been by this Government and be expected to cop it.
I return to the question of failing to inform and consult. This Government is already
notorious for its secrecy. It will not tell people the reasons for decisions. I understand that
the Attorney General has appointed a Queen's Counsel to investigate a matter, but she will
not tell anyone who is doing the investigation. This is a novel approach to public
accountability. It sounds more like secrecy to me.
Today I hear - this might interest some of our members - that in the pipeline art some
modifications to the freedom of information legislation which will make it a little harder for
people to get access to Government information, contratry to the spirit of the royal
commission, and not denied by members opposite. I have received only a small piece of
information at this stage. In my view it is characteristic of this Government to keep matters a
secret. Today in response to a question the inister for the Environment said, "Put it on
notice and I will tell you as much as I think you need to know."
There is secrecy surrounding this Government. Worse than that, what happens when
information is given to the Opposition, as it has been, or to the media, because people are
worried about the Government and its decision making and the way it is keeping information
from people? We get a punitive witch-hunt in which they are sought out.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: And what did you do? You said to public servants who committed a
criminal offence that it was justified because they were whistle blowers. You incited them to
crime, a totally irresponsible position.
Dr LAWRENCE: When I had a discussion with one of the members on the Government side
of the House, the only thing he was interested in knowing was who, in my view as a former

inister for Education, might have leaked the paper on devolution. flat person expected me
to tell him who I thought might be the likely bad boys and girls. It was a very extraordinary
thing to be put to me, but it was characteristic of the way in which this matter has been
approached.
When concerned citizens attempt to inform the community they are told that they had better
watch out or they will lose their jobs. What happened in the case of one woman who leaked
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information - not to us but to The West Australian newspaper - about the risk of AIDS to
young homosexual men? She got the sack; she lost her job for trying to draw to the attention
of the people of Western Australia a very serious matter which should have been a matter for
open public debate. But no, it does not suit the Minister or this Government. Homosexuality
is not something that it cares to acknowledge exists. The AIDS problem is not something to
be dealt with by this State Government. The young woman who dared to give the
information to the media, not to us, lost her job.
She is not alone in having lost her job because she has views that the Government does not
like. There are other people who have lost their jobs, have been threatened with the loss of
their jobs or have been moved sideways in the Public Service because they do not toe the
line. Some people have been denigrated and are now being removed from their positions
because they were appointed during the past 10 years. The only thing chat we can say about
them is that they were good public servants who were appointed between 1983 and 1993.
They went through the proper processes of selection and appointment, as did Barry Carbon,
and what do they get? They ame treated shamefully.
Mr Court: They are treated like everyone else.
Dr LAWRENCE: These people are told that they will not get any payout, even if they agree
to go. The Premier refuses to meet them and the Government now ends up with a dispute in
the courts.
Mr Court: Give me one example. Whom have I refused to meet?
Dr LAWRENCE: Barry Carbon.
Mr Mc~inty: Unilaterally you refused to meet him.
Mr Court: I sent him a letter and the reply I got was a writ.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr LAWRENCE: Mr Carbon's fate is obvious. He is now in dispute with the Government
in the courts because of the way in which he has been created. Other people have also been
removed. One of' the problems I have is that other people who are still in the Public Service
have been removed from positions and put into non-jobs because, again, they were appointed
during the time of the Labor Government- They have been told it is because they were too
close to the Labor Government.
Mr C.J. Banett: You should be ashamed of the appointments you made in government. You
abused your power in government. You destroyed the Public Service.
Mr Court: You have got a nerve to get up and say those things.
Dr LAWRENCE: These are people who went through the proper selection processes and
were appointed and have now been moved sideways. They have not been offered a proper
payout, they have just been moved sideways.
Mr Court: Who has not been offered a proper payout?
Dr LAWRENCE: I am not going to name them here.
Mr Court: We treated people very fairly - and you know it.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Premier is sensitive on this matter because he knows that people have
been treated extremely badly, moved sideways within the organisation, not been offered
sensible payouts, and been sidelined. I will not name them because they are career public
servants, people who have been in the Public Service for 20 to 30 years. I know the politics
of retribution would be visited upon them.
As I continue, I will give some specific examples. Two very senior CEOs within the
Government have been moved sideways into non-jobs. There is at least one other case and
because there has been some publicity about it, I am sure Mr Doig will not mind me
mentioning it. How has Mr Doig been treated by the Government and why has he been
treated in the way in which he has? Why has he been removed from his position? In a
cavalier fashion the Attorney General told him, "We were going to give you one of those
jobs.' It is quite clear that he was cold nothing of the sort and that he should go. Again, this
person is a career public servant who had every reason to expect to continue service with this
Government and who had not identified himself as a political operative.
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Mr Court: Arc you saying chat he has not been treated properly?
Mr Taylor: He has been treted very badly.
Mr Court: No-one has brought that to my attention.
Dr LAWRENCE: We will then.
Mr McGinty: You will not meet hinm.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am saying to the Premier that he has treated a large number of public
servants with extreme discourtesy; he has ruined their careers; he has labelled them as
political appointees when they are not; and, in many cases, he has simply disregarded them.
Mrs Edwardes: You are an absolute hypocrite.
Dr LAWRENCE: In the Freedom of Information Commission is a mate of the Minister.
Mr Taylor: Was Mr Doig part of that politicised Public Service?
Mrs Edwardes: Absolutely not. Mr Doig assisted with the restructuring of the Ministry of
Justice.
Mr Taylor:, You treated him in a disgraceful way.
Mrs Edwardes: It was his choice.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Dr LAWRENCE: The Opposition has a responsibility to say on behalf of those people that
enough is enough. Phone calls are made on a daily basis from the office of the Minister for
Education about certain public servants who are certainly supporters of the Labor Party but
who are career public servauncs. It is not a sin, and it should be possible, to have a political
view in the Public Service. Why should people be subjected to questioning on a daily basis,
not about their competence -

Mr Court: Like the Freedom of Information Commissioner?
Mrs Edwardes interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: I will come to that, because that is a dodgy process. If it had been a
correct process I would not have had a word to say. It is the process that fell foul in that
case; that is what will trip up the Attorney General.
When Ministers telephone ont a daily basis to find out about members of their department or
agencies the Government has a problem with paranoia. One need only look at the punitive
responses from Ministers. Whenever Mr Kierath, the Minister for Labor Relations, has any
stoush with the unions or anybody else for that matter, he says, "If you're not careful it'll be
worse. If you complain about the closure of the Midland Workshops we will bring the
closure forward, If you protest on the steps of Parliament House we will take away any role
you might have had in industrial relations." Someone should tell the Minister that is not how
a Minister should conduct himself. It is probably not how to conduct oneself as a teacher, or
a parent. It is very authoritarian and it is not something that this community will tolerate.
The people of Western Australia are not children. They do not deserve to be treated like chat;
to be cold that if they do not pull their heads in, they will have them chopped off. That is the
attitude of this Government to public servants and to workers in the community. It is the
attitude that Mr Moore, the Minister for Education, adopts with teachers. He says, "You
protest and I'll make it worse for you. You ain't seen nothing yet. I could do this without
any consultation. I am the Minister, I can put my big rubber scamp on any bit of paper and
you would be done for." That is exactly the line that Mr Moore and Mr Kierach take. They
say, "This is only small beer compared with what I could dish out if I really put mny mind to
it." I hope members opposite listen to that sort of rhetoric because it is totally unacceptable
to the people of Western Australia.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Dr LAWRENCE: This is in the context of the Premier's saying before the election, "We'll
show new standards, enthusiasm, efficiencies and integrity."
Mr C.J. Baniect: It is happening.
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Dr LAWRENCE: If that is what the Leader of the House calls enthusiasm, I hope he does
no: show me people without it. If that is what the Government calls honesty, I would hate to
see someone who is dishonest. If that is what the Government calls integrity, it is not aiming
very high. If what the Government has done in the firs: four weeks is what the Government
believes is honest enthusiastic and efficient, it is a sorry day for Western Australia. I will
give some further examples of the Government's efficiency, honesty and integrity. We have
no: yet heard properly from the Attorney General about the appointment of the Information
Commissioner. I hope during the Address-in-Reply she wI tell us a bit more. Why was the
recommended applicant dropped in favour of someone who turs out to have close personal
ties to the Liberal Party? Is the Attorney General prepared to allow the motion on this
subject on the Notice Paper to be examined by the Ombudsman?
Mrs Edwardes: Absolutely not.
Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: Absolutely!
Mrs Edwardes: I am no' going to engage in your political ticks. You must be joking.
Mr Taylor: That is the Government!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Members, I have allowed some vigorous interjections,
but it has become a barrage from both sides of the House. I ask the Leader of the Opposition
to direct her comments to the Chair. If she wishes to respond to interjections she should
allow a pause so that can occur in a reasonable way.
Dr LAWRENCE: We have seen from the Attorney General a very clear reversal of her
position. The Attorney General should cast her mind back to a time when she was concerned
about another matter.
Mrs Edwardes: That was about the Western Women group.
Dr LAWRENCE: Yes, the Women's Information and Referral Exchange and Western
Women. The Government agreed that the matter should be referred to the Ombudsman.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Dr LAWRENCE: Interestingly, in that matter the Ombudsman found that the Government
had behaved quite properly and the procedures had been proper. If the Attorney General
believes that no problem exists she should be prepared to have the appointment examined
outside the political arena. If she is confident she has done the right thing, she should have
no difficulty with that matter being examined by a third party independent of the
Government. However, we are not to see that. The Government will use its numbers to deny
openness and accounability. It will not have that matter examined in any way. The public
can draw only one conclusion - the process is -
Mrs Edwardes: You are prepared to attack the integrity of senior public servants and the
Public Service Commissioner.
Dr LAWRENCE: What the public will draw from that is that the inister is not prepared to
name the QC who is investigating a matter for her, nor to have administrative decisions
subjected to scrutiny. In due course the Opposition will introduce a Bill that will require
Ministers and others to account for their administrative actions - in this case the appointment
to a senior position, which incidentally is not the Minister's plaything. The Information
Commissioner is answerable in the long term to the people and the Parliament of Western
Australia, and will be putting the Government under scrutiny more than anybody else. It is
quite clear that the Attorney General does no: even begin to understand our system of
Government and the responsibilities that go with it. If the Attorney General does not think
she has made a mistake in this case she should no: object to this matter being examined, If
all is well, we will all be satisfied. Until such time as this matter is properly addressed we
will continue to pursue it. On the question of efficiency, accountability and openness the
Government is failing on a number of fronts - that is just one of them.
The Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters
recommended an independent watchdog for the public sector. The Premier had to finally
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have dragged out of him any commitment to that body being independent of the Government
and answerable to Parliament. It took a front page headline in The West Australian saying,
"You're wrong Mr Premier." We had the extraordinary event of an editorial spill on to the
front page before the Premier finally conceded that he may have made a mistake on that
matter. Again, we are not sure until we see the legislation just what will happen to the public
sector watchdog group but it is most important. Given the complaints that Government
members made when they were in Opposition about the so-called politicisation of the Public
Service, it is extraordinary that the Premier should have contemplated for one second having
control of that body himself rather than giving control to the Parliament.
Mrs Edwardes: You say "extraordinary" more often than I say "in actual fact".
Dr LAWRENCE: The Attorney General's record is much higher.
The other thing the Government has done which diminishes openness and accountability is to
drop post Cabinet briefings.
Mr Pendal: You are Slways negative.
Dr LAWRENCE: Yes, it is negative and it will be until this Government improves.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Tubby. Don't be such an old knocker, present some alternatives.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! We are attempting to allow a member to make a speech
and we have a barrage of interjections beyond what is acceptable. I ask the members on my
right to come to order.
Dr LAWRENCE: As I said earlier, I make no apology for this being a critical speech. That
is precisely what should happen in the first four months of a Government, as the
Government's policies unfold in the Budget and as programs are enunciated. From time to
rime the Opposition has said that it approves of what the Government has done, but members
on this side of the House are here today to do what Oppositions must; that is, to ensure that
the Government is kept on its toes and is reminded of the need to be open and to account for
its actions.
The Premier does not like the media asking him an extended series of questions, so he has
discontinued post Cabinet briefings. Occasionally he will pop up, if the meda can find him
when he is prepared to stand still for about two minutes while they shove a microphone
under his nose. He will answer one or two questions and then escape; that is not being
accountable either. The extended press conference is a necessary part of being subjected to
scrutiny by the people. The media does that and the information is relayed to the people at
large. It is easy to duck cameras and microphones and to manage the matters with an
expanded media office, which for the moment is without an official director - the former
director was sacked. However, doing the hard work when subjected to close scutiny is
another matter. At this stage the Government has also refused to establish an Office of the
Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct. I wait with interest to
see what the Government proposes to do in that area, particularly given the rhetoric of
members opposite when they were in Opposition.
The Government refused to release and provide important papers during the election
campaign about the damaging consequences of the Premier's promise, which I mentioned
earlier, about the goods and services tax. The Government has also refused to provide
supporting documents on the sacking of Barry Carbon, or information surrounding the
Midland Workshops decision; in the latter case because none exists. The Minister finally
admitted that. He has not received financial advice; no report exists. Therefore, it is not
surprising that information has not been in the public arena. It has taken much teeth pulling
by the Opposition to get information about key questions. For example, why was it not
revealed when the Premier announced the formation of the McCarrey inquiry that thre of
those members were Liberal Party members, two of whom had been on Liberal fundraising
committees? Did members opposite not think that was relevant to the community's
assessment of the commission?
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This is the Government which, when in Opposition, kept saying that political appointments
were a disgrace. Any opportunity the Government has been given to have other people
scrutinise its actions, or do it itself, has been ducked. If the Government wanted to be up
front it could have stated char two of the members involved in the investigation had been on
fundraising committees and actively involved in the Liberal Party, but they were considered
to be terrific blokes nonetheless. Instead, the Government waited for that to filter out into the
community until it was dragged out of them. The information was initially denied by the
Premier, who then, when he had no choice, finally admitted that chose people had been
fundraisers. That is no way for members opposite to conduct themselves, particularly given
the rhetoric they have engaged in during the last two or three years. The Opposition had to
flush out many of these decisions.
The Government sometimes does not even bother to announce decisions made by Cabinet or
Government; they must be found out through the back door. For instance, the closure of the
regional Ministry of Consumer Affairs offices was never announced by the Government.
The Opposition had to tell the people in the various regions that they were going to lose a
service. The changes to water charges were also not announced. The Premier belatedly
admitted that the Government was going to shift the charges around so that the business
community had less of a burden. He has not quite owned up to the fact that that means the
other consumers are burdened more. The Opposition made known in the public arena the
fact that that was on the Government's agenda and was being contemplated. Why should the
people of Western Australia not know what the Government is proposing to do or has done?
Why must the Government keep secrets? It has chopped funds to the Tenants Advice
Service and the Consumer Credit Legal Service Inc. No announcement was made of those
cuts. Decisions are being made by the Government and no-one is being told.
The Government has also not announced the increase in transport charges which is likely,
although it knows that that was the advice given and char is the decision it is likely to make.
That secrecy is most extraordinary from a Government which, when in Opposition, went on
and on about the need for openness. The Attorney General is not prepared to subject even
the most straightforward administrative decision to scrutiny by any third party. What is the
problem? Has the Government something to hide?
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! This is the first time I have had to stand and ask members
to come to order. I call upon the Leader of the Opposition to continue.
Dr LAWRENCE: I know that it is awkward for the Government to now be subjected to
criticism. I have been on that side of the House; I know what it feels like. However, if
reasonable criticism is to be made the Government should hear it and, in some cases, should
heed it. The community is thining many of the things I am saying and will act on some of
them. We saw that recently when people marched on Parliament House. None of us would
condone some of their actions, but the people who marched objected reasonably to the
actions of the Government.
I am not saying today something which has been dreamt up by me simply to vilify the
Government. These matters are of concern to the people of Western Australia. Members
opposite are breaking their promises. They are treating the people as though they are fools,
refusing to consult them. A theme of rudeness is going through what the Government says
and does with many business groups. The motivation in the Public Service is now rock
bottom. Members opposite should chink about how the Treasury officials must feel. They
are the guardians of the public purse in Western Australia, and have been at the forefront in
developing programs to ensure that all of the finances and information necessary for good
and open Government are out in the public sector. However, what are they told? The
Government has been keeping secrets; it has been playing political games. It says that it is
going to bring in its boys and girls. As it happens, it is going to bring in its boys - its Liberal
Party friends and an ex-director of the Institute of Public Affairs - to tell the people what is
wrong with the finances of this State and what the bad boys and girls of Treasury have done
tothem.
This is occurring in the face of information that is provided to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics and the Grants Commission, and which is accepted by ratings agencies. The
Victorian Audit Commission and the New South Wales Treasury have also used much of
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Western Australia's data. All of those groups accept the information provided by Western
Australian Treasury officials on the public record. However, when the Premier announced
the commission of inquiry comprising die Liberal Part's mates, the Premier stated that there
were all sorts of skeletons in the cupboard. If there were, what connivance had the Treasury
officials been engaged in? What illegal activity had they been engaged in if they have been
refusing to release this information in the public sector?
Mr Court: May I give you one example?
Dr LAWRENCE: No. The Premier will have a chance to speak later. I have had enough
interjections from the Government lot to last me for quite a while.
Those Treasury officials must feel that their skills and integrity have been downgraded. I
know that they do feel that way because they have been told in no uncertain terms that they
have been hiding skeletons in cupboards, hiding things from the people of Western Australia,
and that they have been dishonest in the conduct of their duties.
A Government member interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is what the Government has been telling them. People such as Mr
Minson are telling Crown Law Department officials that they are totally incompetent, and
telling the Public Service Commission that it is not up to scratch. When one marries that
with the witch hunt the Government has conducted through its ministerial offices and from
the Premier's office, itris not surprising chat a few people in this Stare are not doing as well as
they should be, and are not contributing as well as they might to the public sector work force
in Western Australia. What does it do to people's motivation and efficiency when all those
people whose jobs are under threat art added to that? That includes those from the Midland
Workshops, Robb Jetty, the Homeswest building sector, the Hospital Laundry and Linen
Service of Western Australia and State Print, If we are to believe the preview of a report
released today, further unspecified cuts will be made in the public sector. Far from
demonstrating efficiency, this Government is providing a recipe for low motivation,
demoralisation and inefficiency in the public sector. This is the Government which was
going to provide new standards in all those areas. We will have the opportunity to return. to
some of those issues later.
Before concluding my speech I will raise one matter which I feel extremely strongly about.
The Opposition has noticed, and I am sure everyone in this State who pays attention to
politics has noticed, the Premier's latest tactic in trying to shore up his ailing political
position. He has told the community a great big fib. He has said the most extraordinary
things and is trying to scare the people of Western Australia about Mabo by portraying it as a,
big bogeyman, as though they are children. He is insulting their intelligence on a daily basis
and patronising them as gullible idiots.
Last Sunday when some of the specialist political journalists were obviously not on duty Mr
Court tried to persuade journalists and, through them, the public that people's homes and
backyards were at risk from Mabo. That is the lowest of positions to take. I challenge Mr
Court, if he really believes that and I seriously doubt that he does, to present in the
Parliament the information and advice on which he bases that conclusion. He should make it
available to everybody.
Mr Court: The fact you can claim native title on land granted since 1975?
Dr LAWRENCE: That is not what the Premier tried to say.
Mr Court: That is exactly what I said. Do not say that I told an untruth.
Dr LAWRENCE: I will say that the Premier told an untruth. He knowingly misled the
people of Western Australia on that question and he continues, knowingly, to mislead them
and apparently without apology. The Premier's aim is very clearly, as H.L. Menchen put it,
to keep the populace alarmed and hence clamorous to be led to safety by menacing it with an
endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary - the big, bad Mabo bogeyman. It is the
reds under the beds campaign revisited. We have seen it all before from the conservatives in
this country. Do members remember that Sir Robert Menzies and some of his conservative
colleagues would always bring up that issue? Whenever there was a political problem in
Australia it was the reds under the beds. It was the hordes coming down from the north to
overtake Australia. The maps were dripping poison from China and the Soviet Union,
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threatening to engulf Australia. It was the reds under the beds and now it is the blacks in
one's backyard. It is the same story.
Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is the Government's position.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I hope you apologise to the Aboriginal people for that Statement.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Premier sits in front of the television camneras and in front of any
audience from which he can get a hearing with a map of Western Australia - it is reminiscent
of the reds under the beds campaign. He repeated it again today by using a map of Western
Australia, most of which was coloured in red, and said that 80 per cent of Western Australia
is claimable under Mabo. The Premier knows, because he had the same legal advice as I
had, that is not true. It is one of die great pieces of misinformation the Premier is peddling
around this State.
I feel very strongly about this issue because the Premier is now compounding this felony -
this misleading of the people of Western Australia about their backyards and about 80 per
cent of the State being claimable - by not only parading maps, but also suburb lists. It is
interesting the suburb lists the Premier was hawking around yesterday contained a lot of
blocks in the northern suburbs. The Premier's standing, the party's standing and the
Government's performance is rock bottom at the end of four months. Suddenly the
Government discovers State rights and Mabo. and starts storming around the country using it
as a way of getting back some standing in the community. Why would that matter so early in
the life of this Government? It is because there is every possibility of a challenge succeeding
in the North Metropolitan Region and every possibility that the balance of power in the
Legislative Council will change. It certainly would change on the basis of the opinion polls
and the regard in which the Government is held after it has been in office for only three or
four months. Suddenly we have a big scare campaign. It is surprising that a lot of blocks
under threat are in the northern suburbs and the people in that area can expect to find people
sitting in their backyards laying claim to them. This is the most misleading political tactic I
have ever seen and it is dishonest. Mr Court does know his claims are wrong.
Mr Court: They are not wrong.
Dr LAWRENCE: Why is that he is alone among political leaders in this country? Why is it
that his Liberal colleagues in Canberra are telling him he is wrong? One after another they
dissociate themselves from his claims. It is because his claims are not honest and they are
designed to scare and terrorise and whip up hysteria on this question so that the failings of
the Premier and his Government will become a secondary question.
Mr Court's advisers and the other legal advisers in Government must be shaking their heads
in disbelief every time he stands up and purports to represent what Mabo is. They must be
trying very hard to get him to tell the truth. He refuses to tell the truth. There are honest
people in Government and outside Government who are trying to ensure that Mr Court gets it
right on Mabo and that he does look after Western Australia's interests. After all, that is
what it is about. If the Premier were seriously interested in solving this problem he would
stop peddling these myths and making claims that are not true. He would sit down with the
other Premiers and in the interest of economic uncertainty in this Stare he would do that
tomorrow and not next week or next year.
Mr Court: Did you see that Robert Tickner backed off?
Dr LAWRENCE: I did not see anything of the kind. The Premier knows it is possible that
claim is not likely to succeed and the remedy is in his hands.
Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: Mr Court knows his claim is wrong.
Mr Taylor: You are now telling them that they cannot sleep safely at night.
Mr Court: Mr Tickner said that people cannot sleep safely in their beds in Western
Australia. You are accusing me of saying that; I am quoting the Federal Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs.
Several members interjected.
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Dr LAWRENCE: Unlike the Premier I do not regard this issue as funny. Mr Court is
deliberately misleading the people of Western Australia.
Thie DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! On several occasions members' names have been quoted
and I draw the Leader of the Opposition's attention to that because it is not appropriate.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Premier knows that his claims are wrong. He knows that because he
has had legal advice. I challenge the Premier co say which Aboriginal person or persons has
had continuing and traditional association with the blocks of land on the maps he hawked
around yesterday. "Not one of them", is the answer.
Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Premier knows that Mabo requires continuing and irational
association.
Several members interjected.
Dr Watson: You are racist.

Withdrawal of Remark
Mr C.J BARNET:. Mr Deputy Speaker. I draw to your attention the fact that the member
for Kenwick referred to the Premier as a racist and I ask that the comment be withdrawn.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I ask the member for Kenwick to withdraw her remark.
Mr RIPPER: Mr Deputy Speaker, I ask you to reconsider your request to the member for
Kenwick to withdraw her remark because it does not seem to be one of the terms usually
regarded as unparliamentary in this place.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have asked the member for Kenwick to consider withdrawal,
and Iusay with that.
Dr WATSON: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Dr LAWRENCE: We must question why the Premier is taking this line. He knows that any
doubt, if any did exist about this question, could be removed immediately and that it has been
agreed that it should be removed, as far as I know by all State Premiers and the Federal
Government, and by all Leaders of the Opposition in this country, by validating existing title
and accepting the Commonwealth's offer for payment of compensation. Any doubt about
continuing occupation in and traditional association with those urban backyards about which
the Premier talks could be removed, the tide validated, and any compensation necessary met
by the Commonwealth, at his request. So please, Premier, do not go out to the People Of
Western Australia and mislead them about this point. To date the Premier has managed to
get away with it, with the exception of The West Australian, which has taken the principled
line on this issue. It has certainly reported the claims made by the Premier, but it has also
reported the correct rebuttal. Some of the electronic media, perhaps because of the nature of
the media, are unable or unwilling to challenge the correctness of the view put by the
Premier. It may be a mistaken belief held honestly, but I frankly do not believe that The
opportunism behind it is very evident. The Premier has shown himself in this matter - and
we will revisit it, members can believe that - as a political opportunist and not a leader. If
any issue in this State required leadership, Mabo was it. During the election campaign, not
one political leader in this country - and I include Mr Court - sought to use this issue for
political advantage.
A Government member: The Premier.
Dr LAWRENCE: Mr Court was not the Premier at that time so it is probably correct to refer
to him as Mr Court. Since the election we have seen, only here and in Victoria, Premiers
attempt to use this issue for political advantage. Therefore, I say to Mr Court, the Premier,
that he is a political opportunist and not a leader. A leader would inform himself fully,
consult widely with all of the affected parties, educate the community and attempt to
reconcile parties in dispute or disagreement. Instead, we see in the Premier a man prepared
to use the considerable power that attaches to his office -

Mr Tubby: Who wrote your speech?
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Dr LAWRENCE: I wrote it myself.
Mr Tubby: Then you should not have to read iL
Dr LAWRENCE: This is important because I want to be deliberate in what I say and I will
repeat it: We see in die Premier a man prepared to use the considerable power thai attaches
to his office and die attention chat is necessarily given to his utterances not to inform, consult
and reconcile but to mislead and divide, and to inflame, create and exacerbate differences in
our community. The Premier, far from resolving the problem of Mabo, wants the issue to
drag on and on and on until the community -

Mr Court: Tell us what you did about land rights! You promised them the world and gave
them nothing.
Thie DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I remind the House that we have now had four barrages
of interjections. I know that this is an emotive topic and that the speech is drawing
interjection, but we are getting too much interjection from both sides of the House.
Dr LAWRENCE: I stand firmly by the position that I have stated today; namely, that the
Premier is not acting as a leader. He is dividing the community. He is relying upon racial
sentiment to overtake a reasoned approach. He wants this matter to be protracted. That will
be good for no-one, least of all for the economy of Western Australia which the Premier
claims to want to protect. All right minded people should protest vigorously about what is
being done by the Premier and accepted, apparently in silence, by his parliamentary
colleagues. I call upon and will repeat my call for church leaders, concerned business and
union leaders, academics and legal, media and community organisations to join with the
Aboriginal people of Western Australia in rebutting and resisting this campaign, in rebutting
the distortions that have been peddled by the Premier, and in repudiating the prejudicial
attitudes that accompany it. This is a time when people must stand up arid be counted.
Unfortunately, the Premier is being counted on the wrong side of this debate. I call also
upon Aboriginal leadens in this community to ensure a reasoned debate about this issue. I
call - although I think it will fall upon deaf ears - upon the Premier to revise his position and
to sit down not just with the Prime Minister but also with other groups to work out a position
that will benefit Western Australia.
Mr Court: What do you think we have been doing for four months?
Dr LAWRENCE: Nothing.
Mr Court: Do you support the Prime Minister's proposal?
Dr LAWRENCE: Not in every detail.
Mr Court: Which detail do you not support?
Dr LAWRENCE: The Premier should show leadership in this matter. The Premier should
seek to unite, to consult, to ensure a solution for Western Australia that is workable -

Mr Court: That is exactly what we ame trying to do.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Premier attempts to make light of this matter. He attempts to say it is
all somebody else's fault, but I think in his heart of hearts he knows that he has used this
issue not for the benefit of Western Australia but for his own political advantage. He has
claimed that he wants to see the matters associated with Mabo settled as soon as possible so
that confidence in Western Australia is not undernined, but of all the national leaders,
including Mr Kennett, the Premier has been the most irresponsible and uncooperative. He
has been deliberately trying to create a climate of dispute and uncertainty.
Mr Court: With whom?
Dr LAWRENCE: With everybody - with the Aboriginal people and with the other Premiers.
The other Premiers were not impressed by the Premier's performance either. The Premier
will be held responsible if this matter drags on beyond the end of the year. If this matter is
not resolved by the end of this parliamentary session, everyone in this State should hold the
Premier personally responsible because a solution is possible - a solution without rancour
and without division in our community, based on good sense and leadership and on an
understanding of the need for all people in our community to get together, not a solution
based on reds under the bed revisited campaigns, which scare people about the secure title
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which they have to their homes or farms. The Premier must stand condemned. He may not
stand condemned, sadly, right across the community because it is easy to incite racial
acrimony, It is easy, particularly in Australia, for people to chink ill of Aboriginal people, to
think that they have too much, to think that they should have less. If the Premier does not
understand that that is the attitude that he is endorsing and cultivating -

Mr Court: Is my attitude racist?
Dr LAWRENCE: I did not call the Premier a racist. I said that if he does not understand
that in addressing the issue in the way that he has he runs the risk of inciting that sort of
sentiment, he should understand it, and that for the good of Western Australia he must
understand that this is not a political plaything. He must understand that he has, of all people
in this State, the unique responsibility to get it right. He must get it right without inciting the
sort of division and antiracial sentiment -

Mr Court: If we get it right will you support us?
Dr LAWRENCE: Absolutely. We will support the Premier because this matter must be
resolved as a matter of priority without community division and rancour. If the Premier
succeeds in solving the matter at the expense of the people in this community, putting them
in a position where they are subjected to racial vilification and hatred, he will not have
solved the problem at all. He will have solved the short term problem and created a much
more serious one. That is my concern about the way the Premier has addressed the issue. I
amn happy on Mabo that we all sit down to talk about it; that all points of view in the
community are accommodated - of both the Opposition and the Government - because this is
not a political toy.
Mr Court: Your Prime Minister did not talk to any of us.
Dr LAWRENCE: I do not necessarily endorse the way the Prime Minister has gone about
this either.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It is the difference between the Leader of the Opposition and the Prime
Minister. What is Labor Party policy?
Dr LAWRENCE: I do not believe that would be news to the Prime Minister because I have
said it publicly on a number of occasions, but the sentiment and attitude behind the Prime
Minister's approach and the sentiment and attitude behind the Premier's approach are chalk
and cheese. The Premier runs the risk, as does Mr Campbell, of creating division in this
community which will never be healed.
Worse than that, in the short term the Premier runs the risk of making this economy and this
State subject to the sort of uncertainty that the Premier claims it already is. Incidentally, the
Premier might note that the Moody's Investors Service rating agency said today in relation to
Mabo that it did not regard it as a problem yet, but it would watch carefully the way the
leadens of this country solved the problem. That is what it is about. A series of sensible
steps can be taken which will see the matter resolved to everyone's satisfaction by the end of
the year. The challenge to the Premier is to do that in such a way that the community will
not be set one against the other, and that Western Australia will not be left in the position of
having to carry the burden of the Mabo decision without the support of other States and the
Commonwealth. If the Premier is prepared to sit down with members of the Opposition, the
Aboriginal community, miners, pastoralisis, and with right-minded citizens and come up
with a proper formula to put to the Federal Government, we will support it. If the Premier
acts in this divisive way to inflame community sentiments he will not have our support. This
is about solving a problem in the least rancorous way, not about political opportunism.
I conclude my remarks at this point, although these matters will be revisited not least because
those questions are ones that cannot be dropped until they are solved. I have indicated my
very considerable disappointment at the performance of the Government today not because I
want to see it fail. We have four years, and we want this State to be in good shape. Mabo, in
a way, is an illustration of what can go wrong and what can be done right -
Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: The big bad Federal Labor Government! It is okay if it is the Liberals. It
is in the Premier's hands whether this State for the next four years becomes prosperous and
harmonious, a society that embraces all its citizens, or a divided, angry, hostile, isolated
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community which is at odds with everybody. Sadly, that is the recipe received from this
Government today.
MR MARSHALL (Murray) [4.34 pml: I am indeed Privileged to be able to speak in the
Address-in-Reply debate as the member for Murray. I am fully aware of the responsibility
that accompanies the honour and I intend to represent my electorate enthusiastically. It is a
pleasure to be part of a coalition team that is prepared to make some hard decisions, and
whose ideals I share. It is a team that is keen to see personal responsibility restored and
Government interference lessened.
I am here today because hundreds of people have faith in me. My sincere thanks go to all the
people who helped in the "Marshall for Murray" campaign. I would like to record my debt to
the members of my campaign committee who worked for a full 12 months, especially my
campaign manager, Andrew McCormack. and my wife, Helen, who stuck to the task
throughout the highs and lows of the campaign.
At the turn of the century my grandfathers followed the gold trail from Bendigo to
Kalgoorlie before joining the unskilled work force at the Fremantle wharf. My father,
Horrie, left school during the Depression at the age of 13. He went on to become an all-time
great in the sport of cycling and achieved success in the world of racing. He gave me the
college education that he did not have. This background, combined with a successful
sporting and business career of my own, has enabled me to be comfortable with people from
all walks of life. I owe much to my heritage.
I wish to take this opportunity to tell the Assembly something about the Murray electorate.
Murray is a large area surrounding but not including Mandurah. it stretches from Madora in
the north to Lake Clifton in the south- It includes Ravenswood, Yunderup, Pinjarra,
Dwellingup, North Dandalup and Coolup. Theme are many unrelated pockets, each with its
own concerns and problems. The dairy farmers of Coolup have different needs from the
young families at Greenfields. People who have chosen to live on the Yunderup canals have
a different lifestyle from those who decided to make their homes on the five acre lots at
White Hills. It all makes for a very interesting electorate.
The resources of Murray are varied. The region has important mineral resources including
deposits of limestone, clay, sand, gravel, granite and bauxite. Alcoa Australia has an
extensive bauxite mining operation in Murray with a large scale alumina refinery at Pinjarra.
It is by far the biggest employer in Murray with approximately 2 000 workers. This
represents 80 per cent of all manufacturing employment and a gross payroll of $82m.
Alcoa's refineries at Pinjarra and Wagerup produce 13 per cent of the world's market in
alumina, while the Pinjarra bauxite processing refinery is the largest in the world. The
company is highly regarded and contributes in a substantial way to almost every aspect of
community activity in the Pinjarra area. It is also Greening Australia's biggest sponsor. It
spends $12m annually on environmental research, planning and rehabilitation. Alcoa, the
only mining company in the world listed on the "Global 500 roll of honour", provides an
excellent example of how overall environmental protection can be integrated with industrial
development.
Agriculture has traditionally been an important component of the region's economy with
beef cattle, sheep, dairy cattle and extensive piggery operations. Apples, nectarines, plums,
pears, peaches and watermelons are grown in the Murray region, and although there has been
a significant decline in the forestry industry two mills are still in operation. There are 28
commercial fishermen operating in the estuary with a total catch of crabs, prawns and mullet
worth about $700 000 annually. Tourism also is important to the area. The Harvey Estuary
and Peel Inlet combined are two and one half times larger than the Swan River estuary. The
scenic waterways and magnificent bushland and forests are major attractions for tourists with
approximately half a million people visiting the area each year.
Within the Murray are some of Western Australia's finest jarrab forests, the magnificent
Murray River valley and the Lane-Poole Reserve. This location is extremely popular with
tourists as it is one of the few areas near Perth where they can camp in a relatively natural
bush setting. One little known resource in the Murray electorate is water. Quietly taking
shape in the corner of the Murray electorate is the $60m. North Dandalup Dam which will
supply about 10 per cent of the metropolitan water when completed in June 1994. Since last
October 160 workers with giant earth moving equipment have been excavating for
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foundations and spillway. Incidentally, a 60 metre high embanlcment which stretches over
one kilomnetre will use more fill than was used on the Ord,
Not far from North Dandalup the $1 im Cojurunup pipehead dam is also nearing completion,
which means there will be four major dams in the Murray electorate. We already have the
South Dandalup and South Dandalup pipehead damrs. The dam at South Dandalup continues
to be a favoured spot with tourists and day trippers. The North Dandalup darn with its
combination of water, bush areas and tranquility will, I am sure, prove equally popular.
Murray is cwrently acknowledged to be one of Western Australia's most rapidly growing
regions outside the metropolitan area. At the 1989 election there were just under 9 000
electors on the electoral roll. At the Febmuary 1993 polls there were almost 16 000 electors.
The population, including children, has seen an even more dramatic rise. By far the greatest
proportion of these newcomers live in the Creenifields. and Coodanup areas, which have
predominantly fairly low cost housing. The sudden rise in population has put pressure on
some of the local facilities. Bus services have not kept up with the demand. There is an
urgent need for local shopping facilities within walking distance. Welfare agencies are under
pressure. In times such as these when Government resources are stretched to a breaking
point it is essential that people work together to help themselves. Many Murray people are
doing just that. Recently the Falcon Family Centre was opened. A group of concerned

-residents had seen the urgent need for a family centre. They formed a steering committee,
organised assistance from the Lotteries Commission, worked tirelessly, had furniture made
by a resident, and the project was completed in 12 months. Only three weeks ago in Pinjarra
an appeal was launched for a $1.4mi indoor sporting complex. It is the most ambitious
scheme ever tackled by the people in Pinjarra. The Murray Shire Council supports the
project and fundraising has commenced for the first increment of $500 000. T'he South
Mandurah Football Club, the Falcon Fire Brigade, Halls Head Sporting Association,
Dawesville Fire Brigade and many other groups have shown that by helping themselves they
can achieve a great deal. The nature of the Murray electorate with its independent pockets of
residential areas has led to each area developing a unique identity and has fostered a strong
community spirit within each. In today's society this feeling of identity and belonging is
precious. It is great to see people helping themselves and each other.
They do however, need outside help in the areas of transport, hospital services and education.
A town bus service within Mandurak provided by one or more operators coordinating with
Transperth trunk services should be developed over the next few years. Some of these town
services may need State financial support. A fast and direct service to Rockingham and a
fast Perth service - possibly via Kwinana town and the extended Kwinana Freeway once it is
opened next year - are needed to complement Transperth's existing trunk services. T'he
extension of the Kwinana Freeway to Mandurah is imperative if people are to be able to live
in the pleasant surroundings of Murray while working elsewhere. Although the Murray
electorate is serviced by the Pinjarra and Mandurah hospitals many ancillary services that are
taken for granted in the metropolitan area are not available, Services ame needed in such
areas as child psychiatry, plastic surgery, ear, nose and throat surgery, ultrasound and
dietetics. The need for a Peel regional college has been evident for a number of years. A
budget allocation of $145 000 was made in 1991 for the purchase of land, but nothing was
done. Exhaustive studies have been undertaken to determine the most suitable site, but still
no decision has been made and no land has yet been pur-chased,
Youth unemployment is a disturbing 29 per cent in Mandurah-Murray. To cope with the
educational, employment, training and community needs of the Peel region, it is essential'
that the college become a reality as soon as possible. The Murray area, in many ways, is a
microcosm of the State at large. Job creation is a priority, but the major challenge is to
encourage development and allow progress, while balancing it against care for the
environment. At the moment in Murray a number of area are finding this balance is
difficult Should the Caddadup rubbish tip be relocated and, if so, where? Should the
proposed Murray airfield be given the green light and, if so, what will happen to the existing
kennels? Should net fishing in the estuary be limited? Should job creation be more
important than preservation of the Creery wetlands? In every one of these instances, it is
possible to hear convincing arguments for and against. When making decisions, should more
weight be given to the interest of today's residents than of future residents? Should we be
looking five years ahead or 50? To find this balance is a real challenge.
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As I have mentioned, life in the Murray revolves around the Peel-Harvey Estuaries - and the
waterways of the Murray. However, the estuary is sick. As everyone who has visited the
area in the last few years will know, the estuary has been affected by blooms of a toxic blue-
green algae which makes the water unsuitable for recreation. At the time of the blooms
many residents, especially those who live along the canals, experience very unpleasant
odours from decomposing algae scum. What can be done to return the estuary to health?
Work is proceeding on three main fronts. Firstly, managemenit of land in the catchment area.
This is aimed at reducing the amount of phosphorus - upon which nodularia feeds - which
leaves Ike land and enters the estuary. Farmers in the area ame working closely with the Peel-
Harvey Catchment Centre to reduce the amount of phosphates they use, and have planted
thousands of trees, but poor management by the Water Authority is still a major problem.
The catchment has 2 000 kilometres of Water Authority drains across it, and these act as
"express highways" by which phosphorus reaches the estuary, with little chance to infiltrate
and be retained in the soil. According to a recent report of the Peel-Harvey Catchment
Centre, the drainage system is unpopular with landholders because of the high annual rate,
overdraining, high maintenance costs and destruction of wetland systems. Additionally,
based on Water Authority figures, the drainage system in the south west lost approximately
$4.5m last year.
It is difficult for one Government agency to encourage landholders to do the right thing when
Mnother major Government agency has done die opposite. Various reports on drainage
reform have been written in Ike past six years. Not all have been released, and none has been
acted upon. I expect the present Government to change this. The catchment centre, in
conjunction with landholder groups, has developed simple systems of modernising drains.
These should now be implemented on a broad scale. Another solution to the phosphate
problem could be the use of Alcoa's bauxite residue or "red mud', a by-product of the
alumina industry which has the ability to capture and hold nutrients. On acid, sandy soils
application has been shown to increase pasture production by 15 per cent and to decrease
phosphorus leaching by 50 per cent. Alcoa requires an assurance of community and
Government support before it will agree to widespread use, and EPA approval has yet to be
given, but the red mud program has the potential to be a shining example of cooperation
between mining, agriculture and environmental protection.
The second step towards helping the estuary to recovery is a weed harvesting program, and
the third and ma jor step is the $57m. Dawesville Channel, one of the most ambitious
maritime engineering feats ever attempted in WA and due to open in March 1994. The
Dawesville Channel will increase flushing of t estuary. This will mean that the whole
system will be able to tolerate a much higher loading of phosphorus; that more phosphorus
will be removed, that the system will become more salty and nodulaxia will not be able to
flourish. There will be a reduction in the time that nutrients will remain in the system; the
level of oxygen in the water will rise, and water clarity will improve. This all sounds
wonderful - but there is another side to the picture! The environmental impact of the
predicted higher tides was not fully researched. In August last year Murray farmers raised
concerns about salty, tidal waters going up the drains, and causing devastation of wetland
areas. To its credit, the Department of Marine and Harbours has now launched an
investigation into the matters raised, and further modelling of tidal fluctuations has been
completed. Some residents still do not realise that as well as larger areas being covered in
water at high tide, lurger areas will also be exposed at low tide! It could be difficult to
launch boats. Mosquito control will be essential, and it may be necessary to install
floodgates in drains where freshwater habitats are threatened. The effect on nursery stocks
of fish, prawns and crabs will also have to be closely studied.
It will be essential to monitor the effects of the channel very closely. With all three areas of
control working together, it is hoped that the estuary will be revived, so that present and
futur generations will be able to enjoy the pleasures it had to offer in the past. The waters of
the Peel-Harvey Estuary belong to all Western Australians; and it is in everyone's interests to
have them sparkling.
What then does the future hold for Murray? It will certainly continue to provide over 20 000
people with a wonderful place to live. Some of these have steady employment locally or in
other areas; many are enjoying the pleasures of retired life. Unfortunately, others are not so
lucky. Unemployment in the region is 15 per cent, which is higher than the State average.
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Although much of the unemployment problem can be attributed to the curment economic
recession. Murray lacks a diversified employment base. In recent years the area has become
reliant upon mining and mineral processing as a primary source of economic development
and job creation. This industry must of course be encouraged and assisted wherever
possible. It is unlikely that large numbers of jobs will be generated in farming, agriculture,
or forestry; there could be room for further development in organic fanning and aquiculturre.
At present, light manufacturing employs very few people, but this is one area where growth
is possible.
At a seminar on job creation that I arranged last year, the main message was that small
businesses are not seeking assistance but less interference fronm all levels of government.
One local businessman, Rae Davison, has shown what can be done. Davison Industries
manufactures agricultural chemicals and has a canola oil crushing plant. This progressive
company started operations in Pinjarra in 1988 with a staff of four, and half a million dollars
in sales. It now employs a staff of 4, and in 1992 sales - the export component of which is
growing all the time - reached $20.5m.
If we encourage small business people and do not swamp them with red tape they will get
things going. It is. however, tourism that offers most hope for the future in Murray. Racing,
pacing and greyhound racing already attract many visitors to Murray, as does the Meadow
Springs Country Club, which is fast becoming a major tourist destination. Approximately
30 000 tourists visited Meadow Springs last year, 10 000 of them from overseas. The
Hotham Valley Railway's recent promotion "100 years of rail" brought over 10000 visitors
to Pinjarra, showing what planning and enthusiasm can accomplish. The four-lane bridge
over the Dawesville Channel, to be opened in November, is 22 metres high and will enable
yachts of all sizes to enter the marina. When the Port Bouvard resort with its golf course and
tourist hotel is completed, traditional tourists will be well catered for, but the fact that it is
attracting and accommodating other sorts of tourists has exciting possibilities.
As Penny Figgis, a Director of the Australian Tourist Commission pointed out in an article in
Habitat Australia earlier this year, eco-tourism is claimed to be "the fastest growing sector of
the huge American market" and will "probably grow at two to three times the rate of
conventional tourism. Travellers are increasingly seeking the natural in preference to the
artificial; the distinctive rather than the bland". We in Murray are well placed to take
advantage of this trend. The delights of bird watching, crabbing, putting out a net, prawning,
boating and fishing have lured visitors to the Murray for generations, and if efforts to revive
the estuary are successful they will continue to do so.
There are the pleasures mentioned earlier of the Pinjarra-Dwellingup areas, where 250 000
visitors a year already enjoy the natural environment of Lane Poole Reserve and its
surrounds. Less well known is a project quietly taking place at Dwellingup - the innovative
Forest Heritage Centre, where eco-tourism will be seen at its best. The Forest Heritage
Centre will offer people the chance to stay a while in a forest environment. The School of
Wood, with its fully equipped workshop will be used to develop skills in the fine wood
industry. Forest tourism will provide a unique opportunity for visitors to increase their
understanding and enjoyment of the forest and they will be able to see craftsmen at work
from the vantage place of a platform reached by a rope bridge through the tree tops!
Other environmentally friendly projects are evolving in a different part of the Murray.
Yalgonip Lodge, south of Dawesville, opened recently, offering superb holiday
accommodation for just 12 people. Guests are encouraged to cycle along the estuary
foreshore, to bush walk, and to relax in peace. A restaurant facility is currently being added
to the Threlfal Galleries which are set in delightful natural surroundings at Wannanup, while
the charming Bouvard Gallery was recently opened in a bushland setting at Melro.
The opportunity for expansion in eco-tourism certainly exists in Murray. If it is grasped,
tourism could develop into an even more valuable industry for the area. At present the
magnificent Mury is the best kept secret in Western Australia. It is a playground on the
doorstep of the metropolitan area just waiting to be discovered. My vision for the future is
that the people of Murray will be able to live the sort of lifestyle that attracted them to the
area in the first place - a combination of the best aspects of country living with some of the
facilities that are taken for granted in the city.
By continuing to appreciate the contribution made by Alcoa; by allowing light industry and
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small business to flourish; by encouraging government to plan wisely to meet transport
medical and educational requirements; by promoting environmentally friendly tourism; and
by cleaning up the estuary, my vision for Murray will be achieved.
I thank members for giving me the opportunity today to talk about the exciting, challenging,
interesting electorate of Murray. and cordially invite members, if they are ever down our
way, to drop in and share a prawn sandwich or a bowl of crab chowder!
[Applause.]
MR BROWN (Morley) [4.57 pm): I thank the people of the Morley electorate, for
supporting the Australian Labor Party and my candidature in the 6 February State election. I
will do my best to live up to the rust that has been placed in me. I use the word trust
deliberately. Trust, as the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government
and Other Macters identified is one of the two fundamental principles which underpin our
form of representative democracy and responsible Government. Trust, like loyalty, must be
earned. It is earned by commitments being honoured. It is destroyed by promises being
conveniently forgotten or selectively interpreted at a later time. Institutions and individuals
which are rue to their word enjoy high levels of confidence and integrity. The reverse is
also rue. Commitments dishonoured bring chose responsible arid the institutions they
represent into disrepute. Those who parade themselves as the virtuous and who criticise
others for lapses in honesty and integrity have a responsibility to ensure their conduct is
beyond reproach if they are not to be seen as hypocrites and opportunists.
As I believe there is an onus on individuals to carry our the commitments they make, I will
outline some of the matters I promised to pursue on behalf of the electorate. Obviously it
will not be possible to outline them all. I will touch on some local issues as well as a broader
one which impacts on the community at large. The Morley electorate covens a range of
suburbs including Locicridge. The people of Loclcridge have a great deal of pride in their
area. It is a pride well founded. Over many years, the community has achieved many
facilities which are the envy of others. They have an active and well patronised senior
citizens' centre; a well equipped and functioning community health centre and a variety of
other community facilities. It is unfortunate, but true that Lockiridge suffers from an
unfounded image problem. On repeated occasions residents have told me of how the suburb
is maligned by those who have only an uninformed, superficial knowledge of it. Efforts are
being made to improve the area. The Shire of Swan has recently carried out a range of
improvements.
However, the main problem that remains is a State Government responsibility. That problem
relates to the high incidence of Homeswest flats. Homneswest accommodation amounts to 47
per cent of all accommodation in the area. The optimum for other suburbs is around 10 per
cent. However, it is not simply the high incidence of Homeswest accommodation that is the
cause of the problem. Rather, ir is the design and clustering of large blocks of flats that have
led to the social problems that continue to be experienced. Last year, some progress was
made on this front when dhe then Minister for Housing made the courageous decision to
demolish what was known as Clane Court flats. That action was welcomed by the local
community and came after years of lobbying by community groups and the former member
for Morley. However, more needs to be done. The local community would like to see
additional blocks demolished, particularly those that continue to attract antisocial behaviour
and which pose security risks for tenants and the surrounding community. In the months to
come, the local community and I will be pressing for this problem to be rectified.
In case my comments are interpreted as a criticism of Homeswest, I assure members they are
not. Rather, the problem I have outlined is a legacy of the past In recent years, Homeswest
has been exceptionally responsive to community needs. This can be seen in a variety of
initiatives introduced in the design of new accommodation as well as improvements to
existing housing stock. One initiative particularly applauded by the community was the
upgrading of security measures in designated seniors' accommodation. Itris hoped that this
programr will be expanded to include all accommodation occupied by seniors.
Homeswesc is nor the only department worthy of mention. The Ministry of Education can be
proud of strong community support found in the overwhelming majority of schools in the
electorate. In most schools there is a high level of parent involvement and excellent
relationships between parents and the paid professional and support staff. Great care needs
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to be taken to ensure that this relationship is fostered. Changes in the school decision
making processes which pit teachers against parents or otherwise create unnecessary tension
Will destroy this cooperative spirit which is so important in the school environment. I do not
assert that everything in our schools is so perfect that further improvement is impossible.
Improvement is possible in schools as it is in all other walks of life. However, in the school
environment it is vital chat change is implemented carefully and introduced in an incremental
way that does not place at risk the advances made so far.
Some in the community who have less than a complimentary view of our education system
believe schools should play a greater role in instilling a sense of responsibility into our young
people in order to combat juvenile crime. Juvenile crime, and crime generally. require a
multifaceted response. Schools can attend to some aspects of behaviour if adequate
resources are provided. For example, resources are required to deal with recalcitrant truants;
if we are to overcome the social problems created when the very young effectively drop out
of school. Additional programs within schools are only part of the solution to reducing the
incidence of crime. Alternative penalties such as those used in New Zealand may provide an
effective deterrent as well as giving victims of crime the feeling of some sense of justice. I
commend the Attorney General for pursuing this initiative. It demonstrates that the good
ideas of one Government - or, in this instance, the former Minister for Community Services -
will not be discarded by an incoming Government for petty political reasons.
There are a number of other legislative, administrative and community initiatives that can all
play an important part in making the community a safer place to live. Locally, the people
and Town of Bassendean have been pressing for the reopening of the Bassendean Police
Station. This is a matter my colleague, the member for Maylands, and I will be pursuing
with the town council. Crime, particularly juvenile crime, is one of the issues that has caused
the public to question the adequacy of our legal system. However, itris by no means the only
one. Public confidence in the judiciary has also been undermined by politically motivated
unjustified criticism. There is no better example of this behaviour than in some of the
emotive comments made about the High Court decision in what is generally referred to as the
Mabo case. Those ideologically opposed to any formn of just treatment of Aboriginal people
endeavour to portray the decision as being made by unelected judges remote from the
exigencies of a modern society. The judiciary stands accused of committing the cardinal sin
of entering into the legislative arena. Adding to the woes of the courts' public standing has
been some less than sensitive comments made by members of the judiciary which reflect a
gender bias.
The integrity of the legal system has also not been helped by the high cost of access to it.
This is a matter I will return to later. But for now and in the context of these remarks, it is
worthy of note because it adds to the feeling of unease about the system. Coupled together,
these views generate an opinion in some sections of the community that the legal system is
out of touch and beyond the reach of the ondinary person. Some would argue it has always
been thus. I would argue, however, that if this assessment of public opinion is corct, it is a
worrying trend which must be corrected if we are to have an orderly society. Public respect
for the openness and integrity of the legal system is necessary if we are to have a generally
law abiding community. No amount of control mechanisms will bring about social harmony
if there is a lack of confidence in the law and the way it is enforced. That is why there is an
onus on Parliament to ensure, as far as practicable, that our legal system serves all equally.
Equality before the law is a fundamental plank of any democratic society. It has been
recognised as a civil and human right of all citizens. International human rights instruments
have stressed the importance of this right. Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights provides that -

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the
equal protection of the law.

Similarly article 7 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights states that -
All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law.

iluman dignity and the right to be treated as an equal hinge on the individual having equal
rights before the law. It is sometimes wrongly assumed this principle is implicit in a
democratic society. Unfortunately it is not. This is why some democracies have a
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constitution or charter which prevents these rights being usurped by the Legislature. The
absence of a bill of charter of rights which guarantees the fundamental rights of ordinary
citizens places an onus on this Parliament to ensure such rights are not inadvertently or
otherwise curtailed or abolished. This is particularly so with the right to equality before the
law. Equality before the law has been held to have both procedural and substantive meaning.
Procedurally, equality before the law envisages the concept of equality in the enforcement of
legal rules - of equal rights of access and representation. This concept is markedly different
from the substantive interpretation which envisages equality in the law; that is, equality in
the content of legal rules.
The second more liberal interpretation is shared by those who believe that the law needs to
recognise the differences within society and ensure equality of treatment for citizens
similarly situated. Unfortunately, this interpretation is frequently misunderstood as requiring
the law to apply without distinction. Universal application of law in this way would only
tend to reinforce the disadvantage suffered by some sections of the community. As John
Stuart Mill poignantly observed -

The justice of giving equal protection to the rights of all, is maintained by those who
support the most outrageous inequality in the fights themselves. Even in slave
countries it is theoretically admitted that the rights of the slave, such as they are,
ought to be as sacred as those the master; and that a tribunal which falls to enforce
them with strictness is wanting in justice.

Equality before the law hinges on the individual's capacity to protect his or her rights. For
many in the community this means having the capacity to acquire the services of a legal
practitioner. A number of factors impact on the ordinary citizen's capacity to acquire legal
representation. One is obviously cost, another is the type of Government or other assistance
that might be available, yet another is the manner in which the rights themselves may be
enforced. I will deal with the issue of costs first.
The cost of legal representation has been the subject of considerable debate. The most recent
contributions come from the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal. In the most recent report on
the remuneration of judges and magistrates the tribunal dealt with the increasing earnings
gap between judges and solicitors. The tribunal had this to say -

There is a strong feeling in the community that the greatest damage to the proper
administration of justice is the cost of justice. The view is held that the avenage
citizen can no longer afford litigation and this is not without substance. Judges tell
the tribunal that the income gap has widened considerably since they accepted
appointment to the Bench. Yet, unlike most members of the community, the real
value of their remuneration has been more than maintained throughout the years of
wage restraints. it follows, therefore, the income of private practitioners has soared
while the majority of the population has been subjected to restraint.

Some believe the exorbitant legal costs have had the effect of deterring ordinary citizens
from seeking to enforce their rights. There ame plenty of examples where the cost of legal
representation has forced individuals to capitulate to the will of the financially strong.
Examples of which l am aware include -

a small business person forced to abandon a business legitimately acquired as a
consequence of a larger company threatening to sue;
a young couple unable to bear the cost of defending an action in a custody case;
an employee and his family having to meekly accept threatening letters from a
powerful former employer for months on end, fearing any action to stop the letters
could result in the family losing its meagre resources.

These are but a few examples.
Legal costs were the subject of a 1987 amendment to the Legal Practitioners Act. That
amendment established the legal costs committee. The establishment of that committee was
recommended by the Clarkson committee inquiry into the future organisation of the legal
profession in Western Australia. The Clarkson committee recommended the establishment
of the legal costs committee after reviewing the ad hoc and administratively cumbersome
way costs scales had been adjusted in the past. However, the 1987 amendments to that Act
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made no reference to the criteria the legal costs committee should use in its deliberations.
The Clarkson committee was also silent on that point. However, a careful reading of the
committee's reports suggests that the legal costs committee should take into account the
public interest in the setting of legal charges. The absence of a mandatory public interest test
in the Legal Practitioners Act has allowed costs scales to be determined on criteria which do
not protect consumers of legal services. In its 1991 report the legal costs committee
expressed the view that costs scales should reflect reasonable market rates, assuming the
operation of a fair market. There are a number of inherent difficulties with this approach.
What features constitute a fair market? Are chose features present in the legal profession?
Are market rates appropriate or should these be set by reference to what is paid in like
professions?
I return to die frst point: Does a fair market exist? The answer to this question depends on a
range of factors, including the ease with which new players may enter the market. To gan
admission to practice in Western Australia a person needs to obtain a law degree and
undergo a 12 month period of articled clerkship, followed by a further 12 months of
restricted practice. Other limited ways of gaining access also exist. Admittance depends on
university graduates obtaining employment in the profession. Hence, the profession
collectively controls the number of new entrants to the market. To overcome this barrier die
Clarkson committee recommended a legal practice institute be established to provide
practical training for graduates. It was envisaged the institute would provide the type of
training ordinarily obtained through in-service training. The idea of establishing a legal
practice institute has not been pursued with any vigour. Instead, legal practices have been
encouraged to create additional positions to soak up surplus graduates. This arrangement has
been less than satisfactory and is unlikely to be capable of providing places for all students
who will graduate at the end of this year. The employment of graduates is likely to become
more precarious at the end of next year when a significant number of students from Murdoch
University, as well as those from the University of Western Australia, will also be looking
for places. Twenty three law graduates could no: find places in the early 1980s when the
idea of establishing a legal practice institute was recommended. That number of unplaced
students is likely to pale into insignificance when the 1993 and 1994 classes graduate. The
impediments to entry suggest a fair market does not exist in the legal profession. It follows
that rates set by an imperfect market must be suspect and warrant closer scrutiny. An
objective assessment which is transparent and open to public scrutiny will go some way to
alleviating public unease about the level of legal costs. Should that form of scrutiny result in
a real reduction of costs - and there is no guarantee that it will - then such an effect would be
desirable, If, on the other hand, such an objective assessment found costs scales justifiable,
public concern about unwarranted high costs would be allayed. In advocating this approach I
do not assert that costs should be set at an artificially low level. Rather, it is to ensure the
public pay a reasonable level of fees and nothing more. After all, the more affordable legal
services become, the more ordinary citizens can acquire such services, and the more we
move to securing the objective of equality before the law.
Given the closed nature of the legal profession, there are strong grounds for legislatively
requiring that the legal costs committee take into account the public interest when
considering cost scales. Obviously, proper consideration of the public interest will require
resources being made available to the committee to carry out the level of research necessary
to reach an informed decision. This fact was recognised by the Clarkson committee 10 years
ago when it recommended the State meet the costs of expert advice required by the
committee. Adequate funds need to be made available to the committee for this purpose.
In case it is thought the changes I advocate seek to control lawyers' incomes - let me make it
clear, they do not. Lawyers, like others in the community, are entitled to fair remuneration
according to the nature of the work undertaken. Those prepared to undertake complex legal
tasks are entitled to be paid a rate commensurate with the skills required. The same applies
to those who wish to undertake a larger volume of work. Income disparities within the
profession will continue according to skill and workload. Hence, any argument that the
introduction of a public interest test will restrict lawyers' income is fallacious. Some may
argue the imposition of a public interest test is an unwarranted intrusion into the rights of
practitioners to charge whatever they deem reasonable. Should this limitation be imposed
when it does not apply to business generally? The distinction between the services provided
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by the legal profession as compared to other businesses is, in my view, obvious. The closed
nature of the profession, coupled with the need to ensure as many citizens as possible have
access to the law, make it imperative that costs are set at a level which balances the interests
of the lawyer and the client. It cannot be rationally argued that the public interest should be
excluded in the determination of costs scales. Setting of cost scales in this way is not
tantamount to price control as such scales do not limit the amount that may be charged.
Under the Legal Practitioners Act a practitioner and client may enter into a costs agreement
which provides for a level of charges different from that specified in the scales. Costs
agreements may well be suitable for the corporate cum well informed clients able to bargain
with the practitioners in a real sense. For ordinary citizens, however, costs agreements are
difficult, if not impossible, to comprehend. Costs agreements pose a particular dilemma for
those responsible for setting costs scales.
The widespread use of costs agreements indicate that the legal profession prefers to set fees
according to what it deems appropriate as opposed to the fees set by a regulatory body. It
has been argued elsewhere that any attempt to set scales on other than market rates will result
in a greater use of costs agreements. Put another way, it is argued that the profession will
always reserve for itself the right to charge whatever it deems appropriate.
Some in the profession maintain that setting scales below market rates will place an unfair
burden on successful litigants, as they will be forced to pay the difference between the scale
and die cost-agreement charges. It is claimed that successful litigants should be able to claim
most, if not all, of party-party costs. This argument has sonic weight. However, it
conveniently overlooks the justice of requiring an unsuccessful litigant to pay costs which
cannot be justified on public interest grounds. There is no reason why an unsuccessful
litigant should be required to pay more than the fees allowed under objectively set costs
scales.
Likewise, no complaint should come from successful clients about having to bear the cost of
any difference between a market rate cost-agreement and the rates set by the scales, provided
this information is made available to clients before they enter a costs agreement. Clients
unwilling to bear this additional cost are free to search for a solicitor prepared to restrict
charges to scale. The Law Society or the Attorney General's Office could assist clients by
publishing a list of legal practices which have volunteered to charge according to scale.
Clients could then choose whether 10 engage a solicitor who charges according to scale or to
bear the costs of any difference contained in a costs agreement.
One way of ensuring greater access to the law is the provision of procedures which can be
taken by persons other than those within thie legal profession. Alternative dispute resolution
processes open to paralegal or lay advocates can substantially reduce the cost of enforcement
proceedings. A strong case for this type of arrangement exists in the entertainment industry
in which musicians firequently find agents reneging on contractual obligations. As the cost of
enforcing a contract through the local court is likely to exceed the amount due, many
musicians have no alternative to bearing the loss. An alternative process which permitted
paralegal or lay advocate representation would go a long way towards remedying this
injustice. Other equally valid examples ar available of where the existing processes
effectively deny access to the less financially secure. The measures I have outlined today
will brting greater access to the law and therefore move closer to the objective of equality
before the law.
At the outset of my address I thanked the people of Morley for supporting my candidature at
the last election. I also thank members of my campaign committee for the countless hours
they spent organising the campaign. I will always remember with fond appreciation the
unselfish dedication shown by committee members, Labor Party members and supporters. I
also thank my friends and colleagues in the union movement and the prison service. I
particularly thank the officers and staff, past and present, of the Miscellaneous Workers
Union, the Prison Officers Unions, and the Trades and Labor Council of WA.

Amendment to Motion
Mr BROWN: I move -

That the following words be added to the motion -

but we regret to advise Your Excellency that in direct contradiction to its
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promise, given to the people of Western Australia before the election, that it
would create more jobs, the Government has -
1. Announced the closure of the Midland Railway Workshops with the

loss of 750 jobs (1 050 throughout Westrail). This decision was made
without any supporting evidence of likely benefit to the State or to the
people of Midland. It was made in the knowledge that -
(a) the people of Midland had believed the Liberal Party's promise

not to close but to upgrade the workshops;
(b) these jobs will be lost to Western Australia as interstate and

overseas companies take over the work formerly done at the
workshops; and

(c) the valuable skills of the workers at the Midland Workshops
will be lost to the community at a time when the State needs
skilled workers.

2. Announced the closure of Robb Jetty abattoirs with the loss of 220
jobs -

(a) this decision was in direct contradiction to a promise given to
upgrade the abattoir eg, to provide a new high-tech facility;

(b) it will disadvantage the abattoirs workers and primary
producers alike; and

(c) was made in order to provide more work to a selected group of
private sector employers at the expense of the best interests of
the State as a whole.

3. Abolished the Honieswest maintenance division with the loss of 100
jobs.

4. Announced the closure of the State Print Works with the potential loss
of 200 jobs. This announcement was made without regard for -

(a) the very substantial changes in work practices and
improvements in productivity that have been made at State
Print; and

(b) the need for a totally confidential and reliable printing service
for needs of Government and Parliament.

5. Announced the sale of the Hospital Laundry and Linen Service with
projected loss of 330 jobs. This decision was announced with -
(a) no supporting evidence that a private sector laundry service

would provide a cheaper and more efficient service to
hospitals; and

(b) no regard for the future of the workers in this establishment
and their families.

[Applause.]
MRS HENDERSON (Thbornlie) [5-26 pm]: Few examples exist of a more spectacular
breaking of a pre-election promise as occurred when members opposite campaigned on the
slogan of creating more jobs.
Several members intrjected.
Mrs HENDERSON: That slogan was the one on which the election campaign was fought.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order? The member for Thorulie had barely spoken three words
before a barrage of interjections came from both sides of the House.
Mrs HENDERSON: The coalition parties' transport policy reads as follows -

Under a Coalition Government the Midland Workshops will be better equipped to
fulfil their existing role, and will be given a most important new role that will secure
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their long term future. We will establish an institute of heavy engineering which will
be co-located wick die Wesa-nil Workshops at Midland. The institute will be part of a
fully integrated training institute for the heavy engineering trade. We will re-equip
the Midland Workshops.

What a cruel hoax that was on the people of Midland and Western Australia! Like many of
my colleagues, I am becoming increasingly tired of hearing members of this Government say
they are making the hard decisions. They are not. It is not a hard decision to close
something and walk away abandoning it. The hard decision is to manage an operation
effectively and efficiently to ensure that it is productive. The bard decision is to find out
what needs to be done to improve an organisation, and to implement it. The easy decision is
to close an operation and to turn one's back on it. It is easy to say, "It does not matter that
hundreds of jobs will be lost to this State; that will become the responsibility of the Federal
Government as it picks up the unemployment tab. We will take the short termn gain and turn
our backs on these people."
On 21 April, not long after the State election, the Minister for Transport, Mr Charlton, wrote
to die major union that represents the people working in the Midland Workshops and said -

As you are aware Westrail have prepared a submission which aims to improve
efficiencies so that Westrail is well placed to meet the commercial challenges of
deregulation .. . T7his can only enhance the future of Westrail as an organisation and
the future of people working for Westrnil.

What a sham it was for the Minister to talk about a submission that he was taking to Cabinet
as doing something chat would enhance the future of the people working for Westrail. In
fact, he took to Cabinet a submission to get rid of in excess of 1 000 jobs from Westrail
generally and to throw those people and their skills onto the scrap heap. He had no concern
about their future, no plan for their training or redeployment. All he said when he announced
his decision was, "We will talk about that later." There was no consultation, no forewarning
of the breaking of a major election promise, just an announcement, "We will close down
these workshops; you people will be relocated elsewhere." Ac Midland 750 jobs
disappeared.
This is about more than just the fate of those 750 people, it is about how the loss of those
jobs will affect the families involved, the training and the apprenticeships that were provided
by that institution and have been so provided for in excess of 60 years. That decision has had
considerable publicity and has been roundly condemned far and wide. In fact, the editorial in
The West A ustalaian on 30 April, less than two months after the Government was elected,
said -

West Australians have been given a disturbing insight into the practical application of
Richard Court's pre-election promise to restore integrity to government ... but there
could be few more blatant betrayals of trust than the Government's decision to close
Westrail's Midland workshops next year - after pledging before the poll to re-equip
the plant to ensure its long term future.

That is what this Government is all about: Blatant betrayal of trust. People believed chose in
the Government
I went to a well attended public meeting in Midland and watched the embarrassment shown
by the new Liberal member for Swan Hills, Mrs van de Kiashorst, as she stood before that
crowd and apologised for the actions of her colleagues who had so blatantly broken the
promise that she had told the people in her electorate was the Government's plan for the
future. Another element of this closure which has not had a great deal of publicity relates to
the total lack of integrity of this Government in relation to its own agreements.
Mr Bloffwitch: Integrity! How can you talk about integrity after what you have done?
Mrs HENDERSON: That is what I will talk about. If I were the member for Geraldton I
would listen. On 14 January this year the first legal workplace agreement was signed and
ratified between Westrail and its employees in the Industrial Relations Commission. It was a
comprehensive document, and I have it here. It involved 12 months of solid consultation and
negotiation between the people who worked for Westrail and the management before it was
signed. In April this legally binding contract, which the Minister for Labour Relations, Mr
Kicrath, tells us is the way to go in die future, was thrown out the window.
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Mr Bloffwicch: You obviously did not listen to him today.
Mrs HENDERSON: The member for Geralciton should listen to this because it will concern
his constituents.
Mr Bloffwitch: I am listening. Make sure you get it correct this time.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister referred to legally binding contracts to ensure the working
conditions of people in various sectors in the community. In the section entitled "Corporate
Diretion" the agreement states -

The parties are committed to meeting the objectives and strategies of Wesutail's
corporate direction. The corporate direction is outlined at Appendix 'A'.

If we go to Appendix A, we will see that it states -

In relation to Midland Workshops
* establish the Midland Workshops as an autonomous business operating on a

commercial basis, and treating Westrail as a customer.
Strategies that relate to all business arns axe:

* the parties recognise and accept that full participative and consultative
processes are necessary to facilitate the effective and efficient implementation
of the ongoing initiatives and strategies outlined in this Agreement.

This is a legally binding document, signed by Westrail management on behalf of the
Government, ratified in the Industrial Relations Commission, which committed Westrail to
maintain the Midland Workshops. Less than two months later the agreement was broken.
The next part of the agreement's terms which were also broken, states -

The position which is held by the Midland Workshops in relation to the rest of
Westrail, and the restructuring of the Wokshops ...
Maintenance/Establishment of forums in which the parties have the ability to
determine and resolve new issues or events arriving from the changing business needs
of Westrail.

In other words, this document commits the Government not only to maintain the workshops
but also to consult. Westrail signed this document on behalf of the Government two months
before it was broken. I understand that proceedings will be taken for breach of contract.
What an embarrassment this is to the Governmnent. This is the first legally binding
workplace agreement and the Government will be taken to the courts for breaching its own
contract. That is some example to the private sector which is also moving towards
workplace contracts- Why was it breached? It was breached - and this comes across clearly
in the message from the Commissioner for Railways -
Mr Bloffwitch: Who in the Government signed the contract?
Mrs HENDERSON: The Chief Executive of Westrail. The Commissioner of Railways gave
the following explanation as to what would happen to the work that had been done at the
workshops -

The closure of the Workshops will help revitalise Picton, Narngulu, Merredin, West
Kalgoorlie, Avon and Kwinana..

It was all about transferring work from the metropolitan area to some of those country seats
held by members opposite. There was no other reason for that decision. No figures were
produced. No report was brought forward, nor any analysis of the economics of the
workshops done.
Exactly the same was the case in relation to the abattoirs. Let us look at Robb Jetty - another
spectacular example of a promise on which the Government has reneged. In July last year
the Leader of the National Party of Western Australia, the now Deputy Premier, met with the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union and said that in his view it was important for
the Government to stay in the business of meat processing. His personal preference was for
the meat processing facility to be located at Northam, but he recognised that this might not
be possible. He would accept that it should be located at Bullsbrook because that was the
centre through which came most of the carriage of animals firom the north eastern areas.
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However, he is recorded as saying that if the coalition Government in office closed Robb
Jetty, the day that the Robb Jetty abattoirs were closed would be the day that a high-tech
facility would open. Those are the words in July last year of the now Deputy Premier. It is
another cruel hoax. Robb Jetty is one of only three slaughtering facilities in this State which
meets the stringent requirements for a European Economic Community licence. An EEC
licence is given after strict examination and investigation of the slaughtering facilities. It
enables the exportation of lamb, a trade that is worth in excess of $50mi to this State. The
only other abattoirs that have such a licence are in Linley Valley and Katanning.
What will happen to our export lamb trade when Robb Jetty is closed? Who will pick up the
slaughtering of those thousands of lambs during the height of the season? What was the
reason for closing Robb Jetty when there was so little support? What did the Western
Australian Farmers Federation have to say about that? Was it at the forefront lobbying to
have Robb Jetty closed? Of course it was not. In fact, the federation stated in its major
submission to the Government -

The moving of the WA Meat Marketing Corporation to Robb's Jetty has a number of
advantages for the meat industry.

The federation went on to outline what those advantages would be; that is, the maintenance
of stability in the industry, especially for our overseas customers and the maintenance of
freezer and chilling capacities which, if Robb Jetty were closed, would be in the hands of a
single company. The federation said that funding to upgrade Rabb Jetty to achieve a stare of
the art processing operation would be less expensive than the establishment of new works.
Mr Omnodei: When did it say that?
Mrs HENDERSON: That was contained in its submission to the Government. I will give
the member a copy of it.
Mr Omodei: When was the submission made?
Mrs HENDERSON: It was its most recent submission to the Government and is titled
'Proposals for Change to the Meat Industry". I do not have the date of this document but I

will supply the member with it.
My inquiries indicate that no submission has been made on behalf of the Farmers Federation
since that submission in which it did not argue for the ending of the Government's
involvement in meat processing.
Mr Omodei intrjected.
Mrs HENDERSON: The federation does not support that. The advice I have received
indicates that the federation is extremely concerned about how Western Australia will meet
its commitments to export markets for the slaughtering of lamb. Most importantly, I am
concerned about the wholesale destruction of over 200 jobs with very little investigation, and
no evidence to bring forward -

Mr Bloffwitch interjected-
Mrs HENDERSON: Why does not the member for Geraldton just say what is on his mind,
now that he has been given the job of interrupting me?
Mr Bloffwitch: How much was Robb Jetty losing a year? What were the accumulated
losses?
Mrs HENDERSON: The member for Geraldton has failed to appreciate, and the
Government has failed to convince the people - it certainly has not convinced the farming
community or the families of the people who work at Robb Jetty - about how the private
sector will pick up the slack which will be created. A problem exists right now because over
57 per cent of the slaughtering in this State is carried out by one company. it is estimated
that over 75 per cent of the slaughtering would be carried on by one company if Robb Jetty
were closed. The Government has clearly abandoned all of its responsibilities for
emnployment. Two hundred jobs will go down the drain, which increases to 500 jobs at the
height of the slaughtering season. Employees of Robb Jetty are being told that if they want
to work in the meat industry they can relocate to somewhere such as Katanning, otherwise
those people's skills will be lost. I have no doubt that Western Australia will have enormous
difficulty meeting its export requirements for slaughtered lambs. Of much greater concern to
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me is the total lack of concern about the loss of jobs and skill and the blatant way in which
this Government feels it can abandon an election promise to build a new high tech abattoirs
to accommodate the needs of the rural sector for slaughtering facilities. Instead of that, a
decision was made which was undoubtedly precipitated by a desist to move work to the
private sector. As far as I have been able to determine the private sector is not yet able to
pick up that work. Abattoirs will be concentrated in a small sector that will not be good for
competition.
Seventy five per cent of slaughtering in this State will go into the hands of a single company,
which company is having enormous financial problems at the moment and is not able to run
its second mutton chain in Katanning because it cannot find sufficient skilled workers in that
area. Consequently, it had to open a new facility to accommodate the need for mutton in
Albany. No research has been carried out and no information has been forthcoming to those
people who work at Robb Jetty about what will happen in the future in that industry. Those
people are concerned. They have a commitment to the industry and to the kinds of skills
they have developed over the years. However, they have been sorely saddened by the cruel
hoax of a Government which did the samne at Midland as it has done at Robb Jetty. Before
the election die Leader of the National Party met those people and told them that the day that
Robb Jetty closed its doors a new high tech abattoir would be opened. What a sham that
someone who aspired to be the Deputy Premier of this State could go into a meeting and say
that.
Mr House: You rabbit on like a mad woman.
Mrs HENDERSON: The member for Stirling has only just arrived back in the Chamber.
What has he to say in defence of his party's leader, who told people categorically at a
meeting that a new high tech facility would open the day Robb Jetty closed? Will that
occur?
Mr Omodei: How do you know it is not going to happen?
Mrs ]HENDERSON: I am asking members opposite; they are the Government.
Mr Omodei: It is miles away; it will be years before anything happens. You don't seem to
understand that.
Mrs HENDERSON: Does the member for Waren not think that it would be more clever to
announce what the Government will do to replace a facility before it closes it, rather than try
to look at the issue afterwards?
Several members inteijected.
The ACflING SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs HENDERSON: This matter shows yet again the Government's looseness with the truth.
It also indicates a lack of concern. Robb Jetty recently won a prestigious prize awarded by
the meat corporation.
Mr House: It was awarded by your Government!
Mrs HENDERSON: It was awarded by the Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation. I
believe Robb Jetty is the only abattoir in the country to have been given that kind of
recognition by not only that body but also the EEC licensing.
[T1he member's time expired.]
MR HELL (Helena) [5.47 pm]: I support the amendnment moved very eloquently by the
member for Morley and supported by the member for Thnornlie.
Mr Omodei: You will be the ideal member to talk about the Midland saleyaads.
Mr HILL: I will get onto that matter if the member wishes. I am concerned about the
question of credibility. When the announcement was made on 27 April, it was a black day
not only for Midland and the shires of Kalarnunda, Swan and Mundaring and surrounding
districts, but also for politicians in this State. T1heir credibility was brought into question by
this Government in reversing its election policies and the decisions it had announced prior to
the State election. The announced closure of the Westrail workshops was, as my colleague
the member for Thornlie said, without consultation with the local work force, the local
community or the local shire council. It was made without any contact with the people
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whom the decision mostly affects. This is in stark contrst to the style of Government which
Western Australians saw in the last decade when very hard decisions were made about the
Midland Workshops. When the Labor Party took office the workshops had a work force of
around 4 000 people. When the Labor Party left office the workshops had a work force of
approximately 750, so members can see that its size has decreased considerably in that
period. That has caused a great deal of political pain and a great deal of difficulty for people
such as me. Nevertheless, it has been tackled in a way which has earned the respect of the
work force and the community at large. This announcement was not made in an honest and
open manner.
During die last election campaign the coalition released a transport policy which stated that a
coalition Government would upgrade the Midland Workshops and that it would become part
of a world class heavy engineering complex to service the needs of rail, mining, agriculture
and the new value adding industries. On 27 April this year that decision was reversed with
ramifications not only for the Midland district, but also for the State. It brought the
credibility of politicians into question. We all know that politicians are not well regarded by
the community. In spite of the Minister's promises to the work force at the Midland
Workshops and to the electorates of Helena and Swan Hills prior to the election, the decision
he made has again reinforced the community's view of members of Parliament.
During the election campaign the now member for Swan Hills, the Liberal Party candidate
for the electorate of Helena, other Liberal Party members and members of Parliament from
another place visited the work force at the Midland Workshops for the first time and faced up
to the workers. They thought they were on a winner with a popular transport policy to
upgrade the workshops if it were elected to Government. They announced the coalition's
policy to the workers at the workshops and were met with a fairly mild response.
Nevertheless, they were able to convince some members of the work force that they were
genuine in their endeavours to upgrade the workshops and that both the Liberal and National
Parties were committed to the policy.
I cannot blame the member for Swan H-ills for saying at a public meeting which was held
soon after the announcement that the Midland Workshops would be closed that she knew
nothing about the Government's decision. It is incredible that one of the Government
members from that area did not know about the decision. The Midland and Districts
Chamber of Commerce expressed its concern about the Government's decision in the
following letter to the Minister for Transport the day after the announcement was made -

The Government's decision to act unilaterally without local and regional community
consultation has brought significant adverse reaction from the business organisations
in Midland, Mundaring and Kalamunda.
We note with great concern, that Mrs van de Klashorst MLA was given no prior
notice of the matter and was unable to respond to electorate enquiries on the morning
of 27 April 1993.

It appears that the Government did not have enough confidence or miusc in the member for
Swan Hills, a marginal seat, to seek her views on this subject. A decision was announced
without any consultation with the local member. To continue -

Whilst the business community is supportive of policies leading to public sector
efficiencies, we are not prepared to accept precipitate decisions which exclude input
from the wider community and their elected representatives.
The resulting disadvantages to the business community will be only one result of the
closure decision. Equally important matters relate to:

(a) The affect on employee families arising from redundancy of railway
employees

(b) Dispersal of the traditional expertise and skills of the workshop
employees, being qualities accumulated over a number of decades

(c) Reduction of this State's manufacturing and industrial base
There is little doubt that the government decision as it stands will adversely affect the
region as a whole with a commensurate affect on Coalition credibility.
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Those are the words from Mrends of the Liberal Party in that region. At the time of making
his announcement the Minister for Transport made the following comment to the media -

Because of the site's proximity to the commercial cantre of Midland, and to good
public transport, the independent site assessment provided to Wastrel -

I wonder whether the site assessment was completed when the announcement was made and
who conducted it. The Minister's comments continue -

- suggested that civic purposes and residential development were the most likely uses
to which the non-heritage part of the site could be put.
The report estimated that the site would provide for 700 dwellings housing about
2000 people.

Who wants to live next door to the saleards, the brickworks or the noxious industries in
Hazelmere? The Minister did not bother to do his homework. This was called an
independent site assessment and, as my colleague said earlier, the coalition Government's
transport policy is nothing but a hoax. The fact is that this site is unsuitable for the purposes
announced by the Minister, who did not do his homework. A number of questions on this
issue remain unanswered and the Minister has been given ample opportunity to answer them.
He has been invited to two public meetings. He declined to accept the invitation to the first
meeting and it would have been politically smart of him to have attended it. Approximately
1 000 local residents attended that meeting and they were angry at the Government's
decision. The Minister should have fronted and given the reasons for the closure of the
Midland Workshops. To his credit the Minister attended the second meeting but he gave no
explanation for his decision. He gave the usual rhetoric we hear from Ministers opposite
when they are trying to justify decisions they have made. The only substance to his speech
was that the workshops are losing money.
Mr Bloffwizch: Is that not a good reason?
Mr HILL: According to the last annual report of the State Energy Commission its gas
operations lost $83m last financial year. Does that mean that SECWA should close its gas
operations? That is absolute nonsense. The Midland Workshops offer a service to Westrail
and the community and have been in existence for many decades and have served this State
well.
At the public meeting attended by the Minister he was given the opportunity to answer
questions, but he asked the Commissioner for Railw 'ays. Dr Gill, to respond to them. T7he
commissioner said that the decision to close the Midland Workshops stemmed from
deregulation which was recommended in dhe report of the Southern Western Area Transport
Study. He said that as a result of the report subsequent decisions have given freight users the
freedom to use various modes of transport, and that is true. He went on to say that the size of
Westrail's fleet has been reduced and less work is required to be undertaken by the
workshops. ile failed to say that since the report was released there has been a reduction in
the work force to a number which is more appropriate to meet the needs of Westrail. As I
said earlier, this decision has resulted in political pain not only to me, but to some of my
colleagues.
At the meeting the Minister was asked where the work currently carried out by Westrail will
be done. Again, he could not answer the question and turned to the commissioner for
assistance. The amazing thing is that the commissioner said he did not know the answer.

Silting suspendedfrom 6.00 to 730 pm
Mr HILL: Many questions have been left unanswered about the proposed closure of
Midland Workshops, and the Minister failed to answer those questions on the two occasions
when he was given the opportunity to respond publicly. On the second occasion, when he
attended a public meeting in Midland, he failed to answer specific questions that were asked
about the workshops, and his speech was riddled with rhetoric. The Minister was asked
where the work that was required by Westrail would be done when the workshops were
closed, and the Minister turned to the Commissioner of Railways, Dr Gill, and asked him to
respond. Commissioner Gill was unable to answer the question. I have told the House that I
find it amazing that at that public meeting Commissioner Gill announced the establishment
of a task force to determine where that work would be done. One would think it would be
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plain commonsense for the Government to undertake that sort of work before it decided to
close the workshops. Clearly that decision was made purely for ideological reasons.
What will be the cost to the State of the closure of the workshops? That cost will be
amplified many times over when we consider that at Westrail a huge amount of work is
undertaken by a highly skilled, professional work force at the workshops. My colleague Hon
John Halden in another place stated that he asked TNT, the largest transport organisation in
Australia, where it undertook its maintenance, and was told that it undertook its maintenance
in-house because that was less expensive than to put it out to contract. The State
Government proposes to commit Westrail, and hence the taxpayers of this State, to an even
greater cost burden in the future.
Points and crossings are currently made at Midland Workshops for approximately $65 000 a
year, and these are sold to Westrail. Recently, quotes were obtained by Westrail from around
Australia for the manufacture of those points and crossings, and the lowest quote, which was
obtained from Queensland, was in the order of $125 000.
Dr Lawrence: Does that include transport costs?
Mr HILL: I am not sure whether that includes transport costs or whether transport will be an
additional cost
Westinghouse brake and gear work, which is currently undertaken at Midland, cannot be
undertaken at any other workshops or engineering fabrication shops in Australia. In fact,
Westinghouse brake and gear work will have to be undertaken in Germany. Therefore, the
Government will be exporting jobs.
Dr Lawrence: That is extraoninary, and there is no apology from the Government.
Mr HILL: There is no explanation by the Minister. Not only will that be the case, but also
the Government has not bothered to undertake an analysis of the work that is undertaken at
Westrail to see whether any of that work can be undertaken outside of the workshops. Dog
spikes are made at Midland Workshops, which has the only dog spikes machine in Australia.
Mr Kierath: What about the letterboxes they were making?
Mr HILL: What was the interjection?
Dr Lawrence: T'he workers at Midland are using Government facilities and resources to
make letterboxes. That is the Minister for Labour Relations' response. It is extraordinary.
Mr HILL: That is the sort of response one would expect from the Minister for Labour
Relations. I am surprised to hear that from a Minister who is supposed to be spending so
much time consulting with the unions and understanding the needs and interests of the work
force and of-industry in this State.
Midland Workshops make about one million dog spikes a year. It employs six workers full
time. I am told that within the last three weeks that machine broke down and the dog spikes
had to be made in the Eastern, States. One hundred bags were ordered from the Eastern
States and were delivered to Norseman at a cost well above the cost that would normally be
incurred at the workshops. Many of the costs associated with the workshops are included in
the operational budget for dhe workshops, which is the reason that the Government has
chosen to close the workshops. I refer to the notional rent of about $2.5m that the workshops
pays.
Dr Lawrence: One would be lucky to get that for the land.
Mr HILL: Yes. It is certainly not worth $2.5m. In addition, there is an industrial relations
cost that is disproportionate to the costs associated with the workshops.
The information technology cost of around $2m is lumped onto operational costs. That is
disproportionate also to the operations of the workshops. The cost of quality assurance over
the last 12 months has been added to the operational budget. These costs are all added to the
overall budget of the workshops which I believe has inflated the loss that has been incurred.
An opportunity has been provided for Westrail to give encouragement to the workshops to
market its services and to go into the community and tender for jobs outside Westrail
operations. It is unfortunate that the opportunity has not been taken up. The Wesirail report
last year on productivity indicated that the work force should be praised for its efforts but
management was heavily criticised for its marketing efforts.
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The amendment gives the opportunity to the member for Swan Hills to stand up and be
counted. She now has the opportunity to vote with the Opposition on behalf of her
electorate.
The SPEAKER: I bring to the attention of the House that this amendment is one that
contains a very large proportion of argument. It is not appropriate to set out a large section
of argument in an amendment. Obviously that will be undertaken by following speakers to
the amendment as time proceeds; so while it is not possible to change the amendment at this
stage I ask the mover to omit any questions of detailed argument from any amendment in
future.
DR EDWARDS (Maylands) [7.42 pm]: I want to talk generally on this important
amendment and to pay particular attention to the abolition of the Homeswest maintenance
division. On 17 May this year the chief executive officer of Homeswest, undoubtedly with
the Minister's blessing, informed the workers of their future.
Mr Shave: And the board.
Dr EDWARDS: We cannot forget the board.
Mr Shave: The board which my predecessor appointed.
Dr EDWARDS: On that date, 77 workers were told they had one week in which to decide
what they wanted to do. Their options were to become redundant or to be redeployed within
Homeswest or within other Government departments. The 23 apprentices had no choice;
they were to go straight out to the private sector. The Minister for Labour Relations has said
that no-one will go unless on a voluntary basis. The apprentices have no choice. They
wanted to remain as apprentices yet they had to go to the pnivate sector.
Mr Shave: All of them are still employed.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr EDWARDS: Many of the workers were understandably upset because some of them had
worked at Homeswest for 25 to 30 years as tradespeople in a trade which is highly
recognised. That is where they wanted to work. The maintenance section has won heritage
awards for the restoration of Tom Burke House in Newcastle Street, as well as other awards.
The workers were told that if they wanted to remain in the public sector and within
Homeswest, after 25 or 30 years' service they could go to the estates division where they
would undertake gardening or tree lopping. Alternatively they could go to the clerical
division and undertake debt management, filing or record management. No wonder they
were put out. They are qualified tradespeople, skilled in their craft, and pleased with what
they were doing, and yet were given this kind of treatment. Where jobs were identified
within Homeswe'st they faced a pay cut of about $25 a week. That was yet another kick in
the teeth.
Mr Shave: That is not so.
Dr EDWARDS: When it first was announced that was exactly the case. It was in a press
release. Fortunately, since that time the unions have negotiated with Honieswest -
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr EDWARDS: When the situation first hit them that was a major concern. One might ask
why this had to be done. Apparently it was to achieve cost effectiveness and to save $2m a
year. When faced with that situation the first thing one could ask is to see the figures. Then
followed, for me, the saga of the figures.
Dr Lawrence: You could not get them, I will bet.
Dr EDWARDS: That is right. I requested 1-omneswest to provide figures and data that
allowed both the board, the Minister, and Cabinet. I guess, to make this decision. I was told
that it would be happy to provide the data. I had no reason to doubt that because the Minister
always made available Homeswest data whenever I requested it. I thank him for that. On
this occasion, having been told the information was in the post - that is, it was being sent by
courier - I was disappointed. It arrived at 5.30 pm but it was not what I wanted. As members
could imagine, after receiving the information at 5.30 pm on a Friday I phoned Homeswest
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but could not raise anyone. On Monday I was mild the informacion would be sent
immediately. I am still waiting. The question must be asked: Why was Horneawest so
reluctant to reveal the data which went into making these decisions? It came to light only
when the unions went to die Industrial Relations Commission and won an order to make
Homeswest hand over some of the information which had led to this decision, At the time it
was thought that the decision had been made in consultation with the unions.
To understand further how ihe workers felt we must consider the background and the context
in which the decision was made. No doubt there had been many reviews of the maintenance
division. One occurred in 1987 and another in 1991. In both cases, changes were
recommended and improvements made, so much so that during 1992 an enterprise agreement
between the unions and the maintenance sector was being organised. Pant of the enterprise
agreement was to review its operations. The problem though was chat no-one knew that at
the same time people inside Homeswest were working to abolish the maintenance division.
It appears that recommendations from Homeswest went to the board of management, and the
workers were receiving letters such as this -

Dear John
Sincere thanks for the extra work you have put in over the last three months to assist
with programmed maintenance and increased volume of vacants.
It has been a real boost and support to the entire section and a demonstration of the
importance of team work.
If you feel current procedures need revising please feel free to let your Supervisor
know so that we will have an even better system in the long run.
Yours sincerely
Gavin Leicester
A/Maintenance Manager
October 28, 1992

It is no wonder that the workers are feeling pretty disillusioned at this stage. Even at the end
of last December, the organisation and the unions had put together a building trade award
restructuring committee. As part of that, ways to increase efficiency within the sector were
being considered. At that stage information was going to the unions and the workers that
indicated how the sector was going. Much of the information now appears to be the basis for
the decision made in May. The information indicates an incredible variance between the
different regions. It also shows that they were comparing apples with pears. Different time
periods were compared retrospectively using current data for some and not for others.
Different types of work were compared, and they acknowledged that, but without making
any allowance for it. As well, they arrived at a conclusion that the maintenance trade
personnel may be working in areas that attract high maintenance costs anyway or that they
may be providing a better service at a higher cost. The concluding statement was that further
examination of the cost factors needed to be undertaken before an explanation of the
difference in costs could be attempted. From the information available it does not appear
that that happened. The information provided through the Industrial Relations Commission
indicates two glaring factors. The first factor involves the cost of material used on
maintenance. In the periods studied that figure increased by $346 000. One must ask why.
The periods compared were January to December 1990 and July 1991 to June 1992, when
the CPI was falling. Was the decision based on more work or more expensive material?
Who knows, it is not in there. If one asks the workers they can identify efficiencies with the
materials they use - cheaper ways of purchasing materials, and thereby saving money.
Mr Shave: Are you saying it was not being run efficiently under the previous Government?
Dr EDWARDS: From talking to the workers it is obvious that the Government decided to
ignore their suggestions for efficiencies.
Mr Shave: Why didn't your Government implement these improvements?
Dr EDWARDS: It was still looking at them.
Mr Shave: You have been looking at them since 1987.
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Dr EDWARDS: Mr Shave has not taken these figures one step further to work out if there
are efficiencies.
Unless the Government is going to do some sort of Mc~arrey trick where will they get their
materials? How will they get them cheaper? They will not. As inflation increases, the
material will become even more expensive. The other glaring factor is that wages fell. We
have increased material costs and decreased wages, yet the Government sacks the workers -
that makes sense! The wages bill fell by $61 000 and the on cost of wages also fell. As well
as that, theme is an indirect cost. That begs the question of what will happen to the people
providing the indirect cost. I have a separate question about how this was calculated, but we
will accept the document as it is far this exercise. The wages of the manager of safety and
compliance has been costed at 30 per cent. The workers have seen him once in three years.
How much does he do for that division and how much of this is shuffling paper to fit in with
a political decision pushing towards privatisation, which is the Government's agenda?
There were some inefficiencies. A glaring inefficiency was related to me by painters who
earlier this year painted a house and four weeks later the house was demolished. That is not
a problem of the maintenance trade division. That is a problem for the hierarchy of the
organisation. These figures are dodgy.
Mr House: Are you telling us that under a Government of which you were part you sent out
some people to paint a house and four weeks later demolished it?
Dr EDWARDS: I said "earlier this year"; it was under the Court Government.
Mr House: When was it?
Dr EDWARDS: I am not too sure when, but I know where. It was under the member's
Government.
It is interesting that on the day this announcement was made private contractors received
telephone calls saying they would be getting more work. It is interesting to look at the
union's experience with one of these private contractors. The union approached one of them
to look at the wages book. The response was, "What is that? Why do I need one?" When
that was explained the union was asked where one could be purchased and after that whether
it could help set up the system. Some questions should be asked about work going to the
private sector. When the work is put out to the private sector wages still need to be paid and
material purchased, and unless they are all going to use bicycles they will be using vehicles
as well. They will not provide all that for fire, and the cost will be reflected in what they
will charge. If this is being done for cost effectiveness purposes where will the 40 new
houses be constructed?
Mr Shave: That will be part of our programi.
Dr EDWARDS: The Opposition looks forward to seeing them.
Mr Shave: If you are nice to me we might even build some in your electorate.
Dr EDWARDS: If there is to be a cost saving it may well be in the level of maintenance
carried out. I am concerned that the Minister will decrease the level of maintenance and cut
the value of the asset in the 35 000 public housing properties in this State. That is an asset to
be valued, not let run down.
Mr Kierath: You ought to talk about running down assets! What about the State school
system?
Dr EDWARDS: I have an answer to that interjection. The bottom line is that 100 jobs will
go, and 77 workers will be made redundant. It has been said publicly that the redundancies
costs will be between $300 000 and $800 000. Not many of these people are keen to be
made redundant; I know this because I have met with them five times.
Mr Shave: You have not got your figures right. Of the 77 personnel currently employed in
the work force, two are going to the estates division and 21 to clerical; 12 will be redeployed
in other departments and 14 have not made a decision. Your figures are haywire.
Dr EDWARDS: I have not mentioned any figure.
Mr Shave: You mentioned that 77 workers would be made redundant.
Dr EDWARDS: I said that '77 may be redundant. The CEO gave me the cost associated
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with the redundancies. Homneawest will be paying wages to those people who will be
redeployed and will get no productivity from them. I am not sure what sort of cost saving
diat will represent. It is a very nice touchy feely approach.
Mr Kierath: Your Government instituted 6 000 redundancies.
Dr EDWARDS: The statement was made that the decision had been made as a cost effective
measure. Homeswest was caught on the hop about having to pay those people. Maybe those
people who are being placed in clerical positions can come into members' electorate offices
and give us some help.
Mr Shave: It would lift the service provided by some members of Parliament.
Dr EDWARDS: The private contractors will still have to be paid. If one looks at the
plumbers and gas trade section one could argue that by abolishing this division one is taking
away competition. These papers clearly show that plumbers and gas trade personnel are in
some ways more competitive than the private sector. We will see the cost of maintenance
rise. Material costs will continue to rise. These costs have been used to justify this cut.
I will digress and say that for Christmas [ received a very nice jigsaw puzzle called "Where's
Wally?" I want to know where the Minister is. Why is the CEO making these
announcements and decisions and taking the flak? The M~inister should come clean. He
needs to talk to the workers and discover the havoc he is creating with these families. The
Minister needs to reassure us that he will not allow this asset to run down. Finally, the
Minister must come clean on die cost of the redundancies, and income maintenance for those
who are moving to different jobs, the costs of redeployment and the cost of having the
private sector involved. I ask everyone to support this amendment.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [8.00 pm): I support the amendment. I will deal briefly
with the major items in die amendment and then with some of the downstream consequences.
I remind the House that this is not happening with only the items listed in the amendment, it
is happening across the State where jobs are being taken away from people by this
Government which promised better management and more jobs. Five items are under review
in this amendment: The Midland Railway Workshops, Robb Jetty abattoirs, Homeswest
maintenance division, State Print and the Hospital Laundry and Linen Service. The issue
concerning those areas relates to 2 980 jobs. In its first four months in office this
Government told those 2 980 breadwinners that in 12 months, at the most, they will be
without a job, that the work they have been doing for most of their lives is unimportant and
that their skills and training are unimportant and they can go on the scrap heap. Let us not
hear this nonsense that somehow jobs are not being lost. The fact of the matter is these
positions which are to be abolished are in the public sector. If the staff are relocated to
elsewhere in the Public Service they will be transferred into jobs which would have been
filled by unemployed members of the community. Those unemployed people would be
primarily young people just leaving school and about whom some members opposite should
have concern. Those young people could fit into those positions, but now they will be taken
by people who will be made redundant in other areas of the public sector. We should not kid
ourselves.
I will measur the way members opposite deal generally with these matters. We know that
when a job is lost or gained, that is not the end of the story. It has a multiplier effect which is
quoted in every major development across this State. If the multiplier of three were applied
we would not be looking at 3 000 jobs in this description alone, the number would be almost
9000O. Three thousand jobs is the equivalent of four Compact Steel plants in Western
Australia. fImagine the news if we announced that construction of four Compact Steel mills
were to commence immediately in Western Australia and at the end of the year or next year
they would be employing people. However, the reverse situation will occur. The job losses I
have referred to equal four Compact Steel mills. We would lose the employment and the
downstream effect In wages alone there would be a loss to the community of consumer
spending in this State of at least $90m a year. based on an average of $30 000 for each one of
those workers.
We should not pretend that these jobs will be relocated in the private sector. We know that
the abattoirs industry in this State is underutilised. All those job losses will do is take the
slack in those underutilised. areas. We know that this work will be transferred to a number of
other places which have underutilised capacity and no increase in jobs will occur. At the
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very most, same places may have a slightly longer season to utilise the abattoins workers, and
some of the private sector areas might pay a slightly higher amount of overtime. However.
jobs will certainly not be created to replace those that will be lost. Based on the multiplier of
three, that is the equivalent to the closing down of Alcoa of Australia Ltd in Western
Australia. What is worse about this is that it is being done as a result of fraud. Members
opposite dare to lecture us on integrity and corruption. Integrity is about accepting the word
of members opposite.
I refer to Wyndham Prison as an example of what is happening in other areas of this State
where jobs are being lost.
Several members interjected.

Withdrawal a/ Remark
The SPEAKER: Order! Earlier this evening the Minister for Tourism used the word
corruption. It is quite unparliamentary and I ask the member for Mitchell to withdraw the
use of that word.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Mr D.L. SMITH: On 26 November 1992 the then Leader of the Opposition, Richard Court,
calling himself the Liberal Leader, wrote to the people in Wyndham as follows -

Thank you for your recent letter in which you sought advice on the Liberal Party's
policy on the future of the Wyndham Prison as a major employer in the Wyndham
town site area when compared with other companies or organisations.
I acknowledge that the Wyndham Prison is currently in a state of disrepair and that
the time has come for a strong statement of support to be made to not only those who
work at the Wyndham Prison but also the Wyndham community.
I am pleased to be able to advise you that I have discussed the matter with the Liberal
Prison Spokesperson, the Hon George Cash MLC, and it has been agreed that
following the forthcoming State Election we will commit funds to ensure a major
renovation of the existing facilities or depending upon some further advice from
Building Management Authority Quantity Surveyors, a decision will be made to build
a prison farm facility at the 7 Mile location.
As you are aware, the land is available at the 7 Mile location and it is likely that the
building of a new facility in the form of a prison farmn may be more economical than
major renovations to the existing prison.

After visiting Wyndham, the Attorney General went through the pretence of suddenly
becoming aware of the state of the Wyndham Prison and was so shocked she said she would
close it. The loss of 14 prison jobs, the economic effect of providing food and sustenance for
the prisoners and the benefit they gain from remaining in their own local community will be
thrown out the window. The Government was elected on a promise and then defrauded
people. It wants to take the profits of its crime and to give it to its private enterprise mates.
Dr Lawrence: The Minister for Primary Industry made an impassioned plea in this House at
about this time last year to prevent the closure of Pardelup Prison under similar
circumstances.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I suspect that Paidelup Prison will be the next institution on the Attorney
General's hit list. Let us not forget what she has done in the Ministry of Justice. She has put
together two quite incompatible areas irrespective of the issues, principles and ethics that
were involved. I will spend much more time discussing that during the major debate on this
issue. In the process. 80 jobs will be lost from the Ministry of Justice. Members should
come to Bunbury and see the proposal to privatise the management of the regional hospital
there. The Minister for Health said that would save $10m. What he has not said is that the
management of the public hospital by the private hospital will cost 130 jobs.
I refer now to the Department of Conservation and Land Management and the consequences
to CALM of the loss of 80 jobs. The member for Warren knows that CALM staff have been
talking to people at Pemberton and Manjimup and have told them they must share part of
those duties.
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Mr Omodei: CALM has very good people at Pemberton and Manjim up.
Mr DL. SMITH: Eighty CALM jobs will be lost.
Mr Onrodei interjected-
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr DL. SMIT: Last night we debated the environment and yet the carer of the
environment in the south west, CALM, has lost 8O jobs.-
The construction of the hospital at Bunbury which should have been under way by now is not
under way. The loss of jobs in that proposed construction would probably total 200. A 600
megawatt coal fired power station was promised by the Liberals. They said the only concern
they would have would be the cost of the power and the environmental issues. The new
Minister came in and looked at the environmental issues and said they were okay. He then
looked at the actual cost of the power and said that the Government could not complain about
that too much either. However, then he shifted the ground and said that the real reason the
Government was going to can it was because the State does not really need the power. That
was an entirely new ground for the Government's refusing to go ahead with it. He said that,
instead of constructing a 600 megawatt power station with the involvement of 3 000 jobs
next year, maybe at some time in the future a 300 megawatt station would be built.
Mr Taylor: I will tell you what happened. There was a little discussion between Colin
Barnett and the Leader of the National Party.
The SPEAKER: Qrderf I asked the member to refer to him by his correct title. is
interjection should also be buief.
Mr Taylor There was a quick discussion along the lines, "What do you want, National
Party? Six hundred megawatts? No, you can't have that. You can have half', and that is
what they copped.
Mr Omodei: How is this related to the motion?
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am trying to get the message across to the member as a fairly new
Minister that the Government cannot do anything in any pant of the State without its
impacting on the rest of Western Australia. The Government cannot deal with any section of
the Government in isolation. When the Government takes the jobs that we are talking about
in the motion, it rakes them not only from there, but also from Wyndhanm and from
Geraldton. The Minister should ask the member for Geraldion what is his view about the
closure of the consumer affairs office at Geraidron. Should it be closed?
Mr Bloffwitch: I believe if we have the finances available it should stay open.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The member has been much stronger than that in his representations to the
Minister and I congratulate him for it. Whether 9 000 jobs are lost in metropolitan Perth, 300
or 400 jobs are lost in the south west or 20 are lost in the Kimberley, the effect across
Western Australia is the same. A dorothy dixer was asked of the Premier today about
whether there was a glimmer of new confidence in the business community. I can tell this
House that the confidence of the business community in Bunbury and Collie is at absolute
rock bottom. The promises and the expectations it had for the prosperity that would come
from the construction of the hospital and the new power station and, as a result, an increase
of 4 000 in the number of jobs in the south west have not been honoured.
What happens when sections of the public sector are told that they will become redundant is
that every other member of dhe public sector begins to worry about his or her job. I know it
is Liberal and National Party philosophy that no worker should go to a job secure in the
knowledge that he will have that job at the end of the day. flat is how they keep the work
force in line. However, the moment they do that, the manager of the family budget says,
"We really cannot be secure about our future; let us put away a bit of extra money just in
case [ do not have a job in three months.t' That causes a loss of confidence and a lack of
consumer spending. That critical issue has been holding back a national recovery in this
country.
Mr Shave: That applies not only to the public sector but also to the private sector.
Mr D.L. SMITH: That is right. A number of businesses in Midland and at Collie will go
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bankrupt as a result of this free enterprise Government. The member for Swan Hills is lucky
that we made a decision to relocate the Department of Land Administration to Midland.
Mr Lewis: flat was a WA Inc deal to bail out the Swan Shire.
Mr DL. SMITH: It was not. The member for Swan Hills is lucky, as is the Midland area,
that we made thiac decision.
Victoria is probably the best example of the effect that this Government's policies will have
on this economy. Jeff Kennett has slashed away relentlessly for God knows how long. Has a
glimmer of confidence returned to Victoria?
Mr Pendal: Yes, it has.
Mr D.L. SMITH: No, it has not. Which States were behind when the last unemployment
figures were announced? The two States behind were Tasmania and Victouia where the
public sector has been slashed most severely. Somehow, members opposite think that they
can slash the public sector with no impact on the economy. They are so hidebound by their
philosophy that they cannot understand economics when they are applied to the whole
community.
Government members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! interjections are highly disorderly. The interjection level at the
moment is unacceptable. I call on members to refrain from interjecting on the member who
has only a few moments to complete his remarks.
Mr DL. SMITH: Let us not forget that there are private sector suppliers to the Midland
Workshops and to Robb Jetty. Those suppliers have suddenly lost their biggest customers.
More importantly, the jobs of that private sector work force will be insecure in the samne way
as are the public sector jobs. I hope when the bankruptcies escalate, the member for Melville
will accept some of the responsibility for them.
I will dwell on one particular aspect of this motion which might interest the Minister for
Housing - the removal of jobs from the maintenance setion of Homeswest. Country areas
lost maintenance workers employed by Homeswest years and years ago. What happens
when maintenance workers are replaced by private contractors? Firstly, there are greater
delays in the work done.
Mr Shave: Can you substantiate that?
Mr D.L. SMITH: Yes, I can because I know how long people in Bunbury have to wait for
maintenance to be done. Secondly, when they do the job, they do not do it as well or as
completely as they should. Thirdly, they are paid according to a schedule. They may wash a
dirty mark off a wall, but get paid for washing the whole wall. What happens next? The
next thing is that the Homeswest tenant gets a bill for $300 or $400 for repairs and cleaning
when he leaves the unit. That tenant finds it difficult to understand why all the work was
required.
Mr Shave interjected.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am aware of that. The quality of work and the disputes that occur over
the payment for that work are between the tenants and Homeswesc because it becomes their
dispute, not the builder's dispute.
Mr Shave: Why doesn't the board support you?
Mr D.L. SMITH: Because the board is reacting partly to the philosophical drive of its new
dictators - if one wants to use that expression - and it is looking at reduced budgets and trying
to find the best way of achieving some savings. It looked for the areas of savings and
thought about that as its principal concern and not quality of service. Very often it does not
see the downstream effect of what it is doing. I warn the Minister for Housing that the
number of disputes about maintenance will increase dramatically after the closure of the
maintenance section of Homeswest in Perth, and a lot more of Homeswest's time will be
spent arguing with tenants, with more referrals being made to the tribunal - if it is still there -
for determination.
[The member's time expired.]
MR HOUSE (Stirling - Minister for Primary Industry) [8.21 pm): The problem with the
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amendment is that it is absolutely wrong. I am amazed that members opposite who have
been part of Cabinet could argue in the way they have in this debate tonight. They have
argued that this Government has not done what it intended to do or as its policy stated. In
addition, it has been said that the Government is economically reckless. That is absolute
nonsense.
I start by commenting on the Robb Jetty abattoirs. The Labor Government decided in
Cabinet to do away with the acquisition powers of the statutory authority. A direct
consequence was that the Robb Jetty abattoirs would close. There is no reason to keep Robb
Jetty open under those circumstances. If members opposite do not understand that, they are
derelict in their understanding of the legislation. The only reason for Robb Jetty's existence
was the acquisition powers of the authority. That action was taken by the Labor
Government. When I became Minister I looked at the two reports written about this issue.
They are very interesting and both clearly indicate that Robb Jetty had no future and had a lot
of problems. In the past 10 years the Robb Jetty abattoirs have lost more than $42m. That is
the sort of Administration the Labor Government was running. Who was paying those
losses? The producers of this State lost that money in lost income. The ongoing annual loss
of the abattoirs is $2m borne by the producers in this State, and nobody in their right mind
could allow that to continue. Over the past couple of years 60-odd industrial disputes have
taken place at Robb Jetty. Thiese people had every opportunity to bring their work force into
line, modify work practices, and do something about it. However, they chose not to, They
are not being sacked. No fewer sheep will be slaughtered in Western Australia as a result of
this decision.
Mr McGinty: We are talking about humans, not sheep. There is a difference, you know.
Mr HOUSE: That is an inane comment, and the member for Fremantle can do better than
that. If he intends to interject would he please do so at his normal intellectual level and not at
that level. The same number of sheep will be slaughtered in other areas and they will
continue to be slaughtered by people. Those jobs will be available in regional abattoirs.
Mr Taylor: No they will not; you will just make those abattoirs a bit busier.
Mr HOUSE: Is the Deputy Leader of the Opposition telling me they will increase their
productivity? Indeed, the decision to close Robb Jetty is a responsible one for a number of
reasons. Firstly, it will save this Stare and the producers of this State a lot of dollars. It will
allow regional abattoirs to increase their kill capacity, which has already resulted in
indications that the abattoirs in Bunbury which were closed during the former Administration
will reopen.
Mr D.L. Smith: Someone wanted to buy that long before any decision was made by this
Government.
Mr HOUSE: The Chinese have not bought it - people who live in the electorate of Mitchell
have opened it.
Mr D.L Smith: They live in Busselton and they were talking to the Chinese about a joint
venture.
Mr HOUSE: Is the member for Mitchell saying that he does not want that industry in his
electorate?
Mr D.L. Smith: Of course I want that industry.
Mr Thomas: There is room for both.
Mr HOUSE: No. there is not room for both. We have a very inefficient abattoirs system and
we are trying to make it efficient.
T7he SPEAKER: Order! The member for Thomnlie.
Mr HOUSE: The hard decision was to close Robb Jetty and that had to be done to make the
industry efficient.
The SPEAKER: Orderl I ask the member for Thomnlie not to continue interjecting after I
have asked her to cease.
Mr HOUSE: There is no reason that the wealth created in the country should be transported
to the city in the form of jobs. I make no excuse for saying that this Government will foster
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regional development at every opportunity. It has done that with this decision and it has
created jobs in the country. The Government has done exactly what it said it would do.
Mr Taylor What will happen to those people living in Fremantle who have jobs at Robb
Jetty?
Mr HOUSE: They will have three options. Those who want to will have the opportunity to
accept a retirement or redundancy package. Some have indicated they wish to accpt that. A
second option is to take up jobs in regional areas if people want to do that.
Mr Taylor: How can they? Will you help them?
Mr HOUSE: Yes, I will provide assistance because chat is a responsible thing to do. If
people want to relocate to wherever that work is they will get some help.
Mr Thomas: And the redundancy package?
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Cockburn will be quiet. I am tolerating certain
interjections from the Deputy Leader of the Opposition which are being answered by the
Minister for Primary Industry. We cannot have the Minister answering the inteijections and
two or three other members joining in halfway through the answer. It is intolerable and will
not be allowed.
Mr HOUSE: It is a serious question because the lives of those workers and their families
have been disrupted by the decision. I have acknowledged that and I have had discussions
with Glenn Ferguson about it, and offers have been made to those people. They can rake the
retirement or redundancy package, take jobs in other regional abattoirs, or, if they do not
want to take either of those options, we will try to find them jobs in other Government areas.
I have told the union that I am quite happy to pursue those options on behalf of individuals,
and I give that undertaking again in this Parliament tonight. I will do everything I can to
help those people with whichever of those three options they choose.
Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister is not required to answer these questions, although he
is doing so with some skill. I cannot allow interjections to be made over the Lop of each
other.
Mr HOUSE: The redundancy packages offered by this Government are superior to any
package offered by the previous Government to any industry.
Mrs Henderson: You are being generous with taxpayers' money.
Mr HOUSE: There is no doubt about members opposite! We are being generous enough to
undertake our responsibilities seriously. People's lives are affected, and I accept that.
Clearly, a link has been made between this decision and the Government's undertakings.
These were clearly part of our written policy prior to the electibn and to the announcement of
the decision to close Robb Jetty. We stuck to our policy when we came to Government - that
is clear.
Mr Thomas: Where was that written policy?
Mr HOUSE: Surely the member had a copy of the coalition's policy; he is not that slow.
Mr Thomas: You misled them a few weeks after the election; it was just before you made
the announcement.
Mr HOUSE: That is absolutely untrue! I did not mislead anyone.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr D.L. Smith): Order! Members on my left will find it easier if
they speak one at a time so that the Minister will be able to answer interjections.
Mr HOUSE: I amn pleased to see you, Mr Acting Speaker, in a different role!
Mr Thomas: You conducted a meeting at which you led them to believe that other options
were open to you.
Mr HOUSE: That is not nrut.
Mr Thomas: You are saying that they were lying; I believe them.
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Mr HOUSE: ithe member is suggesting to the Parliament that I am lying, I resent chat. I
have done many things in my time, but I have never lied to the Parliament and I am not lying
now.
Mr Thomas: I was told by my constituents who were involved that the meeting -

Mr HOUSE: Who were they?
Mr Thomas: Ferguson was one of them, and other empioyees of the meat commission were
in attendance.
Mr HOUSE: Who were they?
Mr Thomnas: I do not want to name them.
Mr HOUSE: If the member is going to call me a liar he should name them.
Mr Thomas: I did not say that; if I had, I would have had to withdraw the remark. My
constituents said that they had spoken to you and I was interested to know what happened. I
spoke to them and they said they were waiting for an answer from Minister House. T1hese
people were led to believe that an alternative course was still open.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! It would help if the Minister returned to the point.
Mr HOUSE: I want to answer a serious accusation. I met Glenn Ferguson and Graham
McGuire. At no time did I indicate that the abattoirs would stay open. At every opportunity
I said we would stick to our policy. They raised two issues, one of which was an undertaking
given to them by the Deputy Premier. That undertaking clearly was that if acquisition
powers were retained, we would need a service works. If Robb Jetty was closed we would
need service works. Acquisition is not being retained and, as I said, we are doing exactly
what we said we would do in our policy.
Mr Thomas: You are talking in riddles.
Mr HOUSE: It is not a riddle. The member should read Hansard. Also, the people who
were at these meetings know that what I say is true because they made a written submission
to me regarding their position. I gave them every opportunity to do that and I said I would
consider their position. Tihey made a written submission and sought another meeting with
me. I met them and discussed the issue again. Those ame the facts. I will debate the issue at
any time with McGuire, Ferguson or the member in a forum to suit the member.
Mr Thomas: The work force believed some time after the election that Robb Jetty would
remain open.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! This matter has been taken as far as it can. The Minister
should continue his speech.
Mr HOUSE: This decision will provide the lamb producers of this State with an opportunity
to develop more markets. The removal of the acquisition powers will allow them to trade
profitably in markets previously unavailable to them.
Mr1Thomnas: Why?
Mr HOUSE: Simply because no differential will be allocated during the different times of
the year, therefore they can take advantage of higher priced markets in the Eastern States. If
the member wants me to give him a lesson on lamb acquisition, which I am sure the member
does not understand following his interjection, I can do that - however, I will not waste the
time of the Parliament.
I have addressed the issue of Robb Jetty. This Government has everything to be proud of.
We have stuck by everything we said we would do.
Mr Hill: What about Midland?
Mr HOUSE: I am talking about Robb Jetty.
Mr Hill: Do you have an opinion about Midland?
Mr HOUSE: It is very sound financial management. It is a very good decision. It is
something members opposite had 10 years to do, but they could not do it We have been in
office for four months and we have already put things right. Members opposite should read
today's The Aural ian Financial Review to see what condition this State is in.
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Several members inteujecced.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The member for Helena has had enough to say for a
while.
Mr HOUSE: [ like the look of you in the Chair, Mr Acting Speaker.
This motion highlights the difference between the previous Government's financial
management and that of this Government.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie) [8.37 pm]: In taking up the issue of this Government's
financial management I start with health care issues, particularly Government promises in
this area. I am glad the member for Geraldton is here. The new Premier made comments
about the country health system being fair and efficient. The member for Collie had the hide
to say in the Collie Mail that as far as she was concerned the Government had pledged that
health care under a coalition Government would be better.
I begin with the Northampton District Hospital.

Point of Order
Mr COWAN: I realise this is the Address-in-Reply debate, but I seek clarification. The
Address-in-Reply debate allows members to talk at length on any subject due to the nature of
the address. However, on examining the amendment, it is impossible to draw the inference
referred to by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I understand we must speak specifically
to the anmendnment before the Chair. The member must refer to the Hospital Laundry and
Linen Service and the application of that service to hospitals. I do not believe the hospital to
which he referred receives that service.
Mr Taylor: It does.
Mr COWAN:- Mr Acting Speaker, I ask you to bring the member back to the amendment.
Mr TAYLOR: It may have taken the Deputy Premier a while to read the first part of the
amendment, but it commences as follows -

But we regret to advise Your Excellency that in direct contradiction to its promise
given to the people of Western Australia before the election that it would create more
jobs. ..

I am about to discuss the very issue of jobs at Northampton hospital.
The ACING SPEAKER: Order! By way of a ruling it is true that in the debate on the
Address-in-Reply members can canvass a whole range of subjects. When amendments are
moved, however, I think the speeches should be addressed to the subject of the amendments.
In this case the amendment is primarily concerned with the loss of Government jobs. While
we will not restrict ourselves to the five items listed, as long as the speech relates to jobs, and
Government jobs in particular, we can embrace it but not the quality of health services in
general.

Debate Resumed
Mr TAYLOR: In relation to this issue of jobs, in which the Government promises better
management and more jobs, at Northampton the Minister did not even deign to go to the
hospital. He issued a press release announcing that the district hospital's budget would be
cut by nearly 50 per cent and the jobs of 12 of the 20 people who work at that hospital would
go. As the member for Geraldion well knows, 12 people will lose their jobs virtually
overnight. Sure there is a promise, as there was with Midland and with Robb Jetty, that
people will be given redundancy or they will be found other jobs; but in places like
Northampton other jobs will not be found. That community will automatically lose 12 jobs.
Here we have a Government that talks about more jobs.
Mr Bloffwitch: How many jobs are we creating in Dongara and in the region?
Mr TAYLOR: There will not be many more jobs created in Kaibarri and Dongara. perhaps
two or three. The Government has said, "We will give the people in Kalbanri and Dongara
better services, but the people in Northampton will pay for them." The people in
Northampton will pay with the loss of their jobs-
Mr Bloffwitch interjected.
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The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! We are trying co keep the debate relevant. I do not think
it helps to have interjections of that kind from the member for Geraldton. Could I persuade
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition not to respond to those interjectdons but to keep on the
subject and not wander off onto other issues.
Mr TAYLOR: Mr Acting Speaker, I will take note of what you say. The Deputy Premier
will be very, interested in what I say, as wI the member for Avon. The Minister for Health
went to the wheatbelt region recently to talk to people associated with those small hospitals
there, mainly those in National Part electorates, of course. The Minister said that his
suggestion for saving costs in those hospitals was that one of the two nurses who are usually
on night shift should be awake and the other should be asleep. T"he nurse who was asleep
should be paid only on-call rates.
Mr House: How does this equate with the previous Government's decision to close the
hospitals for six weeks after Chiristmas?
Mr TAYLOR: That still happens. The member knows quite well that that is a rational
decision. Year in year out at least one ward in the Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital has been
closed during Christmas because many people ane away. Let us not digress to what has
happened in the past.
This inister wants to have one nurse on duty while the other sleeps, with the latter being
paid on-call rates. What happens if someone has a heart attack at night in that hospital? We
would have to find a nurse who is half awake to help resuscitate that person. It cannot be
done. It is typical of a small minded attitude when people do not understand the health care
issues involved. Once again this Government that talks about more jobs and better
management is putting the financial issues ahead of the human issues, just as it has been
doing when dealing with the Midland Workshops, the Robb Jetty abattoirs and Honieswest.
Mr Trenorden: Then why did you shut the York Hospital?
Mr TAYLOR: The York Hospital still exists. I suggest that the member for Avon keep a
very close watch on what happens to the Northam Hospital. He might find a line being
drawn through that hospital, from what I hear.
I would like to deal with how this Government has treated the workers at the ]Hospital
Laundry and Linen Service. It has been around for many years and it provides a very
effective and efficient way of doing the laundry and linen of the health services in the
metropolitan area. It is a monopoly and its workers had it pretty good for a number of years.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! There are two conversations going on in the Chamber
which I do not think are helpful to anybody, especially Hansard. If members want to have
those conversations, I suggest they move out of the Chamber.
Mr TAYLOR: Under our Government all the staff of the Hospital Laundry and Linen
Service were prepared to participate willingly in a job redesign effort and, with the assistance
of the Health Department and consultants, make it a more effective and efficient operation.
Those people put their backs to the wheel to bring about those sorts of changes. The design
team involved in that exercise had representations from all the unions involved. They tabled
a report after six months' hard work, recommending major structural changes at the Hospital
Laundry and Linen Service to make it a more competitive and efficient work place. What
happened? The union that represents the majority of those workers went to see the Minister
for Health and was told quite clearly that as far as the Minister was concerned, that has all
come to an end and that privatisation of the Hospital Laundry and Linen Service will
proceed.
That takes no note whatsoever of the effort that those workers and their union representatives
have put into making that organisation a more efficient and effective workplace. What will
we have if the Hospital Laundry and Linen Service is privatised? Once again we will have a
major private monopoly operator in that area of Government in Western Australia. Let us
think about it. What will happen? The rates will go up after a short time and the
Government will find that the promised savings from a privatised hospital linen and laundry
service will come to nought. It will be a much more expensive exercise for the Government
to deal with that issue. The same applies to jobs as the Royal Perth Hospital. At the moment
that hospital is saying to the cleaners that a night shift will be abollshed.
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Mr Trenorden: What did you do with the catering services at Royal Perth Hospital?
Mr TAYLOR: Those services are now being run from Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, and I
will deal with that in a minute. In relation to the night shift, cleaners have worked in that
hospital for years and years and have provided a very good and efficient service. They have
found themselves forced into a position where the hospital is saying to them, "Look, unless
we sort this out, we will contract out those services so you had better be part of the change."
If services like cleaning in hospitals are contracted our, what has happened in hospitals in the
United Kingdom will happen here. Those cleaners who are contracted will do what they
have to do, and no more. The easiest and most efficient time to clean a hospital decently is
usually at night, when it is quieter and the cleaners can get to those areas that may otherwise
be heavily trafficked. The Government is planning to do away with the night cleaners at
Royal Perth Hospital. It intends to abolish the leading hands at that hospital and other
changes will be made to the duties of cleaners without any consultation and without
recognising the need for training. Most importantly, the cleaners will virtually be forced
before the Industrial Commission to discuss these sorts of changes.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Many cleaners employ students; isn't that correct?
Mr TAYLOR: That is right.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Some people studying medicine clean at night.
Ms TAYLOR: I have no problem with people doing that. However, many of the people
about whom I am talking are older employees who have been working at that hospital for
years. They know what they are doing, are efficient at their job, and do the little extra things.
For example, they are the people who, when one visits a relative in hospital, will take flowers
from one and place them in a vase. They do the little things which quite often mean the
difference between a comfortable stay in hospital and a stay which is less than pleasant.
People amt well aware of the problem of infection in hospitals. Serious infection problems,
which arc hard to handle, may occur in some hospitals. Without experienced cleaners and an
effort on behalf of those cleaners to ensure that the most hygienic conditions are maintained
in hospitals, further outbreaks of diseases such as golden staph will occur. If hospitals
employ contract cleaners a decline in cleaning efficiency will result. The member for
Wellington mentioned food services. In a similar way, the further contracting out of food
services will lead to a decline in the quality of food.
Mr Bradshaw interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: The former Government set up a system at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital in a
cooperative and supportive way. The Minister for Health is now saying to unions that the
Government will consult them, but only after it has made a decision. The member for
Wellington is in the midst of that situation in his own electorate. He must deal with people
in his electorate who may use the Bunbury Regional Hospital. He is facing a decision of his
Government to co-locate Bunbury Regional Hospital and St John of God Hospital. No
consultation has been held with workers, such as nurses or cleaners, at the hospitals about
that suggestion. The co-location decision has effectively been made: it is just a matter of
how it will occur.
Ms Bradshaw: Processes are still to be completed before that occurs. There. is no point in
going to the people and saying that something may occur. If it is economically viable to do
so, it should be done.
Ms TAYLOR: No. The member has the process the wrong way around. It is absolutely
necessary to involve the people in the process of such a major change in health care. The
Minister says that the co-location will save up to $l0m a year. However, it wil result in the
virtual disappearance of public health care in the Bunbury region. The Government will pay
an enormous political price for that. I suggest that the member for Bunbury take the
opportunity to visit Port Macquarie in New South Wales during the next parliamentary recess
where the New South Wales Government attempted to move down a similar path at a great
political cost. Health care in Port Macquarie has been impacted upon enormously, which is
mnore important than the political cost. Members opposite must address not only the costs
involved in health care, but also the quality of service. The member for Geraldton may nod
his head, but he would know -
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Mr Bloffwitch: All members of die community must be serviced, not just one area.
Mr TAYLOR: That is right. The member for Geraldion would know that a meeting was
held at Northampton when the Minister announced without consultation, not even with the
community, that the hospital in that town would be closed. Six hundred people attended that
meeting. Each in his/her own way was absolutely furious that the member for Geraldton's
Government had made that decision.
Mr Blofl'witch: Any community would rally if it thought its hospital was to be closed.
Mr TAYLO)R: Of course. However, the Minister told the people that the Government would
give them six months' breathing space. Those people who will lose their jobs will have
question marks over their heads. Senior bureaucrats visited the home town of the member
for Geraldton who said that it did not matter about that because the Government would still
continue down the same path. The consultation process means nothing because the decision
has been made and those people must live with that.
Mr Bloffwitch: There will still be a service.
Mr TAYLOR: A service will still be provided, but it will be a 48 hour service. If one must
go to hospital, one can stay for 48 hours before being moved on. That is nonsense. The
Government cannot provide a service which is available to people for only 48 hours.
Mr Bloffwitch: Do you know how far it is from Geraldton?
Mr TAYLOR: Most times patients cannot even get into the Geraltiton hospital because it is
so busy.
Mr Bloffwitch: That is rubbish-
Mr TAYLOR: It is not rubbish. The member for Geraldton should talk to some of the
specialists in Geraidron about the availability of beds at that hospital.
Mr Bloffwitch inteujected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! I again remind the member for Geraldton that I do not
think he is helping the progress of the debate and I urge him to cease inteijecting and allow
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to complete his speech.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Geraldcon should put himself in the following situation,
although it may be difficult. Is he suggesting that if a pregnant woman were ordered to have
a couple of weeks' bed rest, part of which was a stay in hospital, she could stay in that
hospital for 48 hours and must then move to a more expensive hospital? That is a nonsense.
It would not and could not work.
Mr Bloffwitch: I am suggesting that midwifery would still be carried out at the Northampton
hospital along with many other services, as it will be at the Kalbarri and Dongara centres.
Mr TAYLOR: How will it be done at Northampton if people are permitted to stay for only
48 hours?
Mr Bloffwitch: I believe that patients can still have their babies at that hospital.
Mr TAYLOR: It would be a pretty quick delivery and a pretty quick "out the door". The
Deputy Premier must also worry because most of the hospitals which will be targeted by his
Government will be small hospitals throughout the wheatbelt, which will be faced with
exactly the same circumstances as those which are now facing the people at Northampton.
The small towns which, yea in and year out, have complained about Governments taking
jobs from those electorates will face the same job losses as Northampton. I wonder whether
this Government will continue down that path, having bad already the horrible experience of
Northampton, by trying to turn it into a multipurpose facility, and whether it will try to tackle
the same issue with other hospitals.
The Health Department bureaucracy has rolled out the list. In 1986 when I was appointed
Minister for Health [ told the Health Department to redo its budget and save money. The
first thing it did was roil out a list of country hospitals and tell mue to close the hospitals to
save $12ni. Not only should they not be closed, because it reduces the quality of medical
care and the availability of jobs in those areas, but also the Government does not save any
money. It results in the Government's having to provide more money for other services
throughout the community to make up for the loss of what the hospital provided. That is the
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saddest thing about this approach to life. It emphasises how wrong this Government is in its
hardheaded, cold blooded approach to issues such as dhe loss of money at places such as the
Midland Workshops and Robb Jetty. The Minister for Energy indicated in one of the
answers given to a question today that the gas division of SECWA had lost $83m. If the
Government is going to close the Midland Workshops, it should close that division also.
[The member's time expired.]
MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [9.00 pm]: I will speak in support of paragraph (2) of the
amendment which condemns the announced closure of the Robb Jetty abattoirs because of
the loss of 220 jobs.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Will you refer to the biotechnology park?
Mr THOMAS: Yes I will say something about it and I hope it is something that the Leader
of the House supports. His Government will have die opportunity to do something about it if
it thinks it is a good idea.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You had the opportunity and did nothing.
Mr THOMAS: In fact we did do something quite substantial about it.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It is not visible.
Mr THOMAS: If the Leader of the House cares to go and have a look he will find that die
site works are under way.
I wish to correct one underlying assumption in the amendment; that is, the loss of 220 jobs at
Robb Jetty abattoirs. At the peak of the season that facility employs up to 600 people. Its
closure will be a major blow to the regional economy in the Cockbumn and Fremantle areas. I
regard it as an act of economic sabotage of the Fremantle and Cockburn areas.
It is worthwhile considering the background of the role the abattoirs play in that region's
economy. The abattoirs are located in the member for Fremantle's electorate, but most of the
work force resides in my electorate, which is a reason for my interest in this subject. The
area is traditionally thought of in economic terms as a port. An analysis of the area will
reveal that a large number of people in the area have traditionally been employed in
industries which can be described as food manufacturing, food processing or further
processing of agricultural produce. Until last year the Mills and Wares factory was located
in the area and it was a substantial employer of people who reside there.
Mr Bloffwitch: It was disappointing.
Mr THOMAS: Yes, it was. It is something that happened despite the efforts of the then
Government. I guess it occurred because of the trend in die economy these days for
centrallisation and efficiency which can have a deleterious effect on regional economies.
Governments which are responsible for the management of regional economies should take
steps to positively encourage the retention of economic activity and jobs in those areas. In
addition to Mills and Wares and the Robb Jetty abattoirs, the Anchorage abattoirs closed
some years ago and smaller associated industries have closed; for example, tanneries. In
some cases these industries have become derelict and residential areas have grown up around
them. On occasions pressure has been brought to bear from local residents to have the
industries relocated out of the area. As a consequence, in 1988 an agreement was reached
between the City of Cockburn and the State Government to create a biotechnology park
where industries could be relocated to allow the sites on which the industries are currently
located to be developed for residential purposes. I implore the new Government to continue
with that agreement and to accept the spirit in which that agreement was reached.
Mr Cowan: You know they want to change it.
Mr THOMAS: I know they do and it was not their first preference. Their first preference
was to get rid of all industry. I implore members opposite, particularly National Party
members, to consider what is at stake. We are talking about an area which traditionally is
responsible for the further processing of agricultural produce. We have a proposal for which
the site works have already commenced. Some industries are prepared to relocate there and
this would bring 300 jobs to that area - that should not be sneezed at.
The Government, like the City of Cockburn and the local people who oppose these
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industries, should exercise a bit of imagination. Often those industries are old and in a
derelict condition and they ar not the best neighbours for adjoining residential areas. The
Government and the local groups are showing a lack of imagination in their opposition to the
continuation of the industry in that area. It is best illustrated by the leather finishing plant
which was opened this year by the Premier shortly after the election. When the proposal was
brought forward the agreement to relocate the leather finishing plant was negotiated by the
then Minister for Agriculture, Julian Grill. It was subject to all sorts of criticism and
insinuation by members then on this side of the House. It was also subject to a lot of
criticism from the local authority because it had an image in its mind of a leather finishing
plant as something which smells and, for that reason, should not be located in the area. If
members inspect that facility now they will find that it is modern and is a pleasant place for
people to work.
Mr Bloffwitch: You don't get any smell?
Nr THOMAS: No, none whatsoever. The plant employs between 30 and 50 people and is a
high technology industry. I understand the tannery which is parallel to it is an equally good
neighbour. A tannery is situated in the middle of Fremantle and it is also a good neighbour.
With reference to the Robb Jetty abattoirs an agreement was signed between the City of
Cockburn and the State Government for a recycling plant to recycle the waste from the
abattoir. This waste could have a significant impact on the abattoirs' economics because it
pays in excess of $lm to the Water Authority each year in sewerage costs. Previously it did
not bother pumping its wastes into the sewer - they were pumped straight out into the ocean.
That was not an acceptable practice to the local people and the wastes had to be pumped into
the sewer.
I am an avid reader these days of Scitech, a journal of science and technology. The latest
issue included an article headed "Abattoir waste export project fact". The article reports the
fact that the Industry Research and Development Board awarded a $500 000 generic grant to
a team of researchers from Griffith University, in collaboration with Mozegate Exports Pry
Ltd, to establish a pilot abattoirs waste processing plant in a town in Queensland. Moregate
Exports has pioneered the recovery of value added products in the meat industry and is
contributing $170 000 to the plant. The plant will treat wastes from the abattoirs in
Queensland and turn them into high value added products. The article states that the
separation equipment will extract chemicals such as hormones, enzymes, growth factors
from blood, offal and muscle.
The Western Australian Meat Commission's reports indicate that the waste from the Robb
Jetty abattoirs goes into producing blood and bone. The value of the waste which goes from
the abattoirs into the production of blood and bane is 400 for two litres.
When it is processed through this plant, it is worth $40, which is a hundredfold increase in
the value of this rural produce. The Government was elected on a policy of more jobs and
better management. We ran on the opposing policy of adding value. Those two slogans that
were put to the electorate have a lot in common. We want to add value to our products so
that there are more jobs, and in order to do that ther must be better management. Our
program included retaining that abattoirs and creating a biotechnology park around it so that
rather than export live sheep, unwashed wool, unprocessed grain and many other primary
products, those products could be processed further in high technology plants which would
produce new products and create income which would not otherwise be available to the
State. That idea should not be abandoned.
It cannot just be said, as the Minister for Primary Industry said - and I am glad that he has
resumed his seat - that as many sheep will be killed as were killed previously and, therefore,
the same amount of work will be done. Recently there was a conference in Perth about
science and technology parks, and a number of people from science and technology parks in
Asia attended that conference - I think 20 or 30 were represented - and also some members
opposite. The fact of the matter is that in order to encourage people to locate industries in
these sorts of theme industry parks, we must provide incentives, because there is no reason
why many of these products should be produced here; they could easily be produced in
Bulimba in Queensland. Those people received $700 000 of Federal Government money -
our money as much as theirs - and the economic benefit from that will go to Queensland. I
would like to see it come here and it could just as easily come here.
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Mr Bloffwitch: There are probably a number of other reasons why it went to Queensland -
electricity prices, to start with.
Mr THOMAS: It may be that they applied for it and we did not.
Mr Cowan: You did four times better than that.
Mr THOMAS: Exactly, and I hope the Government will avail itself of the opportunity to use
the money that is still available from the Federal Government for that recycling plant. That
is less likely to happen off the back end of an abattoirs that is operating in some regional
centre. I would obviously prefer it to be in my electorate because I want the jobs for my
constituents, but frst 1 want it for the State as a whole, and if it occurs as part of an
integrated technology park then that is fine, and I do not have a great deal of objection if it is
on the outskirts of Merredin, Bunbmry, Geraldton or anywhere, so long as it is within the
State of Western Australia.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr D.L. Smith): Order! I have been fairly patient but the three
conversations going on in the Chamber have been going on for nearly 10 minutes, including
the one in the back and the one in the corner, and if members want to have those
conversations they should have them elsewhere and be fair to the member for Cockburn and
to the Hansard reporter.
Mr THOMAS: Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker. A substantial amount of work has already
been done on this project. There is a concrete and tangible expression of interest - an
application in effect - to relocate there from a major processor and packer of food products in
this State. Some of those products are marine related, and that is one good reason why this
park should be located in a coastal area and be near to a port. There is also a well established
ambience, work force and tradition in that area of food manufacturing and further processing
of agricultural produce.
It is my fear, and hence my reason for supporting this amendment, that the announced
closure of Robb Jetty could mean the abandonment of the biotechnology park, and the State
could then lose the opportunity for a substantial avenue of economic development.
Obviously the State must move toward further processing of primary produce. Often when
we talk about that we think about steel mills rather than iron ore exports and things like that
which come readily to mind. A substantial proportion of the State's primary produce is
agricultural, as our friends from the National Party and other members from country areas
will be aware, and enormous opportunities exist to develop new products from that produce.
We should take advantage of that because if we do not, others will, and they will corner the
market and we will at best be providing them with their feed stock.
Mr Acting Speaker, I seek leave to table for the remainder of today's sitting an extract fronm
the May edition of the journal Scitech so that members may have the opportunity of reading
it and hopefully learning something from it.
[The paper was tabled for the information of members.]
MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [9.16 pm]: This amendment is about employment and the
threat which the ill considered decisions of this Government pose to the employment of
ordinary Western Australians. Real employment has increased in Western Australia over the
last couple of years, following a dip which occurred when the recession hit this State,
perhaps a little ahead of the rest of Australia, and for some two years now we have seen a
clear growth in the number of jobs in this State. That has not been the case in Australia as a
whole, particularly in Victoria and New South Wales, which appeared to be coming out of
recession but has fallen back into recession and suffered a lack of growth in total
employment. We have seen put in place in these States Government policies which have
slashed the number of people employed in the public sector, and as a result of such decisions
in both New South Wales and Victoria there has been a net loss in the number of people in
employment.
It is certainly to be feared, given the ill considered decisions of this Government to date, that
the Western Australian Government may take a similar path to that which has been followed
in New South Wales and Victoria. That would be disastrous for the people of Western
Australia, for whom employment is a number one priority. Both sides of politics at the
recent election made it clear that they were concerned about jobs and creating employmnent,
but we see in the decisions that have been made to date by this Government a move to
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actually reduce the number of jobs in the State. I miust that these ill considered decisions
were an aberration and that the Government will now consider more carefully its approach to
employment in the public sector and will do something to create employment rather than take
away the jobs that we have.
A consideration of the employment statistics indicates that we have substantial job growth in
small business. A number of innovative and entrepreneurial enterprises have grown up in
Western Australia and have created new jobs across a range of employment spectrums, but
counter to this we have had large job losses by major employers. I am sure every member
here has friends, neighbours or acquaintances who worked for Telecom in the past and who
were given redundancy. There has been a huge reduction in the number of people employed
in that one Federal Government instrumentality. Similarly, the banking industry has shed a
large percentage of its work force; and I could go on and on. Whether it be the apparel
manufacturer in Midland a few years ago or Amotts Biscuits Ltd in Fremantle, we see in the
restructuring that is taking place large employers shedding a large number of jobs, which are
being taken up by smaller enterprises. Unfortunately, the effect is only a small growth in net
employment and we would like to see a greater increase in employment. Given that large
enterprises have been at the core of the problem, the Government as a major employer in the
State should not follow that path and compound the problem of unemployment.
It is up to the Government to ensure that people have employment and work which
contributes to the welfare of our community. I am not suggesting that work is simply
considered as an alternative to unemployment benefits, or as a charity. There must be a
balance; but when decisions are made about total employment for the public sector,
consideration must be given to the impact on the level of employment in our community.
I ask those people who take the hard line on the differentiation between the public sector and
the private sector to think more carefully about interaction between employment in those
sectors. While the amendment refers only to the public sector, the Government faces the
problem of being locked into a narrow ideology which simply sees public employment as
bad and private employment as good. I trust that while some of the utterances of
Government members tend to suggest that is the line they might like to take, I am sure most
members on the other side of the House will have a more considered view of that issue.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr D.L. Smith): Order! I am sure the members behind the Chair
do not need to be reminded that audible conversations are a distraction to the House and to
the Hansard reporter. I suggest that they find somewhere else to have their current
conversation.
Mr KOBELKE: I am suggesting that the good sense and concern which members of
Government have for employment in Western Australia will lead them to suggest that any
action taken by Government should be carefully considered and follow a much more open
process than we have seen so far with the Midland Workshops or the Robb Jetty abattoirs. In
both cases we have witnessed a decision which can only be judged on the information
provided as being made either for narrow ideological reasons or for some other reason which
might suggest less valuable motives. I will not go into that. The problem is that because the
Government has not approached the issues in an up front and open way one is left to guess
what the motivation might be for such decisions.
Mr C.J. Barnett: What do you think?
Mr KOBELKE: It is a new Government and perhaps it has just muffed it. The Government
has made a bad decision. The Government has tried to cover its tracks. It is very difficult
when new in Government to admit mistakes havebeen made. The Government has bumbled
on, compounding the difficulties.
Other countries, such as England or the United States of America, may be seen as holding
out a way to deal with public sector and private sector employment, but different countries
have different balances regarding how various enterprises can be organised or services
delivered. There is no one simple answer. We can consider countries which have a high
level of economic activity and a high level of employment. Many of them have a good mix
of public and private sector employment. Thatcher's England has gone for a very hard line
rational economic approach. It decided to drastically cut employment in the public sector
and ended up with high unemployment and a huge range of social problems.
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Mr C.J. Barnett: What is your model? Is it Romania or the former Soviet Union?
Mr KOBELKE: If the Minister will give me a chance I will elucidate the point. We cannot
consider the private sector as totally good or the public sector as totally bad, or vice versa, as
the Minister has suggested occurs in some of the socialist countries which have been a
complete failure.
Mr CL. Barnett: Has anyone asserted that?
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister came in after I started my speech. I said that some of the
rhetoric which comes from Government members might lead people to surmise that the
Government is following a very hard, ideological line. I hope that is not true.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Don't allow the facts to interfere with the argument. Thke member should
submit some facts and we can debate them.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister has a problem when discussing this matter because he is a
person who, in his utterances in this House, seems to take a very strong ideological line, If
someone challenges his religion of the marketplace he finds it upsetting. One must bow
down and worship the idols of the marketplace. If we do not do that, somehow we are
heretics. The workers in this State will not be the burnt offerings on his altar to the
marketplace. They do not want to be the victims offered up to his god; it simply does not
work. The free market forces, as a god, do not work for the benefit of this country and they
do not do that in any other country. I am not saying that market forces can be ignored.
Market forces are important.
Mr C.1. Banett: Can the member give an example where anyone in this Government has
claimed that the market forces out there are perfect?
Mr KOBELKE: No, but decisions are made and arguments are put that suggest that the
decision must be made because market forces dictate that, regardless of other factors.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! I advise the Minister for Resources Development that
continued interjections are disorderly. Once an interjection is answered the Minister should
leave it at that and allow the member on his feet to get on with his speech.
Mr KOBELKE: Earlier today, the member for Bunbury made suggestions close to that
ideology. That is the reason I express fear that the Government may go down that moad. I
hope that the Government will be drawn back from the brink by cooler heads that realise that
such an approach will not serve the State well or create jobs.
Many would hold up the USA as an example of free market enterprise. However, much of
the enterprise that takes place in that country in the private domain, particularly in the area of
military defence contracts, is so inefficient and full of rorts that it may be better done as a
Government enterprise. One must look at each enterprise at a given time and consider how it
can be better managed. That is the premise I promote. Each case must be judged on its
merits, not in a narrow, bean counting approach but one that looks at the total range of
advantages and benefits that flow from the enterprise and how they serve or do not serve the
people of this State. If we do that, we will make decisions in Government about employment
in Government jobs which not only reflect efficiency, which is a very important factor, but
also consider whether the decisions made will serve the social goals of the Government or
the State.
I would like to see a clearer elaboration by the Government of its social goals. A number of
statements have been made by various Ministers which would seem to indicate that they are
going in different directions and do not have any clear social policy. When considering
employment in this State we must also consider a range of social goals which are integral to
the decisions made on employment. That is, in which sectors are jobs likely to grow? What
forms of training are necessary? What infrastructure and programs should be delivered to
ensure that we meet the training needs which will then lead to employment?
T'he objectives in some other countries are very clear. They may have defence
considerations. As a part of that I not that BHP is having trouble currently exporting its
steel to the United States. That may not be a purely defence matter but many countries will
designate certain industries as being of defence significance, and therefore will take steps to
ensure that they are not undermined by imports from other countries. There may be cultural
or heritage considerations when Governments make decisions on employment. Many
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members, if not all, would find the agricultural policies of the European Community inimical
to die interests of this country and to world trade. We must see the situation from their
perspective, not as a justification for it but in relation to the reasons it is made. For instance,
for a French village the continuation of the community employment in the area is a priority
for the French Government. Therefore, that Government will make decisions for the benefit
of the people and to our disadvantage. It would seem rather silly if we were to allow every
other country in the world to make decisions which they see as serving the interests of their
people, yet we in Western Australia were driven by some cold ideological God which said
that market forces must rule and, therefore, we will not worry about the end effect on the
people of this State.
I trust that this Government will not go down that road. Efficiency is a key item which has
been given a great deal of attention over the past 10 years. The Labor Government did cut
back on the public sector in a number of areas and that was raised by members opposite in a
previous debate. It took a considered approach. It consulted with the work force. It put the
facts and figures on the table relating to the enterprise, usually through some form of inquiry,
which then had a public report. A range of processes were used to ensure the facts were
before the public on the need to rearrange some part of the Government sector to create
greater efficiencies or to serve the needs of this Stare. 7he Opposition is no: saying there is
not a need to look at Government enterprises - of course there is - but it needs to be done on
a case by case basis in such a way that people understand the process, that they play a part in
the process, and they have some reason to believe that the decision was made in good faith
and for the overall good and not for some unknown reason which may give rise to suspicions
of some ulterior motives. In the case of the Midland Workshops the fact that the Minister
has refused to reveal figures on costings can only lead everyone to believe that it was a
botched decision not in the best interests of the State. We must have a cooperative approach
if we are to deal with these very difficult issues. In the next couple of days we will see the
first report of the Commission of Audit. One hopes that this process has been reached along
the lines I have already suggested.
Mr Lewis: It would give you some red faces.
Mr KOBELKE: Why is that? The Minister does no: wish to rake up his interjection, but it
does make the point that I was suggesting, and which I hoped would not be true - that, again,
this is a con job by the Government. The Government is not addressing the real issues that
face this State, and putting the figures before the people and saying what is the difficulty. If
that were the case why was there not a more public phase in the workings of this
Commission of Audit? Why has it adopted the same title that was used in other States where
history shows it was a smokescreen to ride in over a previous Government and do a few
nasty things and blame the previous Government? The interjection by the Minister for
Planning could only further give the public an idea of what this Commission of Audit is
about.
The Opposition is speaking about the threats of this Government to cut employment in the
public sector. I accept that there will be times when rearrangement of public sector
employment is important, but if it is to be done in this form it will not have the confidence of
the people. The reductions will be seen to have some ulterior motive, whether that be
suppressing the real level of wages or allowing their mates to put more money in their
pockets. Is that what this Government is about and why it needs a Commission of Audit?
This Government is simply following the line given by its Liberal counterparts in other
Stares. I have tried to put forward an approach which looks to improving our public sector -
not only simple efficiencies in numbers and costs, but so we achieve a better level of service
and have jobs for die people in this State.
State Print underwent two functional reviews, the first in 1984 and the second in 1987. The
1987 report of the functional review stated that the earlier review has reformed the
management framework, reduced staff numbers across the board, and created relationships
designed to keep responsibility and routine decision making as low as reasonably possible in
order to enhance supervision and the responsiveness of the ownership of decisions. We see
in that a process that was put in place to involve people, to have them committed to their
workplace and therefore be able to produce efficiencies. That saw a staff reduction in the
productivity area from 296 in 1987 to 129 in 1993. It was a managed process in which
people were involved, in which they owned and produced the goods. The figures were there
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and the process was open so people would see what was to be achieved and how it was to be
achieved. This Government, however, has a dictatorial approach. It knows what is right. It
has the god of the free market. It wishes us to bow at this altar and if anyone does not want
to bow at this altar he wil become a sacrificial offering. That seems to be the approach
taken by the Minister for Planning in his intrjection. I hope the more level headed members
on the Government benches will see that will not serve the interests of this State. We need to
take a total view of employment in Western Australia, to see Government employment as
one very important sector. The growth of jobs is clearly in the private sector, it must be, so it
will be so. However, it needs the support of a strong public sector, and a level of service that
ensures we have the quality of life that will bring people to live and work in Western
Australia.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [9.36 pmJ: This motion is
most important for a large sector of workers in Western Australia and, as the member for
Nollarnara has indicated, for the entire Western Australian economy.
Mr CJ. Barnett: You have spent more time in this House this week than you did last year.
Dr LAWRENCE: I amn a reformed character.
I draw attention in a serious way to matters referred to in the motion; that is, the human cost
of these changes. It is easy when we are sitting in this place -

Mr Cowan: Tell us about the human cost to this State of one million unemployed.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Deputy Premier knows that unemployment is a problem we all wish
to redress and which State Governments have a role to play in addressing. That is why I am
concerned. The formula that the Government has applied is wrong. As the previous speaker
indicated Western Australia was the only State in which there was growth in employment
over the past several years. It may not be appealing for members opposite to accept that, but
the published data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics confirms this.
Mr Kierath: You believe your own propaganda.
Dr LAWRENCE: I believe the Australian Bureau of Statistics, the New South Wales'
Treasury monthly report on the status and standing of the respective States, and the Victorian
Chamber of Commerce and Indusiry which has given a scorecard - an embarrassing
scorecard as I can see from the Minister for Resources Development - on the standing of
Western Australia. None of us is comfortable with the level of employment in our
community, and to the extent that we have been, or are, responsible it should remain for the
next decade the focus of all our efforts.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: We are not going to take 10 years to fix it.
Dr LAWRENCE: It wiNl take 10 years, and the Minister for Resources Development knows
that because a level of structural unemployment exists in our community and will not
disappear overnight. It requires a good deal of education and training and requires retr-aining
and diversification in our industry base. All of us should be addressing those problems, anid I
hope that members opposite will see that constructive suggestions come from all sides of
politics, from the business and union sectors, from sophisticated theoretical economists and
from practical people who work the shop floor. Many people have ideas about employment,
whether they live in the bush or in the city. Again it is about inclusion, about listening to a
range of views, not being driven by ideology, and trying to assess realistically what role the
State Government can play. In this area I am disappointed in the Government's attitude, not
least because it has taken a fixed view about the value of public sector employment.
I know it is part of the Liberal Party's philosophy - it has been up front, I agree - that certain
sectors of the public sector work force should be abolished because of the view that it can be
done more efficiently by contractors in the private sector. The Government has made no
secret that that is its point of view and it stated before the State election that it would get rid
of Stateships. However, the National Party had a different view about that and that is now on
hold. The Government also said it would eliminate public ownership of the Hospital
Laundry and Linen Service and State Prin In other areas it was less certain.
Mr Mouse: That is not true.
Dr LAWRENCE: I will enumerate those other areas. For example, I do not believe I ever
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heard it said during the election campaign that the day labour work force of Homeswesc
would be abolished. Nor was it ever acknowledged that closing Robb, Jetty was part of the
Government's program. The Opposition's understanding is that the Liberal Party said it
would close it, but the National Party indicated with a wink and a nod that if it were closed it
would be replaced by another high tech facility in Government ownership.
Mir House: That is absolutely untrue and you know it.
Dr LAWRENCE: I do not know. Giving the benefit of the doubt to the Minister for Primary
Industry for the moment, if that is a grey area, certainly the workers at Robb Jetty to whom I
spoke had no idea chat was the National Party's policy, If it was, the National Party failed to
communicate it. I do not think that a single worker at State Print or at the Hospital Laundry
and Linen Service had any other view than that the coalition was going to get rid of them.
However, the builders at Homeswest did not know, nor did the workers at Robb Jetty. When
I attended a rally for those people at Robb Jetty who face redeployment or retraining,
whatever the coalition wants to call it -
Mr Kierath: You are playing cheap politics.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am not playing cheap politics. Two cases struck me very powerfully.
One was a young man at the rally with his wife, and a child in a stroller, who had just bought
himself a house in the Cockburn area.
Mr House inteijected.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Minister should not try to tell me that some people are worse off.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I ask the Minister for Primary Industry to allow the Leader of the
Opposition to answer the one interjection made previously. That is a reasonable request.
Dr LAWRENCE: Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker. I know that oither people have suffered
during the recession and I am just as concerned for them. However, action was taken by the
Government which has affected this young man and his wife and child who had just bought a
home not knowing that the decision on Robb Jetty was likely to be taken. What did we hear,
not from the inister for Primary Industry, who I think is somewhat compassionate in these
matters - I will quote from one of his speeches in a moment - but from the Minister for
Labour Relations? His response to the concern of these people was to ask what was wrong
with them going to live in Northern or Katanning or wherever else there is a meat works. He
said that a job was a job wherever it was. However that is very hard to explain to a young
man and his wife who had just outbaid a great sum of money on a new home, booked their
children into the local school and settled themselves down in what they saw as a permanent
position. Certainly a job may arise at a future date at another abattoir, but for the moment
what can that young man do?
Similarly, an older man came to me whose English was not very good. He was an Italian
who had migrated postwar to this country. He anid his wife were both visibly upset. I am not
trying to tug the Minister's heart strings; these people are real and they are hurting. This man
was perhaps a little older than 52 or 53. He had worked at Robb Jetty for his entire working
life. His English was not brilliant and the capacity for redeployment of that man elsewhere
in the public sector was very remote. He knew that, What else will that man do? He knew
that no easy job would be on offer for him within Government or the private sector. We all
know that older workers, whether they live in the country or the city, have a great deal of
difficulty finding employment once they lose their job. I know it does not cheer the
Government to hear this. However, we are talking about the human cost of the
Government's strategy.
I make this point because in the case of the Robb Jetty workers, the Minister for Primary
Industry tells me those people should have known what was in store for them. They clearly
did not Perhaps they did not follow the political agenda or the election program and did not
understand what was happening.
I refer to another group of people who have every reason to be extremely angry with the
policies adopted by members opposite. We have heard many of them today; in a way they
are a symbol of what the people think about this Government. I refer to the Midland
Workshops people. They received visits frm the local candidates, one of whom is now a
member of this House. Those people also had reassurances from the then shadow Ministers -
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[ think the shadow Minister for Labour Relations and the shadow Minister for Transport -
who had a clear policy in front of them.
Mr Kierath interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: The member's very clear policy said that the Midland Workshops would
stay open and be modernised and that its employees had nothing to fear from the election of
a Liberal Government. That was not said once during the election policy, but was peddled
on a daily basis by the Liberal candidates who visited the work site and reassured the
workers. No-one has denied that, least of all the successful candidate in that area, It was
said over and over again. The workers believed that. How they voted in the election would
have been based on other issues. Those people would have believed their lobs were secure
and that they did not need to worry about what would happen at the workshops. They were
wrong. That policy statement was simply overturned quite soon after the election without so
much as a by your leave or an apology. In fact, the Minister responsible has basically said to
those people, '"Too bad, we are t Government, we will do what we like."
The attitude seems to prevail that to want information or justification is totally unreasonable.
I have seen the Government consistently refuse to provide any information on, or
justification for, the decision. The more our shadow Minister questions the details of that
decision - the cost benefit analysis that has not been undertaken, where the work will go,
what will happen to the work currently undertaken at the Midland Workshops - the more it is
clear that decision was made not only without concern for the people affected and the lies
that were told, but also without knowledge of the economic impact on Westrail.
I had a briefing with the Minister and the senior officers of Westrail and asked what I
thought was a very obvious question. I wanted to know whether before making this decision
an assessment had been made of the effect it would have on average tariffs charged to
customers or certain groups of customers. They could not tell me; they did not know; they
had not made an assessment. That was an extremely embarrassing admission from the
Minister, but it was quite clear it was not just that he did not know or that the chief executive
officer did not know; nobody knew. That decision was made without a cost benefit analysis.
T'he people at that workshop now look forward to either redeployment within the public
sector or a payout. The Minister for Labour Relations was responsible for saying that none
of those people would lose their jobs. However, many of them are like the two I mentioned
earlier; they will have to find jobs elsewhere, if they are lucky. In many cases the skills and
training they have gained over years with the sweat of their own brows will be lost.
One of the men who has been offered redeployment within Government and who questioned
the Minister at the rally in the Midland Town Hall said that he was a highly skilled
metalworker and had spent all his life in the trade. He had upgraded his skills and was proud
of the fact that Midland Workshops recently won a top level quality standard from an agency
whose name I forget at the moment. He was very proud of that because he was one of the
workers who contributed to it. However, what offer did he receive? He was offered
redeployment within Government as a gardener. I am not saying that gardeners are not
worthy of our consideration, but for a skilled person who has worked for a long time in a
trade, a gardener's position is not exactly the best use of his qualifications. It is
economically and socially stupid and very hurtful for him to be told that his skills are no
longer needed and that he can work as a gardener somewhere in Government on a contract
basis.
A Government member interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Government is going to make gardeners contract workers. This
gentleman will go from being a skilled metalworker to being redeployed as a gardener and
some time further down the track the Government will make all gardeners contractors and
then he will not have a job at all. He understands that; he has now figured out that that is the
way this Government works. He understands that he has a job now but that will disappear
and he will become a gardener if he accepts redeployment and in time the gardening job in
Government will go also. I know from the fact that we had a voluntary redundancy scheme
and that from time to time we needed to redeploy people that it is extremely difficult to
redeploy people, particularly those with trade skills and blue collar workers. This
Government is puffing a large number of semiskilled blue collar workers, skilled blue collar
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workers, tradesmen and women on the redeployment list and there are no jobs in
Government for them.
Mr Kierath: Of course there are.
Dr LAWRENCE: There are no jobs in Government for them. That skilled metal worker is
being offered a gardener's job because there are no ocher jobs fbr him in Government which
would use his skills. It is okay to think in terms of Government workers being all white
collar workers and that maybe they can be moved around with a certain degree of flexibility.
However, a lot of these people would require very significant retraining before they could
take on those skills and occupations. For many of them, that is a daunting task, particularly
for people such as the gentleman I mentioned whose English and literacy skills are hardly up
to scratch. He cannot take on a white collar job and become a clerk or a computer
programmer in some Government department. There are no places for him. Therefore, there
is a very clear human cost to these changes the Government is making to the work force in
Midland and elsewhere.
As other speakers said, no consideration has been given to the economic impact on the local
economy of the closure of the Midland Workshops. Midland is not an area that is affluent or
flush with funds. It is a struggling area and has always been an area where workers battled.
The local chamber of commerce, industry groups and local councils have been devastated by
the removal of the Midland Workshops from their midst because it is a very important pant of
the local economy.
It is worth drawing the attention of members opposite to a very impassioned plea made
during a grievance debate by the Minister for Primary Industry when he was in Opposition.
He grieved to me and asked questions in this House about the threatened closure of Pardelup
Prison. I will quote a little from the Hansard because I believe this is very pertinent to this
debate. The grievance is headed "Pardelup Prison Farm Closure". He said there were a
number of good reasons why it should be kept open and wanted to examine them in detail.
He said -

Pardelup Prison Farm employs 25 people.
Substitute "the Midland Workshops employs 800 people". He continued -

That means its closure will affect 25 families.
Insert "800 families'. He then said -

The majority of chose people live, own homes and have children attending school in
Mt Barker.

Insert "Midland". The same is true of those people. They mostly live and work in that area.
He continued -

In a number of cases their wives also work in the town.
Again, read "Midland". Hie continued -

They are an integral and integrated part of that community.
Again, the same is true of Midland. He continued further -

Obviously the income that comes into the town through their wages is a very
important part of the economy of that region.

Again, the same is true of Midland. He said -

T'he Pardelup Prison Farm also provides for the region a source of income for many
ocher people; for example, the hospital and medical services, doctors,
physiotherapists and those involved in other specialised services, ame somewhat
dependent on the 60 or 70 prisoners usually kept at Pardelup.

The same is tre of the Midland economy. Those people who work in the area depend on
there being a solid economic base in that community, a very major workshop, one which has
been a significant part of the economy for a long time and should continue to be so. It is
important that we recognise that if Pardelup Prison Farm were closed not only would the
savings that have been identified not benefit the Government but also they would have a
catastrophic effect on the local community.
We have heard a lot about the "$18Sm loss" associated with the Westrail workshops. Those
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so-called losses are nothing of the kind. As various speakers have indicated, they represent
the cost to Wesnrail of undertakcing its own construction and maintenance program. When I
pressed the point with the Minister about whether it would be cheaper to buy in those
services from the private sector and relocate some of thenm to the country which is what is
proposed, he could not tell me what the margin of difference was - he could not and has not
since indicated what will be saved.
In order to save an unspecified amount of money for an unspecified benefit, because we do
not know what effect it will have on Westrail tariffs, a whole region, not just a small town
like Mt Barker, will be devastated by the removal of its lifeblood. That sustained and
emotional plea by the member for that region who is now the Minister for Primary Industry
drew a response from the Government at that time because we recoged the devastating
effect it would have on a community of any size. It would have saved the taxpayers of
Western Australia approximately Sim in that case, a very small operation, and it may well
have made the Department of Corrective Services better able to manage its budget for that
year. However, the multiplier effect in one small community would have been far more
costly economically and socially and the human cost of putting those people out of their jobs,
diminishing the business profitability of the region and pulling out the core of that small
town would not have been easily measured or replaced.
In conclusion, a great deal more can and should be said about this matter. However, I ask
members opposite to think clearly about the cost and benefits of removing people from the
public sector work force at a time when there is very little alternative employment for them,
when many of them have skills which are not readily accommodated in Government and
where there are effects on local economies, whether it be Midland or the Robb Jetty-
Cockburn area. They should not be ignored just because they happen to be working class
people or because they happen to live in blue collar areas. Sadly, that is the way it sounds
and 1 ask members opposite to reconsider what I think will be an avalanche of public sector
cuts after the release tomorrow of the so-called independent audit by Mr McCarrey.
MR LEWIS (Applecross - Minister for Planning) [9.57 pm]: Perhaps I should congratulate
you first, Mr Deputy Speaker, on your elevation to that position and the position of Chairman
of Committees.
The only substance that has come out of this feeble and rather disjointed contribution to the
debate by Opposition members this evening is their showing themselves up as ross
hypocrites. That is the bottom line. The member for Nollamara referred to the coalition
looking after its wealthy mates. Have members heard anything so hypocritical? The former
Government only gave away $1 5O0m to its discredited bunch of mates during the late 1980s
and the early 1990s! Members opposite now have the temerity to come in here and insinuate
that ethical and professional people who are doing a job on behalf of the Government will
feed out that information and use it for their own purposes, Perhaps that is the way they
would act because it is human instinct to accuse someone else of something when that is the
way one thinks. That is what is behind this motion tonight. Again, they are hypocrites.
Let us think about why they are hypocrites. There have been no inteziections tonight from
the Government benches about the State Engineering Works, the Public Works Department,
the Fremantle Port Authority or about Westrail. Did we hear about the $50m that was
borrowed by the Government and placed under a capital item in the Budget or about the
Government getting rid of 5 000 public servants only two years ago.
Members opposite have the hypocrisy to come into this place this evening and tell the
Government it is not doing the right thing because it is making decisions that the former
Labor Government did not have the guts to make. Let us consider the reasons decisions are
made: Fundamentally it is because this State is bereft of money and is bankrupt. It is
looking down the barrel of a deficit around $100m at this very moment. Are members
opposite proud of that? Do they think there is a magic pudding from which they can keep
ladling portions? Do they think there is a magic tree from which they can keep picking
money? The time comes with all commercial reality when there is not enough money and
people cannot spend money they do not have. We cannot waste money in areas where the
productivity is zero. That is the bottom line. Governments are just like any other businesses,
and we must all recognise that. They cannot spend more money than they are earning. I ask
the member for Pilbara whether he spends more money than he earnis.
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Mr Graham: Yes.
Mr LEWIS: That is perhaps why the State is so bankrupt because members opposite admit
that they spend more money than they earn. What absolute idiots. The rime eventually
comes when there is no more money left and that is the position in this State at the moment.
As the Leader of the Opposition said, no-one wants to see unemployment. The former Labor
Government presided during a time of 12 per cent unemployment and 30 per cent youth
unemployment, yet it has the temerity and hypocrisy to accuse this Government of not
having sympathy for the workers. The former Government created the problem, we did not.
This Government has been in office for four months and has inherited the economic mess
that the commercially illiterate people opposite have thrust on the Stare of Western Australia.
The fonmer Government increased die borrowings from $2 700m in 1982 to $11 700m at 30
June. When the former Government could not balance its budgets it borrowed money and
cheated. At the end of June each year it wangled the figures so that it looked as though it had
balanced its budget when it had not done so. One of the former Government's nicks
involved the accounting day for the payment of interest to the Western Australian Treasury
Corporation. One year the Government had a problem with a deficit of $21m. What did it
do? It changed the date when the interest payment was to be made to the corporation from
30 June to I July. It very conveniently transferred $21mn and the then Treasurer, flow Leader
of the Opposition, said her Government had balanced the budget and had turned the corner
for the State. The former Government cheated all the way through the 10 years it was in
office. It cheated on the public by pinching $1 50ODm from them and giving it to the
Government's discredited mares - the Connells and the Bonds - who paid for the former
Government's publicity to enable it to be ft-elected in 1989. Everyone knows that and yet
the Opposition talks about our mates. I cannot believe the hypocrisy of members opposite.
Let us consider what has happened at Midland. Firstly, the workshops lost $20m a year. In
the past four years they have lost only $80m! By the closure of the workshops 749 jobs have
been transferred to other areas of Government. Also 300 white collar workers who were part
of the workshops' operation had their jobs transferred to other areas. In total 1 049 people
will be transferred to other areas of Government as a result of the closure. Not one of those
people has been sacked. Is it not interesting that although 1 049 people have been offered
redeployment, written applications have been received from 1 200 people for redundancy? Is
that not incredible? Applications for redundancy have been received from 150 more people
than there were jobs for at the workshops. Let us consider one of the reasons the workshops
had to close.
We have all heard of the National Rail Corporation and that great commercial deal that the
commercial illiterates opposite entered into with the Federal Government a couple of years
ago. The conservative parties fought tooth and nail in this Parliament and in the end
convinced some of the then Government members that it was a dumb deal. Do members
opposite know what the deal has resulted in? It has straightaway shed 17 per cent of the
return on Wesarail's freight trade, It has lost that off the top by its business being transferred
to the NRC It was also proposed that the NRC take 22 of Westrail's locomotives and 200 of
its wagons. Where was it proposed to carry our maintenance work on that stock? In South
Australia. Because the then Opposition, now the Government, caused the then Government
to renegotiate the deal so that Western Australia would be a participant but not an owner, the
locomotive and wagon maintenance work wI stay in Western Australia and be done by the
private sector. The work is not going overseas but will be carried out in the metal workshops
of Western Australia rather than in South Australia where it would have been done as a result
of the former Government's dumb deal with the National Rail Corporation.
Let us consider dhe Opposition's hypocrisy further. We have all heard of the situation at the
Fremantle Port Authority, which two years ago was budgeted to lose $37m. Last year it lost
approximately $13m. What did members opposite do with that authority when they were in
Government? A question was asked of the then Minister for Transport about how many
people worked at the Fremantle Port Authority as of I January 1991. The answer was 739.
She was also asked how many people worked at the authority in February 1992, and the
answer was 522. Therefore, 250 people lost jobs at that authority - they were not
redeployed! Of the 739 workers, 250 were sacked, which represents an approximate 34 per
cent cut in the work force.
Mr Pendal: Where were the tears then?
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Mr LEWIS: Indeed, the then Government did that because it knew the State could not
maintain the deficit of $13m or $14m a year. This was an autonomous authority into which
the Government could not pour money.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! We have been having a good run as it is some time since
I have had to remind members that interjections are disorderly, particularly when they come
from several members at once.
Mr LEWIS: The previous Government announced a redundancy program in the 1991-92
Budget. The then Government was going to pay for this program from. the consolidated
revenue fund, but it was caught out borrowing $50zn to get rid of 3 000 employees from the
State Public Service. Were members opposite then thinking about the 45 year old tradesmen
who had no prospect of obtaining a job? Where were the tears then? Members opposite are
hypocrites!
A question was asked of Hon Joe Berinson regarding the redundancy program. It was
discovered that 5 573 applications were received for redundancy, and 2 488 were approved.
Members opposite talk about 1 000 people who will be found new jobs! That is their
hypocrisy.
Mr Thomas: Don't you chink it made it more efficient?
Mr LEWIS: The member for Cockbumn should remember the closure of the State
Engineering Works.
Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! It is highly disorderly to interject.
Mr LEWIS: What happened at the Public Works Department? Many people were sacked so
that members opposite could reform the Building Management Authority. Members
opposite should be honest. They come in here with impetuosity to bag the new Government.
We have been in office for 16 weeks, and we must deal with all of the problems we have
inherited. We do not duck that responsibility and members opposite have no credibility.
More members opposite have spoken tonight than spoke for the entire last four years. That
indicates that the previous Government was a lame duck. We have indicated the gross
hypocrisy of members opposite by looking at their record. They destroyed the State's
economy and gave $1.5b to their lousy mates; they made redundancies at State
instrumentalities such as the Fremandle Port Authority, Westrail the Public Works
Department; they borrowed $50m to hide their redundancy program; and they ran a deficit
Budget for the last four years and covered this up by cheating! They did not explain the truth
of the matter to the public and in their time in office State debt rose from $2.7b to $1l.7b.
Nevertheless, members come into Parliament and cannot wait to tear into the new
Government after four lousy months. Members opposite cannot wait to tell us the things we
have done wrong. Members opposite have no credibility.
MR MARLBOROUGH (Peel) [10.17 pm]: I was not going to participate in this debate,
but the Minister for Planning's comments deserve a reply. In the last four months we have
seen lousy government, and that is why the new Government is being criticised as it is,
Every opinion poll chat is worth its salt shows the Government far behind its standing of four
months ago when it set about conning the State. The reason for the fall in its standing is the
number of broken promises. It is hard to find any logic behind the broken promises.
Obviously, this Government meets every day and members play with a ouija board and tarot
cards. They say. "I wonder what will happen today?" Can members picture them in their
meeting room? The Minister for Planning is sac with the Minister for the Environment, and
leading the meeting is the Minister for Transport. They go through the tarot cards and ask, "I
wonder what wonderful experience we can give the people of Western Australia today."
Meanwhile the leader is out in the corridor saying. 'Nobody is listening to me. Where is
Dad; I must get him on the phone." That is why The West Australian has continued with its
editorials and articles attacking the Government.
Let us consider the Minister for Planning's comments on this Government's management of
the economy. We have Treasury figures before us for the short life of this Government, and
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they indicate that monthly cash payments from the consolidated revenue fund have blown
out considerably since this Government was formed. Let us just go through the Treasury
document. In the eight months to February 1993 when we were in Government, cash outlays
for 1992-93 were held at $182.7m or 5.1 per cent below the corresponding figures for the
previous year. In ocher words, in our last year in Government we put in place the restraints
which were needed to cut down that level of public spending and reduce the amount of
spending in the 1991-92 Budget by 5.1 per cent. What have we seen since February of this
year when the Government has managed the economy? From Treasury figures - these are
from the WA Treasury statement of cash transactions on the consolidated revenue fund - we
see a blowout in those figures. In the past three months under the present Government cash
outlays have run up to $52.3m or 4.7 per cent over the corresponding figures for the previous
year.
In a very short time those in Government have attempted through the pea and thimble trick to
employ their mares to look at how the previous Government ran the public sector. They have
employed thousands of experts from all over Australia. It was not good enough to get a
Western Ausalian company. We have no expertise in Western Australia. Those opposite
searched far and wide throughout the nation for experts because they believed a national
perspective on the Western Australian Budget was needed to tell us whether it was balanced,
to tell us whether the previous Government did its job. It was not to tell us what we all know
and what the people of Western Australia know. It is a nonsense. It is a jobs for the boys
exercise. Itris about putting in place the Government's political agenda. It has nothing to do
with facts and figures. It has to do with the hypocrisy of this Government that everybody can
see through.
While the Minister for Planning, Mr Lewis, tries to articulate that those opposite are being an
extremely responsible Government, that they have already tackled the tough decisions that
we were afraid of, the Treasury figures show a massive blowout in the CRF figures in the
four months that those opposite have been in office. Government members might not like
the figures but they are there.
We have become used to the Minister for Planning in the past six years. I say to the new
members: Do not believe him. Before the Minister for Planning gives advice, new members
should go to other colleagues and seek their opinions, then divide it by two, add three,
multiply by six and think of the answer if they can. That is the best advice they can get. The
member for Applecross has not learned anything about being in Government. He was no
different when he was in Opposition. He flew by the seat of his pants, went nowhere, could
not hit a target, just waffled on all night and thought that if he did that lots of times,
eventually some of it would stick and some people would listen. The reality was that he was
battling to be a Minister. It was only that the member for South Perth, Mr Pendal, fell so far
off side with Circe Circle that the member for Applecross snuck in. That is the reality of it,
and those on the Government side know it. The member for South Perth is working like mad
to make sure that the Minister for Planning is not there for too long. After the Minister's
performance tonight I suggest that the member for South Perch will have some supporters
and he will not have to wait too long. Having stepped from the Opposition side to the
Government side, this Minister has learned nothing. He thinks that volume and repetition
will mean something.
Dr Turnbull interjected.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I do not want to have a blue with the member for Collie - she is too
tough for me. I have tangled with her in the corridors and I do not want to get involved with
her in the Chamber. Her reputation precedes her. I know how tough she is. I will leave her
alone because she is too tough for me. I will get someone on this side of the House who is.
rougher than I am to deal with her. I know the softest pant of her is the enamel on her teeth.
We have seen that this Government which rules by taret cards has not lost sight of its
political agenda. The agenda of so-called good management of Government resources is a
nonsense. To be fair, the only promise the Government gave to the Western Australian
public was that it intended in any way possible to screw workers and their families. That was
its promise. Those on the Government side set about chat with one of their favourite sons
who has just come back into the Chamber. He has a startling record in industrial relations.
Besides that, he has a great human capacity. His compassion and humanity is known to all.
He is known to all for his understanding of the little person's needs. He has a great
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propensity to put into perspective how best so handle issues in a gentle, kind way. He is
known in the media as having that sont of capacity. Of course, the workers have realised that
he is the worst form of Bosnian terrorist: He does not know who the enemies are; he just
knows that when he gets up in the morning he must kill some people; he must find their
houses and blow off their roofs, knock out die bedroom side walls, and hopefully carry
bodies with him. H~e is a Bosnian terrorist. That is how he performs. He is sending as many
shock waves through the offices in St George's Terrace as those anywhere else. He is a bully
boy.
Dr Turnbull: This is going down in Mansard for ever and ever.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Absolutely.
Dr Turnbull: You had better be careful.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am glad that tonight the member for Collie is not picking on me,
but is helping me. I would sooner have her on my side than against me because her
reputation is fearsome. She may think that I think of these titles and names for Minister for
Labour Relations on my own. I do not. I need only go to the factory gates in Kwinana, to
the Medina Tavern or to the Kwinana Shopping Centre where he has been named by people,
from little kids to thte mums and das whose lives he has set about destroying.
Mr Kierath: I will do more to help working men and women than you will ever do.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: To illustrate this man's track record, let me run through a little
story. When he was President of the Master Cleaners Guild of WA, he was known
throughout his own fraternity (or setting back the rapport that existed between the trade
union movement and the guild by 20 years. When the Federated Miscellaneous Workers
Union representatives went into his office to check his books for his underpayment of
workers and were about to sake the guild to the Magistrate's Court, to and behold what
happened? The night before, after fighting for over six months so hide those pay records
from the union - records that were by law available to not only the union but also the workers
he employed - the union tried to obtain the records to show that those people who were
employed by this man when he had his cleaning company were being underpaid and were
being screwed by the Minister, as he is now. When the union went to check his recrd books
he hid them everywhere: He carried them out of the office at night in big black bags; he hid
them under bushes; he carried them everywhere; he got his friends to hide them because this
man has no credibility. He thinks that people cannot remember him from 12 years ago. He
thinks that people will somehow have magically forgotten. He thinks that, like him, people
have a mind that just disintegrates at least every three days. In fact, when people have had
dealings with this man, one thing is very consistent about him - one never forgets him. Just
as he is today the Bosnian terrorist of Western Australia, so he was 12 years ago with his
workers. The union set out to take him to court legitimately, by application to the
Magistrate's Court under the Industrial Arbitration Act, because he refused to show his time
and wages record.
Mr Kieiath: That is not true.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is absolutely true. The Minister knows it, and most of all, the
families he screwed know it - this honest Minister who had nothing so hide when he ran his
company and employed those people legitimately. Lo and behold, guess what happened?
The night before he was due to go to the Magistrate's Court his office magically caught on
fre and all his records were burnt. Nothing changes for this man. He has lines of evil
consistency that run through his veins.
Mr Shave: He wouldn't pay you, so you burns him out of his business!
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Tourism will come to order. The
member for Peel may continue his entertaining address.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: What members, particularly the new members, will discover about
this Minister is that there are some lines of consistency about him. He is uncaring,
unconcerned about his fellow man and woman, and has no capacity to think beyond his own
self interest. Members do not have so believe rme, they need only talk to the workers he
screwed when he owned his business; they need only talk so the workers he is screwing at the
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Midland Workshops; they need only talk to the workers he is screwing at Robb Jetty; they
need only talk to the Police Union and they need only talk to those who know where the
Bosnian terrorist will next hit, whether it be at the Fremantle wharf, at the Hospital Laundry
and Linen Service of Western Australia, in every hospital in the State, or in every classroom
in die State.
There are other consistencies about him; he continues to have problems with fires. For those
new members who may not recall, when he won preselection as the member for Riverton
things were a bit quiet and there was nor much talk about the new member for Riverton. The
member, who had not yet won the election, held a barbecue, and his caravan caught on fire!
That is where he earned die nickname "Marches". This man wants not only the Opposition
but also the State of Western Australia, the employer groups, the senior key bodies -

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member for Peel's time has nearly expired, he has
two minutes left. Will he be confining himself to the amendment?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: This matter is all about the credibility of this Government and the
image it is trying to paint ini the short rime it has been in Government, which, quite honesdly,
will not stand the test of time. It is people such as the Minister for Labour Relations,
Matches over there, who ame part of the new Government's foundation, I warn the new
members that while people such as he form part of the foundation, t building will be fairly
rickety, and will collapse very quickly. The workers of Western Australia and the employer
groups are not convinced by his record in this House. They are not convinced by his time in
Parliament. He reflects the problems of this Government; that is, it has no credibility and no
substance. It knows only how to burn and slash. While people such as the Minister for
Labour Relations and the Minister for Planning proceed in the way they are - they have leant
nothing from being in Opposition to walk into Government - they will never gain the
credibility they need. Members opposite comprise a one term Government. We will come
after them and chase them all the way, and at the end there will be nothing left to chase.
MR McNEE (Moore. - Parliamentary Secretary) [10.37 pm]: I cannot believe the previous
speech. The Russian Circus has nothing on that performance. I have never done much
adjudicating of actors, but I would have to rate that performance highly.
Mr Wiese: The best part was that it was free.
Mr McNEE: That was the best part about it; I would not give the speech much for content. I
cannot believe that the people opposite - those abject failures who vacated the Treasury
benches only four months ago - have the temerity to stand and criticise this Government.
They have expected the Government to hose down the fire they started 10 years ago when
this Stare had "the greatest new leader". The slogans were "A future you can believe in" and
"Dowding's working". You can say that again; he was working all right! There is no
shadow of doubt about that. He was working well. That was the future we could believe in!
Members opposite have the temerity to talk about the Government's closing the Midland
Workshops. Blind Paddy knows that they must be closed down. Did anybody tell members
opposite about the fellows there -

Mr Marlborough: The Labor Government said it wouldn't close it down. It is unbelievable.
Bring in Blind Freddy. We need you back, please hurry,
Mr McNEE: Members opposite have the cheek to talk about broken promises! What about
the record number of businesses they sent broke?
Several members interjected.
Mr McNEE: Is the member opposite telling me it is something that his parry wants to foster?
Members opposite talk about wanting to save the railways. They will never save the~
railways, but this Government will do that.
Mr Kierath: We will save Westrail.
Mr Taylor: You will save it by putting it in a museum.
Mr McKEE: This Government has more chance of saving the railways than the previous
Government had. We should look at the previous Government's dopey industrial relations
policy. It had a modern railway operating under an archaic system. Do members opposite
realise that Miling is 200 kilomnetres from Kwinana? Further, do they realise that it takes
four changes of crew to transport a load of fertiliser from Kwinana to Miling?
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Let us talk about chis Government's performance. It is unbelievable that members opposite
can get up in this place and, as if butter would not melt in their mouths, pretend they were
not responsible for $l.5b going down the gurgier. They have walked away from it as though
it did not happen.
Mr Taylor When you were in Opposition you really had a go at the then Government in
your speeches.
Mr McNEE: It is early days yet, but members opposite are in their right place.
Mr Taylor: I do not know about you.
Mr McNEE: Members opposite will not be on this side of the House for a long time.
Western Australians will not forget the previous Government's record unemployment figures
and they will not forget the handouts to their union thug mates.
Several members interjected.
Mr McNEE: Members opposite talk about consultation - it is what their union thug mates
want them to do. They do not consider what is best for the State or the people they claim to
represent.
Mr Taylor: Who are the union thugs?
Mr MeNEE: They are the mates of members opposite.
I refer to the closure of the Robb Jetty abattoirs. A large amount of money has been lost
there. What was the name of the representative from the meat workers union? Was it not
Payne? He is the fellow who locked the lambs in the yard and who lost the money. It was
the farmers' money. The abattoir must close because it is a scourge on the industry.
Members opposite should think about the abattoir again.
Mr Marlborough: You are providing the agenda. Tell us what you will close next. Tell us
what we can look forward to next week. What are the tarot cards telling you?
Mr McNEE: It would probably be a good idea to close down the Labor Party. Members
opposite are certainly doing a good job of it. It is absolutely amazing that members opposite
can sit in this place and pretend that they were not responsible for losing a huge sum of
taxpayers' money and that they did not preside over the largest unemployment figures and
business failures this State has experienced. Small businessmen have been affected by the
actions of the previous Government and they do not have any confidence. It will take a
while to crank them up but the coalition Government will do that very well. Members
opposite may be critical that the coalition Government was not able to do that in its first 100
days in office. Th~e Government is good, but it will need a little longer than that. It will
probably also require the removal of Federal Government pressure on small business. It is
amazing that these people would contemplate putting forward the ridiculous proposition that
this Government has failed. Itris obvious that the coalition Government will do a great deal
for the working people of Western Australia. It will give them some hope for the future,
whereas they had no future and no hope under the previous Government.
Mr Shave: Ask them about the 700 people who listened to the Premier's address the other
day.
Mr McNEE: I am not surprised they did. At least they got some hope from listening to him.
Mr Shave: Ask members opposite why the business indicators show there will be increased
employment in Western Australia.
Mr Catania: That has been going on for months. Are you claiming credit for it?
Mr Shave: The member is like the ex-Premier when she rook over the employment portfolio.
She did not know where she was- She was up one month and down the next and in the end
she ran a campaign in my electorate.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Order! I have been lenient on members because
there have been some interesting interjections. However, there has been more speaking done
by members in their seats than the member on his feet. I would prefer it if the member for
Moore would say more and the rest of the members would say less.
Q2205-10
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Mr McNEE: I take your point. Mr Acting Speaker. I know that the Western Austraian
public are delighted to be rid of the scourge that was on them previously. They have often
indicated that they do not want to see the Opposition in Government again because of its
economic mismanagement and the condition in which it left the State. Nothing in this State
was left in a reasonable financial situation by the previous Government, ye: it criticises the
coalition Government for mnalcing hard decisions.
Mr Cataniia: They are lousy.
Mr McNEE: They am hard decisions, but members opposite would not know the meaning of
"hard". Members opposite talk about this Government screwing workers. What about the
poor bosses they scftdwed? Earlier today the Leader of the Opposition had the temerity to
complain that the Government was doing exactly what it wanted to do. Of course it should
do as it wants. This Government was given a mandate by the people to pull the State out of
the mess that it is in.
Mr Catania: Your leader said today that business confidence is improving.
Mr MeNFE: Members opposite should not worry about trying to say that they do not feel
guilt, and they should not worry about trying to save our hard decisions. The hardest
decision members opposite made was to telephone J.J. O'Connor and ask, "What will we do
today?" The former Government did not make any decisions without referring to its union
bosses. The former Government destroyed the very people who produced the golden egg
which its members so readily consumed. The former Government sent business after
business broke. Country towns which were flourishing now have businesses which have
closed their doors. The former Government has destroyed their confidence and has foisted
upon them unreasonable charges.
Mr Taylor: We will hear all about that in the next week. We will hear what you have to say
about the charges that your Government will put up.
Mr McNEE: Is the member trying to say the former Government did not do that?
Mr Taylor: You can come here and join us when your charges go up through the roof
tomorrow. Do not talk about taxes and charges.
Mr McNBE: The Opposition lacks credibility. It is beyond consideration how members
opposite can stand up and criticise this Government. The road system under the former
Government was deplorable. The school system was deplorable. A school in my electorate
has not had a repair and refurbishment since Sir Charles Court was Premier. The former
Government was in office for 10 years and did nothing about that school, yet its members
rushed around in my electorate handing out ballot papers when the Government was trying to
take five year olds into classrooms. They went to schools and said. "You have got 50
students; you will get two new buildings." Do not worry about this Government making
tough decisions, because it will make tough decisions that are proper and correct and that
will give the people of Western Australia a future to look forward to, because prior to 6
February there was no future to look forward to, just more of what we have had. The
Opposition stands stripped of credibility. It has had its day. I support the Government's
moves because they will lead us toward a better future. We need to increase our
productivity, and that is what this Government is all about. When the Opposition was in
Government, it crucified productivity. We are about to increase that productivity which is
absolutely paramount in creating employment and prosperity for Western Australia.

Division
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (20)
Mr MI. Barnett Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper
Mr Bridge Mr Hilt Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Dr Lawrence Mr Thomas
Mr Cwmningham Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)
Mr Graham Mr Riebeling
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Noes (26)
Mr C.J. Barnett Mr Johnson Mr Shave
Mr Blaikie Mr Kierath Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr Strickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Tirnorden
Dr Constable Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Omodei Dr Turnbull
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Dr flames Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwitdi (Teller)
Wr House Mr Prince

Pairs
Mr Grill Mr Nicholls
Dr Gallop Mrs van de Klashorst
Mrs Hal titan Mr Minson
Ms Warniock Mr Court

Amendment thus negatived.
Debate (on motion) Resumed

MR W. SMITH (Wanneroo) [11.00 pm]: I understand I have the privilege of being die
rst Liberal member elected to represent the seat of Wanneuuo for 10 years. having wrested

it from the Labor Party. The scat bad also been the scat of Joondalup prior to the change of
boundaries for the 1989 State elections. It is indeed an honour to have been endorsed by the
Liberal Party and chosen by the people of Wanneroo to be their representative in the
Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of Western Australia. My success in winning the
seat of Wanneroo at the recent State election on 6 February 1993 was as a result of a great
quality team effort by many Liberal Party members and many other members of the
community. I take this opportunity of paying tribute to all those dedicated members of the
teamn who helped me win the seat of Wannerco.
My electorate has the highest number of electors in this State and lies within the boundaries
of the City of Wanneroo, which is one of the fastest growing municipalities in Australia. The
electorate basically comprises the area north of Ocean Reef Road, except for part of the
Ocean Reef locality, and north of Mary Street and Gnangara Road. It stretches to the north
of Yanchep and Two Rocks. My maiden speech will include: My heritage in Wannerno, my
general philosophy, what motivated me to stand for Parliament and, finally, key issues
people have identified to me as requiring attention in this State, particularly in my electorate.
I love Wanneroo and this is not something I have tried to adopt recently. My ties with this
area go back to prior to the turn of the century when my great-grandfather, Jasper Spiers,
bought large tracts of land in Wanneroo. Jasper Spiers was also responsible for the
construction of the early roads around Perth City and nearby suburbs. He created jobs in the
Perth city area and in Wannerco. Being a compassionate and tireless worker for the
community during these early pioneering days of Wanneroo, he became one of the leading
figures in the area, so much so that he was dubbed the "uncrowned king of Wanneroo".
There were several Western Australian newspaper features about him which included such
quotes as, "Thiere is no more interesting optimistic personality in and around Perth than Mr
Jasper Spiers." One article was headed "A battler and friend of battlers" reported with
reference to the tragedy of the 1914 crop failures in Western Australia. The article stated
that There was no resident in the State who won higher honour than Jasper Spiers for the
support he gave the hard bit settlers."
Equally well known and loved in the area was my great-grandmother, whom everyone called
Granny Spiers. She provided for the people who were down and out by feeding and clothing
them. in her memory Granny Spiers House was opened in my electorate at Heathridge in
1982 and acts as a community service centre, and a very fine service this provides through
the tireless work of its coordinator, Mary Stewart, and many volunteers. I mention my great-
grandparents to illustrate that my roots are in Wannemoo and that I have a deep affinity for
the area and its people. I am proud to have the opportunity to work in the same family
li-adition. It is with the same degree of commitment and compassion that I will work to
achieve the very best for my electorate and this State.
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Summing up my general philosophy: I am someone who looks to the future yet is proud to
maintain the traditions; someone who cares about people. as well as their health, education
and family life, and respects their dignity and liberty. I have faith in God and the individual.
I believe in the free enterprise system and that Government should not attempt to do
everything but only what it needs to do and only what it can do well. I am sceptical when a
Government says too often "Let me help you". Very seldom can a Governiment do better for
an individual than individuals can do for themselves. Prior to the recent State election, as a
police officer, businessman and local government councillor, I came into contact with
individuals, families and business people who expressed feelings that this State had been
drifting into uncertainty and unfairness. One of the major reasons which motivated me to
stand for Parliament was those same feelings and a belief in the need to restore hope by
changing direction or changing Government. A number of these people, with my family and
friends, believe that with my experience and general philosophy as a member of the coalition
I have the ability to help restore hope, providing a better and fairer future not only for my
own electorate but for all Western Australians.
With youth unemployment having been as high as 30 per cent in th is State under the previous
Labor Government there are young people in my electorate who have never had a job and
whose lives and hopes are blighted by unemployment. As important as education and
training are, the fact is that there is no demand for their labour. If we do not provide
economic growth for these young people, we will create a generation that suffers from
unemployment, unhappiness and a host of social ills that result from idleness and
hopelessness, problems that affect all people no matter what their age. Work is necessary to
give them dignity, pride and self-respect. The worst affected of all are those young people
who come from families with problems - families that for one reason or another are not
providing children with the emotional support, advice and encouragement that could sustain
them through these difficult years. These young people are sometimes cast adrift to cope on
their own. As a former police officer I came across many a young person who could have
been kept out of trouble and kept away from drugs and bad company if he or she had had
someone to look after them properly or provide the strength of moral leadership with which
they could identify. Employment for these youths would keep them busy and the discipline
and social training that comes with a job, even just the company of adults in the workplace,
would help turn them into responsible adults. Instead a number of them haunt shopping
malls, the swreets and the parks with little or nothing to do. I will do all I can to save our
youth from unemployment and despair. It is such a tragic waste to see young people
unemployed, wasting the best years of their lives, with some getting into trouble through
idleness and boredom, simply because they have no jobs. We owe it to them to dedicate
their talents, educate and train them, give them opportunities, and ensure that their potential
is developed. The whole State is impoverished by this waste of youth. We need to provide
them with opportunities similar to those most of this current generation and members of
Parliament in this place have had.
In my electorate I am committed to improving this situation by working with all the
dedicated workers in the youth agencies and groups, supported also by the wider community.
One particular project aimed at solving youth unemployment in my electorate, which
involves the wider community including young people, is "Youth Speaks Out" - an initiative
I recommend to all communities in this State. I am out in the electorate every day
contributing towards making the Wannemoo electorate a key employment node for the
metropolitan area, for the sake of our youth and individuals of all ages, not only those who
are tragically unemployed but also those who are presently employed and supporting
families.
We must have economic growth and development without, of course, ignoring the need to
protect the environment in order to establish jobs now for all individuals seeking
employment, and to provide a future for the youth as good as the one we had. Otherwise, we
will be the firt generation of parents to leave a lower standard of living to our children.
Over the past 20 years Australia has started to see itself as an old country rather than one full
of youth and promise. We are starting to accept unemployment and welfare dependency as
normal. As a population, we are beginning to see ourselves as over the hill, our best years
behind us. This is a defeatist attitude that I, as a member of the coalition, will not accept.
Twenty years ago or less, people were wholeheartedly in favour of development. Now we
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behave as though we are afraid of it. What happened to our initiative, to the willingness to
take risks and to fulfil our visions and dreams? Out of dreams come plans for a common
cause, reaching forward, facing challenges, creating opportunities, giving our children a
future of which we can be proud, a future they deserve. It is with this same philosophy that I
believe the Court Government will have all Western Australians rise to the occasion and take
up the challenge to tackle the difficult circumstances of the 1990s and into the 21st century.
It is a real eye-opener to drive around my electorate and see die developing areas. The pace
of growth and development is astonishing. I invite members and the public to come and see
what is happening in my electorate. It is an idyllic place in which to raise a family; to visit
our pristine beaches, our forestry areas, and to witness our rural lifestyle east of Wannemoo.
During the visit people should stop and buy the home grown products from our horticultural
areas or even stay overnight at our marvellous tourist accommodation. My electorate is
unique compared with other electorates in the metropolitan region. I am proud of what it
offers to those living in the electorate and to all people who visit it.
As I have previously stated, I represent an electorate which contains one of the fastest
growing populations in Australia. The population of the City of Wanneroc in 1970 was
4 645. It is now almost 200 000. It is anticipated that by the year 2021 the population will
be 425 000. Dining recent times the majority of growth has been in my electorate; an area
almost the size of Subiaco is added to the region every year. With an anticipated 42 per cent
of the metropolitan growth occurring in the City of Wanneroo, a great proportion of which is
my electorate, one of my challenges is to ensure a greater commitment is made than prior to
my election to Parliament, to ensure that adequate facilities are provided in the community.
A program is required by all levels of Government and developers which firmly establishes
the requirements and commitments and to see them achieved within a given time frame as
required by the rapidly expanding communities. Also, a document is required to indicate the
responsibilities of Governments and developers when people purchase in new developments.
I continue to deal with these issues in my electorate.
With so much development I have the real responsibility in my electorate of emphasising to
the coalition Government that we in turn have an increasing responsibility to strike the right
balance to preserve the environment as well as rural and horticultural areas. Besides the
immediate impact, I am also interested in the longer term effect on the children of my
electorate. Developers and Governments - local, State and Federal - stil need to do a lot
mom work on environment, urban and rural planning and policy. In my electorate these
issues are important. I will continue my efforts to have developers and Governments of all
levels recognise this importance.
In my electorate, horticultural produce amount to a gross value in the vicinity of $64m or I11
per cent of produce in the metropolitan area. To protect this industry in my electorate I
support creating a horticultural valley. The Wanneo electorate is proud of its commitment
to national and regional parks. Examples are the Yanchep National Park, an area of some
2 800 hectares in which attractions within 100 hectares are under commercial lease; also the
lesser known Yellagonga. National Park which will one day be treasured as the Kings Park of
the north. I know that it will remain in good hands with volunteer groups such as the Friends
of Yellagonga, with which I am proud to have dealings and which I will continue to support
However, the cold. hard facts of life are that the public sector does not have the money to
provide the best properly managed parks. One way we can achieve the very best
management is through the private sector. I have been supportive of the Yanchep National
Park in providing for the private sector to lease areas that have commercial viability and for a
percentage of the profits to go into revenue to help provide adequate funds for the
conservation of the park. The private sector will manage the Yanchep Inne and kiosk,
Gloucester Lodge museum, the swimming pool, the caves, the golf and tennis areas, and
other attractions. Obviously caution is necessary to have this done within a management
plan which meets with the approval of the community, the private sector and Government.
Industry within my electorate includes horticulture, agriculture, mining, manufacturing.
construction, wholesale and retail trade, transport and storage, finance, property and business
services, public administration, community services, recreation, personal and other similar
services. Clearly, the visions one could gain from such diversity is an electorate where
people live and work, but sadly this applies to only perhaps 15 per cent to 20 per cent of
residents in Wannemoo. By comparison, the City of Stirling has a higher self-sufficiency rate
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of around 55 per cent. I am optimistic that this situation can be improved. For my part, as
the new member, I intend to actively work towards improving the economic climate so that
existing businesses have the capacity to grow and new industries can be established; for
example, existing businesses involving tourism and education and new ones in the field of
food processing and technology. I see my position as a supportive role for various economic
and employment development groups in achieving success through the incentives provided
by this coalition Government and wherever industry groups may need my support. I am
proud to be associated with these groups, including the Wanneroo Chamber of Commerce,
the Wanneroo Economic Development Association, the Joondalup Business Association,
LandCorp, Wanneroo Goes for Jobs and the Wanneroo Tourism Development Association. I
pay tribute to the members of those groups including the many volunteers. I wish to
acknowledge the commitment Mr Bob Fawcett has made in supporting the commercial
sector through his volunteer work as chairman of the Wannewoo Chamber Of Cormerce and
Wanneroo Goes for Jobs.
The Joondalup Development Corporation, which has recently been absorbed into the
Western Australian Land Authority, was originally formed by the previous Liberal
Government in 1976 to develop 1 000 hectares of land at Joondalup into a new regional city
in the north west urban corridor. The Liberal Government at the time had a vision of a place
where people could live, work and play in a truly harmonious setting. That vision is fast
becoming a reality and I am proud as a Liberal Parry member of this coalition Government to
once again have the opportunity to play a continuing role in a development instigated by a
Liberal Government. Eventually Joondalup will become the second largest central business
district in the metropolitan region. Even while the coastal areas and the Joondalup City
Centre are developing at a rapid pace, the historic townsire of Wanneroo should be properly
recognised. Much could be done to improve and beautify the townsite and mark its historical
significance. The Government's commitment will be kept under the policy document
'Wanneroo Into the 2 1st Century" to rejuvenate the town site.
I will work in my electorate to take into account the urgent need to provide further schools.
Cultural and recreation services, the preservation of heritage sites, and the environment are
also important issues I will continue to address. Demand for public transport is growing
enormously and is seen as another important issue in my electorate. Difficulties still exist.
The pattern of routes does not seem to be finally solved. However, I will continue to address
this issue through a series of public meetings giving my constituents an opportunity to make
a contribution to Transperrh services.
The future of this State does nor depend just on increasing the value of production or the
height of buildings in St George's Terrace, but also on what vision the Government has for
its people. In order to have a vision, people must have confidence in themselves. This spirit
and confidence does not come from Government commissions to establish a new identity, to
design a new flag or to become a republic; it comes from encouraging the natural creativity
of the people to give them the freedom to make decisions independently. That is the aim of
this coalition Government. My all consuming interest is to look to the future. I have a great
vision for Wanneroo and Western Australia; we are entering an exciting era if we can only
get things right.
This coalition Government inherited in February 1993 some terrible problems from its
predecessors, including a State debt in the vicinity of $ll.8b. This debt should not be
thought of as a Government debt, but as real money owed by all Western Australians. The
State deficit may not be substantially reduced within the next year or two, but a start must be
made for the sake of my electorate and for this Stare's future. Words alone and personality
politics are not enough to set the finances of the State on a ffinn basis. Economic and social
recovery can become a reality only if we are prepared to make the difficult decisions now,
otherwise we Western Australians will be letting our children pay for our generation of
services and pleasures. We in the Court Government are prepared to make those tough
decisions, but in doing so we sympathise with the individuals who feel adversely affected by
them.
I believe in the sentiments that prosperity and a better standard of living for all individuals
come not fronm the generosity of the State but from the hands and minds of the individual. At
best the State can provide only the environment of opportunity for these things, but only
individuals can make them happen. Nevertheless, individual efforts are strengthened by a
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common determination to work with the Government to make this State a bonter place in
which to live.
In conclusion, I amn proud that I served with the WA Police Force for some 16 years. In that
time I worked alongside many very fine and dedicated officers. Rather than acknowledging
these individuals by name, I prefer to pay tribute in Parliament to all police officers and their
fainilies. This professional body of men and women carry out a difficult job under difficult
and sometimes highly dangerous circumstances. These officers work under enormous
pressure and many times in deplorable conditions. However, I sin not seeking sympathy for
these officers and their families, nor would they want me to. They need the promises to
become a reality. Their consideration is always for the safety and welfare of us, die citizens
of the State.
Law and order was a major issue during the recent election campaign with both major parties
committing themselves to all sorts of promises in that direction. These included extra
manpower and improved police working conditions and additional legislative support to
assist them to protect us. As both parties identified things to be done in this area. I hope
common ground is reached by all politicians to achieve positive solutions as an urgent
priority for police officers in this State. I will personally strive to ensure positive changes are
made to the Police Force and to law and order generally.
An area I will closely examine, and for which I will provide appropriate support, is the fight
against organised crime, which has steadily increased in this State. It will cost us dearly if
we delay taking this issue seriously. We must remind ourselves that we are not isolated from
the rest of the world and that organised crime, as witnessed in other parts of the world,
spreads like a disease.
My parish priest at Beaumaris, Ocean Reef, made a very astute observation on Sunday: He
felt that the 1990s may be remembered as a time of a general lack of respect; namely, a lack
of respect for people in authority, for the individual and a general lack of respect for each
other. Sadly, I agree with his sentiments. A notable example of this was the behaviour of
some individuals at the opening of Parliament last week. However, should we have expected
any better after witnessing the style of leadership and standard set by a number of members,
in the highest offices of the land, of Labor Governments during the 1980s and leading into
the 1990s?
My final words are left to express dedication to Diana, my fiance, who has made this
situation all possible and worthwhile by her friendship, love, advice and support in the
difficult times before and during the election campaign. This support continued during a
time when we lost one of the most wonderful individuals I have met or amn likely to meet;
namely, my mrend, Diana's father, Bruno Borserio. He was an avid supporter of mine and I
am sorry he is not here to listen to my speech today.
Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Ainsworth), I thank you and the House for the courtesy and
indulgence shown during my first speech. [ shall do my utmost to fulfil the trust placed in
me by the electors of Wanneroo in serving the public of this great State, and in making the
Wannerco electorate and Western Australia even greater.
[Applause.]
MR PRINCE (Albany) [11.28 pm]: I am obliged to you, Mr Acting Speaker, and die
members of this House for the privilege of being able to address you in my maiden speech as
the newly elected member for Albany. I am very conscious of the fact that I represent one of
the original electorates to send members to Parliament from the beginning of representative
government in this State. It is a great honour for me to join this Chamber and to follow the
service of that most distinguished of parliamentarians, Leon Watt. Leon was the member for
Albany for 19 years almost to the day of the last State election, and during that time he
represented the people of Albany with honesty and forthrightness. He is one of the few of
whom it can be declared that nothing said of him is other than to his credit as a truly decent
gentleman.
Members: Hear, hear?
Mr PRINCE: It is my pleasure to report to t House that he is enjoying a pleasant and
active retirement, which I am sure all members past and present who had any association
with him would wish to continue for many years to come.
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I arm grateful for the convention that a maiden speech is not subject to intrjections. As a
lawyer for the past 20 years, much of which has been spent in che courts of this State, and
particularly the criminal courts, I am accustomed to interjections from magistrates and
judges, who are always right when I am wrong, and from prosecutors who say they are right
and I am wrong when they usually are! Jurors are not permitted to answer back; however, I
am conscious that in this forum we have a jury of 50-odd members, and no doubt in future
some members will not be as mute as during my maiden speech.
I come to this Parliament as not only a Liberal member of Parliament but also the advocate
for. the community of Albany. I rake this opportunity to thank the Liberal Party and the
electors of Albany for the confidence and miust they have placed in me. I am a comparative
newcomer to parry politics and so it was a particular honour to me to be preselected,
endorsed and subsequently elected as the member for Albany. Credit for success in the
election campaign, which was strongly contested, is due to members of the Liberal Party and
supporters of the parry who worked selflessly for many months. I am particularly grateful
for the extraordinary efforts of Mr Bruce Dixon, my campaign manager, whom it is my
pleasure publicly to thank.
It may be that members of this House perceived the electorate of Albany to be a pleasant, if
usually quiet, place. It is certainly the jewel of the south coast, enjoying by far the best
climate in the Stare, being neither too hot nor too cold and having a rainfall that is less than
that of Perth. Albany was the first voluntary settlement in Western Australia by people of
European descent, and they enjoyed a close, and largely friendly, relationship with the native
inhabitants. Today that friendly relationship between people in Albany of Aboriginal,
European and other descents is a feature of the community. Undoubtedly this is one of the
reasons that Albany - I am told - at present enjoys the lowest crime rate in Western Australia.
This is not good news for a criminal lawyer, but it is excellent news for those who live in and
about urban Albany and the region it serves, and also for the many people who resort to the
area for holidays.
Albany has always enjoyed an enviable reputation as a place in which to have a good
holiday. Unfortunately, the promotion of the town and the region of which it is the centre
has languished with upheavals in what can only be loosely called tourism support and
promotion by past Governments in recent years. For reasons that are self-evident to anyone
who visits Albany, it is past time that it was better promoted as a place to visit for a family
holiday, a place in which people can enjoy unparalleled scenery and the best rown crier in the
State.
One factor that mitigates against the promotion of tourism in and to Albany is its distance
from the metropolitan area, which is the principal source of, and entry points to, the State for
overseas and interstate visitors. The crash landing of Compass mark I and the disappearance
of Deluxe Coachlines from the road both severely affected tourism into the area, as was the
case in other parts of the State. It took far too long for a new licence to be issued for another
coach line and that fact was the subject of comments both before and during the State
election campaign. It is pleasing to note that a new operator has commenced, is running a
very efficient service and opened a new terminus within the past two weeks.
The commitment of the Premier, then Leader of the Opposition, prior to the election to
promote the establishment of an airport at Busselton to enable a tourist triangle consisting of
the metropolitan area, Busselton and Albany to be created for tourists and a shuttle service by
air is a step in the right direction and a proposal which l am sure will be effected in due time
by the present Government, preferably sooner rather than later.
Although Albany is an unequalled place to visit and in which to live, it is also a place to
which many people, including my predecessor, Leon Watt, retire after a lifetime of work.
The retirement population of Albany is close to one-fifth of the total and that fact alone
speaks for the attractions of the Albany area. as a place to enjoy a complete, secure and
satisfying lifestyle.
Tourism is only one part of the economic base of Albany. It is one upon which I have now
laid some emphasis, but it is not the only plank of the economic base. The town sirs among
one of the most productive regions in this State, productive in both agricultural and
horticultural commodities and fishing. it has been said by many - I reiterate - it beggars logic
that we in Australia should send so much of our agricultural produce overseas to be
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processed and then pay with hard earned overseas currency for the import to Australia of the
finished pmodua. This State does not have the population to support a self-sustaining
economy. It is obvious that through export we can bring income to the State which, in turn,
provides for the growth and success of small business. It must surely be that the objective of
adding value by processing our agricultural, horticultural and fishing products will be of
benefit to the Stare and, therefore, should be encouraged.
This is particularly true of Albany and its region. A great variety of farming produce in the
region could be subject to processing, but this occurs only to a limited extent. The recent
support of the present Government to Southern Processors Ltd, the vegetable processor in
Albany, and the support which I trust will come to the Albany abattoirs, are but two
examples of the commitment of this Government to the promotion of value adding to
products that are locally created.
In passing, I must commend the work of the Great Southern Regional Development
Authority which, with a small staff and modest budget, has been largely responsible for the
detailed planning for the redevelopment of the foreshore of Albany, a prpject which had its
genesis as a community project more than 10 years ago, and of the Down Road industrial
estate on the outskirts of Albany, as well as a number of other initiatives. I am aware that a
number of studies have been conducted in recent years on the future of Albany, some of
which have been carried out by or under the auspices of the regional development authority,
with a view to establishing further processing industries in the town and its immediate
hinterland. The aim is that wool, vegetable, fruits, skins, hides and other agricultural
products may be processed or the processing of them enhanced and expanded.
The Deputy Premier said of Albany in a recent speech which he made in the town at the
opening of The Developing the Regions Conference -

..the Coalition Government will implement or support a number of strategies
designed to lift the regional importance of the town in ways that give it a greater
ability to service its hinterland.

The Deputy Premier went on to give as an example the then recent decision to provide
financial assistance to Southern Processors and said that there was, "a large number of
equally specific proposals for other regional centres." This emphasis by the Government on
the development of rtgional centres is one that I welcome on behalf of my electorate and its
hinterland and look forward to seeing it implemented during the present and succeeding
terms of this Government. It is time that studies were completed and plans for development
in Albany and other regional centres, were implemented, so that private industry can take the
initiative, build the infrastructure and plants and get on with the job of production so that
domestic consumption can be satisfied and export income earned. The result can only be of
benefit to the community of Albany and its region by the creation of decent, viable jobs
which are so desperately needed in the area. Unemployment is declining very slowly, but the
region still has one of the highest unemployment rates in this State. For young people aged
between 15 and 25 it is a State. if not a national, disgrace. This is no reflection on the
present Government. I make the observation and statement to support and encourage the
Government in its stated initiatives to correct the situation.
However, I make this point with as much force as I can: It is absolutely essential that
development, particularly industrial development in Albany and the immediate area, be
planned and executed in a way that does not adversely affect the environment. In Albany we
know only too well that nutrient pollution levels in Princess Royal Harbour and Oyster
Harbour mean that the mismanagement of one generation leads to an offensive crop to be
harvested by another generation. I am sure that the people of Mandurah do not need to be
reminded that Albany is far from being alone in this problem.
The unique location and characteristics of Albany and the superb natural harbour make it
potentially one of the leading ports in the State. I know that the pon authority has plans for
expansion and has taken the initiative in seeking to broaden the range of trade through the
port, in which endeavour the authority should be encouraged by the Government and
Parliament- The location and characteristics of Albany also make it one of the best areas of
this State for the growth of tertiary education. As the Deputy Premier said in his speech to
which I referred -
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An integral part of die regional development process is the growth of regional towns
to sufficient critical mass to act as service, administrative, educational and cultural
centres.

For far too long tertiary institutions have been concentrated in the metropolitan area and,
although that is where the bulk of the population of this Stare resides, it is all too obvious to
say that the expansion of the metropolitan area at the expense of country centres is a fact that
must be addressed, countered and reversed. As a person who has lived in the country for the
past nineteen and a half years, it seems that one of the most pernicious and insidious forms of
discrimination in this Stare, if nor Australia generally, is that between the metropolitan a
and the country. It is my intention to speak whenever the opportunity presents itself to point
out this discrimination that I perceive and to seek to eliminate it.
Albany is a natural and logical place in which to build upon the excellent basis of tertiary
education which presently exists in the Great Southern Regional College, which is excellent
notwithstanding neglect of its proper funding for years. This college could be augmented
and improved to provide more courses specific to the needs of the region in agriculture and
marine sciences, as well as providing raining for employment generally in the region for the
young people who would otherwise drift to the metropolitan area. This drift of the young,
especially those potentially with skills to enhance the local community, is a feature not
peculiar to Albany, but it must be addressed if regional communities, and especially Albany,
are to grow in a healthy and viable fashion. If, in order to achieve this aim, moving some
parts of institutions from the metropolitan area to Albany is required, so much the better.
I remind you, Mr Speaker, and members of this House, that it was from relatively modest
beginnings that the University of New England in Armidale, New South Wales was born.
Although it is not the perfect model to adopt in the Albany context, it is an example that can
be an inspiration. To those who would say that the tyranny of distance prevents or severely
restricts this concept, I point to the advent of modemn telecommunications, both landline and
satellite, which have been and are now being used most effectively by the Great Southern
Regional College to provide courses to those people who live in the area by contract from
other institutions situated not only in this State but elsewhere. The social benefits of
diversity in tertiary education should be self-evident, not least in the movement of teaching
and lecturing staff into the country, but also in the movement of. students from the
metropolitan area to the country thereby ensuring that they become aware there is more to
the State than the area bounded by Wanneroo, York, Armadale, Mandurab and the beaches
of Rottnest Island.
The proposal that I put forward for the enhancement of the growth of the regional and
tertiary education clearly will not suit some disciplines. Medicine and nursing are dependent
on reaching hospitals and must at least in the near future remain in the metropolitan area;
other disciplines, for similar reasons, will not be suitable for movement into the country.
However, should anyone doubt the proposal, I remind them that the Liberal Party has been
advocating this policy for years, as has the National Party. During or shortly before the last
Stare election campaign the Labor candidate in Albany spoke in support of the concept in a
general sense, as did the candidate representing the Australian Democrats. Perhaps that
uniformity of approval by political parties should be a cause for anxiety rather than rejoicing,
but I remain optimistic that the proposition enjoys wide support.
I must make mention, and do so with pleasure, of one aspect of life that, although not
peculiar to Albany, is certainly more noticeable and dominant than any other place I know;
that is, community spirit. It is perhaps an indefinite and indeterminate concept, but it is
illustrated partly by the harmony with which the two local authorities act in their
administraton of the urban area of Albany. The Albany urban area, which has a population
of 26 000, is, from the point of view of anyone who lives in the area, one town. Actually, it
is administered by two local authorities, the town and the shire, the two councils and their
officers. They have for some years operated extremely well together in a number of joint
projects to the benefit of the total community and I am pleased to say enjoy wide popular
support-
Another feature of the Albany community is that it has learnt that if they need a facility that
is within its resources to create, it gets on and produces it. I pay tribute to the significant
number of people in Albany who are members of many clubs and organisations which
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provide valuable support in material and other ways to the regional hospital, the hospice. the
various aged and frail care homes and facilities, and to sporting and recrational facilities, all
of which are of a very high standard. The spirit of willingness to work for the benefit of
others as a whole is a feature of Albany which could well be studied by others. It is one of
the causes of the remarkable reduction in the crime rate in recent years which has largely
been brought about by support for community policing and for local initiatives to divert,
particularly the young, from what would otherwise be antisocial activities. I remind you, Mr
Speaker, and members of this House that activities like the blue, light discos have their
origins in Albany and many other programs of that nature are or have been active in the area,
supported and encouraged both by public servants in their work and by many members of the
community.
Unfortunately some concerns and issues are beyond local resourcs and despite the best will
in the world and the best representation and advocacy over the years by the leadens of the
local authorities and by Leon Watt, there are some publicly funded facilities in Albany that
are in neglect, and in need of improvement. Public housing in the suburb of Lockyer is one
problem area. Mr Speaker, I report to you with same pleasure that the responsible inister,
the Minister for Housing, has now given a number of public undertakings of support to the
redevelopment of the Lockyer area after entreaties fell on deaf ears for the past 10 years.
The plan for redevelopment is being formulated and discussed and I commend I-omeswest
for its involvement with those who live in the -suburb and particularly with the Lockyer
Residents Association.
Another area of some concern is one of which I suppose we rarely speak. It is a source of
some wonder to me that over the years Governments of all persuasions will speak much and
spend a good deal of taxpayers' money to ensure that which its citizens consume by way of
food and drink is as harmless as possible and taken in quantities that are not excessive. No
doubt, in public health measures of this nature, the taxpayer dollar is sought to be spread
equitably over the citizens of the State. Therefore, it is surprising that the disposal of the
waste products of consumption should not equally be the subject of an equitable distribution
of taxpayers' funds. The sewage treatment system in Albany is inadequate and that has been
known for at least the last five years and probably longer. A very clever and imaginative
plan exists for a totally new waste treatment system involving irrigation onto land rather than
discharge into the sea. The result is the growth of trees in plantations which will add to the
significant plantations already being grown in the Albany area as commercial crops for
structural timber and woodchipping. This is a commendable concept and project, but it will
cost a significant amount of money. The provision of a decent domestic sewerage system is
something that should be paid for by all taxpayers throughout the State whether the new
system, is required in Albany or anywhere else, and I urge a reconsideration of the concept of
user pays in this area.
I note in passing that Bunbury, through the largesse of Cornier Governments, received
considerable sums of money to pay for similar problems. It is time that rather than target
interest groups on a taxpayer funded dartboard, the principle of equity and fairness for all
should be the guiding philosophy of government. For Albany, that requires a remedy for the
inequity and unfairness with which the region has been inflicted in the past 10 years. Equity
should prevail and Albany should receive its fair due.
I thank members on both sides of the House for the courtesy and kindness they have shown
to me since my election. I also thank the staff of this Parliament for their valuable assistance
and support.
[Applause.]
MR RIEBELING (Ashburton) [11.52 pm): I congratulate you, Mr Speaker, on your
appointment as the Speaker of the House. I am sure you bring a lot of knowledge and a great
deal of experience to the position. Your undoubted wit and guidance will keep us all on our
toes in the years to come. I am somewhat less impressed by your treatment of the dead sheep
that seems to have developed an attraction to your head area. The staff involved have also
developed smaller versions of the same thing. I amn sure the National Party would be
enthusiastic for your obvious concern for the wool stockpile. Perhaps we should make wigs
compulsory for all members. I am sure the member for Marangaroo would agree.
The SPEAKER: Fortunately you are not speaking very clearly at the moment.
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Mr RIEBELING: I will speak a bit louder.
The SPEAKER: Only when you move on to the rest of your spec~h.
Mr RIEBELING: This year the people of the Pilbara twice tracked to the polling booths, On
both occasions they returned their sitting Labor members with increased majorities. The
electors of die ining and Pastoral Region overwhelmingly rrjected the coalition's policies
in February. Again, in March they gave their Federal member, Mr Graeme Campbell, his
best result in 13 years. Although some electors in the south were prepared to give the
coalition the benefit of the doubt, the north clearly rejected both Liberal candidates and their
policies. The north was right. Despite the rag bag and grandiose promises and inflated
rhetoric, they saw through the coalition and sent it packing electorally. This, of course,
would not have happened under Sir Charles Court. In his time, if there were any danger of
Labor winning, a quick stroke of die pen would have fixed the electoral boundaries.
Mr Tubby: I know this is only your second speech, but you are not supposed to be reading it.
Mr RIEBEUING: I am merely referring to my notes. That action would have disfmanchised
Aboriginal electors and tipped excess voters into seats where their votes would not make any
difference.
Mr Shave: Why don't you have a look at the gerrymander that exists now which your people
manipulated? Your party received 47 per cent of the vote and go! elected last time.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr RIIEBELING: I will come to that. Alas, life is no longer so simple. Independent
electoral commissioners now draw the boundaries as you, Mr Speaker, will know.
Mr Lewis: Independent electoral commissioners? You must be joking. What was Charlie
Wilkes?
Mr Hill interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr RIEBELING: Aboriginal electors are of course protected by the Federal Racial and
Discrimination Act. Legislation designed to make it more difficult for them to vote cannot
now be presented, much, I am suit, to the displeasure of the inister for Education. As this
coalition was rejected by the people of the north, it will make sure the people of the north
pay dearly for that decision to reject its candidates. As I will soon point out, the Court
Government has discriminated against the people of the Pilbara and the north west. It has
targeted local services and facilities with cuts and has shamelessly abandoned its electoral
promises. Ironically, one group of country people living in the most remote and productive
region of our State has been targeted by this Government, while those areas closer to Perth
and close to the heart of the coalition, particularly the National Party, remain cushioned from
the cuts in services and facilities. I refer to the community of Dampier.
As members will know, Damnpier was constructed in the 1970s by Haxnersley Iron Pty Ltd to
house the port work force of Hamensley. It is one of the most attractive towns in the north
and is fast becoming a tourist attraction in its own right. It is close to the Burrup Peninsula,
where the gas works and supporting facilities exist. Dampier, believe it or not - most people
here would find it hard to believe - lacks a basic amenity and a facility enjoyed by the
smallest towns in the wheatbelt areas and throughout the State, let alone a town of 3 000
people; that is. swreet lighting. Residents, particularly women and children, justifiably -

A Government member interjected.
Mr RIEBELING: It was not set before because the agreement Act set by the previous
Liberal Government allowed Haniersley not to.

Mr Shave: Why didn't your Government change it?
Mr RIEBELING: It was about to.
Mr Shave: You can explain where the money went. Ask your pals on the front bench where
the $1.5b went.
Mr RIEBELING: The Mtinister for Tourism can tell us where the $100 000 went.
Mr Shave: You are talking nonsense; start saying something constructive.
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The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr R.IBELING: Residents, particularly women and children, have been justifiably
concerned by the lack of street lighting and the resultant lack of protection after dark. Last
year I secured an undertaking from the State Government that it would include provision in
the last Budget for the lighting. I also secured an agreement from the Shire of Roebourne
and from Haniersley Iron to share the costs of installing it. The works would not have cost
anything like $Im. The State's share of die program would have been $100 000. One might
have thought this program would be popular among all parties. Despite the obvious benefits
that this outlay would bring and the substantial improvements to the life of the residents of
the north west town, one of the first acts of this Liberal Government was to scrap the project.
Mr Wiese: Is it not the shire's responsibility to provide mteet lights?
Mr RIEBELING: No. It is usually the developer of the town. However, under the
agreement Act, 1-amerslcy Iron avoided the usual obligations. As a rule, the shire that runs
the town usually takes control of the swreet lighting. Neither party wished to build the street
lights, but the agreement was that all three would share the cost. Dampier, of course, is not
the only town in my electorate to suffer this new Liberal dark age.
The small, isolated community of Onslow has also worked hard to develop its fishing and
tourism industry. Local parents have lobbied hard to see a residential facility established at
the Karratha college where their children can stay rather than having to move to Perth when
they enter high school.
The previous Government's plan was to develop a hostel facility in Karratha so that children
would live in Karratha and be able to travel home at weekends and long weekends. At
present they can return home only during longer breaks. However, unfortunately for the
Onslow community, they also supported the Labor candidate and the development of the
residential facility has now been scrapped. That is a particularly harsh blow for the families
and children in the Onslow area. The Government also promised that it would develop wharf
facilities in the Pilbara region. The first time die development of a wharf was mentioned was
the proposed dredging to the seven metre line of the channel to the wharf. The Government
states that existing wharf facilities are sufficient despite what was stated in a document
entitled "The North". I do not know how many members have read the document, but it
clearly states that new wharf facilities would be developed.
Those works would have dramatically increased Onslow's access to the North West Shelf
Gas project. A large amount of development is occurring in the area off the coast of Onslow.
A simple dredging program which would have cost just over SImn would have allowed
Onslow access to that offshore development and allowed a substantial contribution to the
economy of Onslow. in Roebourne the Government attempted to stop the construction of the
town's new swimming pool, a program which the Liberals in February said they supported.
The pool is not a luxury facility.
Mr Kierath: Your Government didn't even have the money approved for it.
Mr RIEBELING: Is the Government paying for it?
Mr Kierath: It was cheaper to complete it rather than stop it halfway.
Mr RIEBELING: The Government tried to stop it.
Mr Kierath: No, it did not. You should wait to see what happens when it is finished.
Mr Wiese: How can you start something when you do not have a budget allocation for it?
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The interjection is too lengthy.
Mr RIhBELING: The pool will be a great resource for the whole community. In the very
hot north west region this town is isolated in the summer months from die ocean. Children
whose parents have limited resources to enable them to get to the beach will now have that
swimming pool facility. Its construction will provide a much needed recreation facility and
is sure to be part of the vastly improved health service in the town. I hope that the swimming
pool being constructed, close as it is to the primary school, will enable the teachers of that
school to put in place health programs to encourage better health standards in children.
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These examples illustrate die mean spirited and vindictive nature of the Government. While
the Premier parades his concern for the north and the Pilbara, ocher Ministers are raiding the
north's services and facilities right from under his nose. The Premier is the supposed
champion of the north; perhaps his father should be told what is happening. The Minister for
Education, who also claims to represent the north and who shares my electorate in total, is
preparing to cut educational services in the region. While the National Party scorns the
recipes of the Institute of Public Affairs, when it comes to its own sectional interests the
Minister for Education rushes to embrace them. Where the Minister for Education is, can the
Ministeir for Health be far behind? Both Ministers have grasped the Kennett-Bolger
philosophy of abdicating the State's responsibilities to fund education and health services
and passing on those costs to parents, schools and patients. This is privatisation by stealth,
dressed up as self-managemnent. The problem for the Liberal Party is that it must sell it to the
National Party. After all, the Nationals and their own rural constituents stand to lose the
most under die Liberal Party's plan.
Typically, many country communities are suffering from a rural downturn. Most members
on this side of the House appreciate that. few parents would be able to pay the extra fees
and costs which would become their responsibility under the Liberal's plans. The user pays
principle which the Liberal Party advocates would impact seriously on small schools and
towns which were funded on a per student basis. Building and maintenance and teacher
employment would all be maintained on a smaller budget. It is imperative that the National
Party take a lead in driving the education policy for the State. Country children, Aboriginal
people, migrants and other groups would all be the big losers under the Liberal plans. I am
sure many country members would agree that the skills the teachers possess in country areas,
especially in the remote areas, are outstanding. Their pay and conditions do not depend upon
the parents' ability to pay. Teachers from Kununurra to Esperance know that despite the
distance and isolation their students will obtain a fair access to resources and facilities,
whether their schools are in a well off or poor area. Equity in educational opportunity does
not necessarily differ in our vast State.
Under the Government's policies the equity of opportunity would be substantially
diminished by a divisive and ancirural education philosophy. Small country schools will not
survive under this policy. The National Party should realise that the bigger is better
philosophy does not work. It will mean longer journeys to school for country children, fewer
schools and fewer teachers in country regions - an out of sight, out of mind approach to the
needs of country children and their families.
Industrial relations is the key to success in our export industries, especially in the Pilbara.
The fulsome support shown by the Liberal Party over the years for Robe River and its
industrial relations policy is a strong indication of what we can expect from the
Government's proposed legislation. Even the Industrial Relations Commission found that
Robe River's conduct in sacking its employees late last year was fundamentally flawed. It
said in part that it created a situation of confusion, anxiety and upset within the work force
and the managers. That situation is what Robe River tells its shareholders is management
managing and industrial stability. This Government holds up Robe River as a model for
other employees. The industrial Relations Commission, which may or may not exist for
much longer in name or purpose, had to concede and condemn in the most official but firm
language Robe's conduct. The effect of employers such as Robe River and the State
Government, and what the State Government proposes industrially, will be to drive more and
more employees out of State systems and into Federal awards. That may well be what this
Government is planning.
If protection of workers is removed by the State Government, the Government will have only
itself to blame if it can no longer have an influence over the conditions and pay of its State
employees. This Government peddles its concern of State rights but, in effect, acts against
die interests because it is ideologically driven to do so.
Another group of north west people which the Government would prefer to forget is, of
course, the Aboriginal people. Neither of the Court Governments that we have witnessed in
this State was ever able to come to grps with the aspirations or needs of Aboriginal Western
Australians and this Court Government is no different. From the time Aborigines first
started to vote in elections in the 1970s the Liberal Party has consistently tried to ignore their
concerns and to divide the north west communities on racial grounds. The Mabo decision,
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which everyone concedes poses challenges for this State Government, offers a means to
resolve many of the longstanding problems of our community. Under Labor, many
Aboriginal communities were able to acquire various forms of tite to land in an orderly and
sensible manner. Recognition of native title as defined by the High Court of Australia and
that process can coexist if the State Government asserts some leadership in the community
instead of grandstanding and discouraging rational debate. Equally, there is no excuse for
Aboriginal groups making unfounded and unsubstantiated claims for land over which native
tide has been clearly extinguished. I know that those groups do not represent the vast
majority of Aboriginal people and only make t rest of the community suspicious about
reasonable and justified claims for use of and access to land.
I said in my first speech to this House that I support the development of the Pilbara. It is my
hope that over the next four years we will see a continued expansion of the mining and gas
industries and of the downstream processing of our raw materials. The Lawrence
Government, through the establishment of the Pilbara Development Commission, gave
strong encouragement and support to the. north. I hope that this Government will be sensible
enough to build on chat foundation.
MR BLOFFW1TCEI (Geraldton) [12.14 am]I: Statements made earlier in the debate
tonight indicated to me that we are coming under increasi ng ridicule from the Opposition.
Mr Hill: And from the community.
Mr BLOFFWlTCH: Certainly not the community. We are coming under increasing
criticism from members opposite because of the way we are conducting our affairs. How can
a party that went from owing only $2.3b to $11.8b over a 10 year period criticise. this
Government. In order to balance its books, Labor borrowed $1 b a year. That is not proper
accounting; it is creative management. The assets that the gurus opposite managed to
destroy included the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd project, Rothwells, the Teachers Credit
Society and other wonderful investments on which the people of this State lost because of the
mismanagement of members opposite. Thank heavens the former Government is now in
Opposition; we will see responsible management for the first time in 10 years. Three cheers
for that.
Government's are elected by the people to run the State efficiently to benefit the majority of
the citizens. That is exactly what we will do. There will be no more $20m or $30mn losses a
year. I do not believe any community should have to put up with that, whether it means 200
jobs or 2 000 jobs. How many schools could we repair with that money? The Opposition
has referred to the Government's downgrading of the Northampton hospital. I wonder how
many times we could upgrade it with what has been ploughed into the Midland Workshops
over the last four years. Not only could Northampton have a Takj Mahal as a country
hospital, but every country electorate could have a Taj Mahal for a country hospital.
The Opposition said that we make a loss on gas and we should cut that out too! The bus
service runs at a loss and so too does the glorious new electric train service. What is the
subsidy on that? I believe it totals $11 a fare. The people of Geraldton do not have the
luxury of electric trains or a bus service; their bus service is used to take their kids to school.
It also does the shopping run.
Mr Ripper: What is your message to the people of the northern suburbs?
Mr BLOFF WITCH: My message to them is that they should think themselves lucky that the
taxpayers of Geraldton are subsiding their trips on that service. I will be trying to'get a little
of the equity referred to by the member for Pilbara back into this State so that country areas
get a better share of the cake. I was heartened when I heard the Minister for Primary
Industry tell the House that that is exactly what the Government will do. Every producer in
my area is subsidising die workers at Robb Jetty by $7 or $8 a lamb. I do not think my area
should be subsidising the workers. Now that abattoirs in my area will not pay $7 or $8 a
lamb from 1994, they are positive that meat will be $7 or $8 a lamb cheaper. One does not
have to be a mental giant or even an economist to work that out.
Mr Ripper: Should the fare subsidy to the northern suburbs be abolished?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The people on that line should be paying higher fares. By how much
should die community subsidise them? I am willing to see people pay reasonable fares for a
bus service in Geraldton just to have a bus service. The difference between the people of
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Geraldton and the people of the northern suburbs is that we do not have a bus service.
Therefore, Geraldion people would probably be quite prepared to pay a lot more than the
people of the northern suburbs just to have a service. 1 am hopeful that we will see a little
more money pouned into country areas. I am confident, after listening to the Minister for
Primary Industry, that Cabinet is pointed in that direction and I congratulate it for that.
Mr Catania: Are you cough enough to make a decision about increasing fares?
Mr BLOFFWICH: If I were the Minister, I certainly would. Fares in this city are the
cheapest in Australia. Is it not funny thai when we worry about votes we worry about what is
the cheapest? However, we are not concerned that the business community has to cope with
the dearest in everything. Our electricity is the dearest, our land taxes are the dearest, our
payroll tax is the highest because our threshold is approximately $380 000 whereas the rest
of the country's threshold is approximately $500 000, yet we boast about what we do for the
business community. The Opposition when in Government did absolutely nothing. To make
the system more equitable the user must pay. The business community should not continue
to subsidise the household consumers for every service they use. Currently the business
community is paying a higher rate for electricity and water. I do not think there is one
Government service for which small business pays less than the household consumer. I
wonder what is the reason for that? Obviously the previous Government thought that if it
assisted the business community it might have lost them a few vowes. It did not understand
that it lost a lot of business!
I think it was the Minister for Housing who said chat a firm which had wonderful ideas on
regenerating, established not in Western Australia but in Queensland simply because
electricity was cheaper there. Queensland had the cheapest electricity in Australia until the
Goss Government was elected to power. In that State businesses are not subjected to
financial institutions duty, the Federal bank account debit or a high payroll tax threshold.
Most of the national companies, including insurance companies, have moved their
headquarters to Queensland because they do not have to pay bank fees. It is obvious that we
do not mind that because we have put up with the exodus of companies from Western
Australia for the past 10 years.
Mr Hill: What would you do to stop us from losing industries?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: In the very next Bu dget I would start to redress the existing imbalance.
Several members interjected.
T1he SPEAKER: Order!
Mr BLOFFWlTCH: I said I would move to a user pays system wherever I could.
Several members intrjec ted.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Helena has asked the question several times and he
should know by now that he is obviously not going to get an answer.
Mr Nil: He cannot answer it.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: It does not matter whether I can or cannot answer it. if the member,
with his limited intelligence, had listened to what I said he could have worked it our. In
Western Australia RID is charged on all banking transactions. Insurance companies move a
lot of money through policies, claims and deposits and Queensland does not impose any
bank charges. T7hat is probably a good reason for a company to relocate its head office in
Queensland. One aluminium industry wanted to establish its operations in Geraldcon, but
because the cost of electricity was too high it decided to establish in Queensland. In this
State we have enormnous aluminiumn and mineral reserves along the coast, but we cannot offer
companies an attractive deal to establish their operations there. I am confident this
Government will work cowards doing this. It will be the first time in 10 years that a positive
approach is taken towards the business community and I applaud the Ministry for its actions.
I will concentrate now on the area I represent; that is, Geraldton.
Mr Shave: They have a f ine menmber up there.
Mr BLOFF WITCH: He does his best. Like many country centres Geraldtort has a law and
order problem. Breaking and entering is a problem and I was interested to hear a member's
comments earlier today about the security measures which have been installed in Homeswest
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houses. I often wonder whether more attention is paid to catching innocent people than
criminals.
Mr Catania: With all due respect, you do not catch innocent people.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I suggest that the member drive from Perth to Mencedin and count the
number of police cars he sees. The police are there in the hope that someone is driving 10
kiometres an hour above the speed limit. Members should consider the resources that are
used to catch the ordinary Joe Blow who might be driving five kilometres an hour too fast
while at times there is only one police car patrolling the streets of Geraldton. Perhaps more
attention should be given to the people who are breaking into houses and snatching handbags
from women in shopping centres. The only way this can be done is to have more police cars
patrolling the suburbs. This would instill a little confidence in the public. I know that the
Minister for Police will accept my comments in the manner they are intended. I am simply
putting forward another point of view. I understand there am 114 policemen and women in
Geraldton, but at night we have one or two officers at the police station and only one police
vehicle patrolling the town of Geraldton.
Mr Tlhomas: You need a bit of microeconomic reform.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: We need some lateral thinking to determine what to do with the
manpower we have. I hope that the Government will start looking at these things. For some
reason the bogeyman is the fellow who has three middies in an hour and has a blood alcohol
level of 0.06. He is apprehended and thrown in gaol. I advise members that I do not
condone drinking and driving. However, what is worse - the man who has a blood alcohol
level of 0.06 or the man who breaks into a house and bashes an elderly woman? It
sometimes takes up to 40 minutes for a police van to arrive at the scene of a crime because in
many cases only one patrol vehicle covers a large area.
Mr Catania: Does the Minister intend increasing the police numbers in Geraldton?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Thie Minister has stated there will be a huge increase in the number of
police not only in my electorate, but also in other electorates. I understand that the police are
frustrated because they are apprehending people, taking them to court and are confronted
with the revolving door syndrome. I have spoken to the Attorney General about the
problems relating to law and order and her proposals will certainly go a long way to solving
the problem. Until we adopt the same son of concern for the damage to victims of crime that
the Federal Government adopts towards the collection of maintenance from fathers who are
no longer living with the women who bore their children, we shall not improve the situation.
In the collection of maintenance the Australian Taxation Office puts through a request and
the maintenance money is automatically taken from the man's wages at a predetermined
level. It does not matter where he works or whether he is on the dole, that amount is
deducted. We must return to a system in which parents are responsible for their children. I
do not know how we can make those parents whose children are on the streets at one o'clock
or two o'clock in the morning concerned about them unless we charge them for any damage
caused.
Mr Catania: Do you want to charge the parents?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Of course. Does the member suggest that juveniles should be charged?
Parents should be responsible for their children. If a child causes any damage someone
should pay for it. Certainly in the case of child maintenance the Commonwealth
Government gets sick of paying and deducts that maintenance cost from the wage packet of
the parent.
The community I represent is getting sick of the damage being done to their property, houses
and motor vehicles. The kids laugh at them knowing that they can do nothing. The kids
know they will not be required to pay anything or to do anything. Until we change our way
of thinking the damage will not stop and the situation will not improve. All the schemes in
the world will not help this problem. Of course, there are other ways of dealing with this
problem; I am a member of our local community policing group and I congratulate the Police
Department on this initiative. I have not seen a reversal in the trend but certainly there has
been an improvement in the number of house-breaking offences where we have community
involvement and participation in Neighbourhood Watch. We have a very successful Farm
Watch operating which has also produced positive results. I am disappointed that it is only
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in a couple of suburbs and the quicker it spreads to the whole community, the better. We do
what we can to promote the scheme and certainly the Police Department, through its
community policing unit, does a superb job in involving the community in a positive way.
It has been indicated that the Health Department is considering setting up a detoxification
centre in the Geraldion area and it may interest members to know that a property has been
purchased by Lotteries House where most of the community groups can work together. This
has allowed the Holyoake group to establish itself in Geraldton, and certainly it is doing a
wonderful job in consulting probably the people most affected in drug cases; that is, parents,
brothers and sisters, and other family members who need counselling and help. That is the
aim of Holyoake. Teen Challenge, an excellent rehabilitation program, particularly for drug
offenders, is establishing a property outside Geraltiton. There is certainly a positive side to
that and the group is moving in the right direction. I also believe we shall see some great
results there. I know the local magistrate will be extremely pleased to have this centre to
which to refer some of the less enlightened cases that come before him, such as those who
are heavily involved in alcohol and drugs, rather than send them to Greenough Regional
Prison, Longmore or one of the other institutions that do not seem to do anything positive for
the people sent there. He will have a chance to send them to the detoxification centre and
through that to a community program to enter one of the various rehabilitation courses
available. That can go on for 12 months. It is a positive program and I am sure that all
members in this House support it. I am very encouraged that money is being made available
for that item.
I am quite pleased about other things of interest that are happening in my electorate. Of
course, the crayfishing season is drawing to a close. Once again, as the member for
Cockburn said, there are many other ways of getting a better dollar for one's product. I am
pleased that the crayfishing industry has been a leader in this field. In the past it sold frozen
crayfish tails overseas but now a larger part of the market involves the sale of live crayfish.
What a wonderful phenomenon it is - tankful after tankful of live crayfish. They are put into
ice cold water for 10 to 15 minutes, taken out and packed in foam and sawdust together with
dry ice, and sent overseas. They can remain in that state for up to 36 hours without any
damage. Once they arrive in Japan or their other overseas destination they are taken out of
the foam and put into tanks of water. The industry has a 99 per cent success rate with
crayfish exported in this way. Of course there is a great difference in the price paid for the
product. The frozen crayfish sold for between $US 12.50 and $USl13 a kilo and the live crays
sell for $US24 or $US25 a kilo. It is almost 100 per cent value adding which probably
contributes to the $300m that this industry is worth to the State of Western Australia. I ami
very proud of what the industry is doing and also very pleased to see that additional groynes
have been constructed on the marina which looks after small boats and fishing boats, and
larger freshwater tanks are being installed to hold the live crays. Consequently, more people
in the industry are moving into the value added processing of live crays.
Another thing pleasing to me is the grant received from the Federal Government, together
with that from the former State Government for which I give it credit, for a nursing home to
be established in Geraldton. The home was established in conjunction with the Nazareth
House group which is a Catholic run aged village. It was a joint venture with the State, and
provides 30 security enclosures for dementia and Alzheimaer patients. Between 90 and 100
of these patients need a secure place in which to stay because they damage only themselves
when they wander and cannot remember from where they came. This nursing home will take
up the worst of these cases and, of course, I will press for further rooms to be constructed. It
is a pressing need. I am familiar with several of the families who have members afflicted
with this disease and I know that it can quickly destroy a family unit. As a community we
have an obligation to ensure that we provide for these people.
One of the biggest challenges that will face Geraldton in the future is what part of the action
we will get from the massive nickel fields at Yakabindie - from the new mines that will be
opened there - and from the current Agnew mine. That will depend upon whether the Pant of
Geraldton has access to those mineral fields. The key is a road from Agnew, and Sandstone
to Mt Magnet. The Government is looking at a proposal for bridging that area, and there is
argument about whether that should be the road or whether there should be a northern
corridor.
Mr Hill: The one you suggested initially is the right route.
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Mr BLOEFWITCHi: Yes, and I thank the farmer Minister far Mid-West for the support that
he gave to that idea. I am aware that the battle has not been won on that subject, and there
are all sarts of complications because mast of the Federal funding is given to what are
classed as national roads. That road will join one inland highway and a major highway
which is regarded more as a bypass moad than a national highway, and funding from the
Federal Government is not as attactive for a road which cuts into the north. I guess that is
one of the big hurdles we must overcome.
Mr H1ill: The Federal member far Kalgoorlie is campaigning strongly against your
proposition.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: I can understand that. If I were in Kalgoorlie I would probably do that
too. I fear that opening up that road to Kalgoorlie would also open up a good road across the
Nullarbor to the Eastern States. Charity begins at home. We should look after this State
rather than the interests of other States, which in many cases do not pay much regard to what
is good for us. I will be extremely disappointed if we do not go ahead with that. That is one
of the challenges that we will have to face in a short time, and I will be looking far all the
support that I can get.
It would be remiss of me not to mention the marina that is being built in Geraldton. We are
at last starting to see something happen an that site. That site looks like a sand bawl at the
moment, and money will have to be spent an landscaping that site, and that will be a large
cost to the Government. One of my challenges as a member of Government will be to ensure
that that matter is put at the top of the list and not at the bottom of the list. I am confident
that fair play will be the order of the day and, if that is the case, I have no doubt we will be
successful.

Adjournent of Debate
MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [12.42 am]: I move -

That the debate be adjourned.
Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (18)
Mr M. Bameti Mr Hill Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Mr Marlborough Mr Thomas
Mr Cunningham Mr Mc~inty Ms Warnock
Mrs Hal lalian Mr Riebeling Dr Watsoin
Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper Mr Leahy (Teller)

Noes (25)
Mr Ainsworthi Mr Kierath Mr W. Smith
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Lewis Mr Strickland
Mr Blaikie Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Mr Board Mr McNee Mr tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr Omodei Dr Turnbull
Mr Cowan Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Mr Day Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwilrh (Teller)
Dr Hares Mr Prince
Mr Johnson Mr Shave

Dr Gallop Mr Nicholls
Mr Grill Mrs van de Iclashorst
Dr Lawrence Mr Mijison
My rahanm Mr Court
Dr Edwards Mrs Edwardes

Question thus negatived.
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Debase (on motion) Resumed
MR KODELKE (Nollamara) [12.47 amj: There is no truth in the rumour that I called that
division so that I would have an audience for my contribution to the Address-in-Reply. I
take this opportunity to genuinely congratulate the Government on its election at the general
election some four and a half months ago. I know it will relish the opportunity of taking up
that responsibility and of doing its best for the people of Western Australia, because Western
Australia is a great State, of which we can be truly proud. It has great wealth and even
greater opportunities and potential. However, we must ensure that development in ibis great
State is balanced and that it serves fully the interests of the people of this State. In order for
that to happen it is essential that Government leaders and all leaders have a clear vision and
hope for our future, a clear direction in which we wish to head, so that all .the people of
Western Australia benefit from the fruits of our economic development. That economic
development means not only greater employment, which obviously is a crucial matter at
present, but also that due consideration be paid to a range of issues which contribute to the
quality of life of the people of Western Australia.
Environmental matters must be given proper consideration. We must ensure that the
environment is preserved not only for present use but also for the future generations, and that
we use the marvellous and extensive resources of this State in such a way as to maximise the
advantages from them and not destroy our great environment.
Development must also ensure that resources are committed to the personal safety of our
citizens. This is an issue in my area where so many elderly people are sometimes fearful for
their personal safety. We need to involve citizens in the decision making that takes place
and, while the new Government has in a short time shown a very poor record of consulting
with people, it is something we now expect in Western Austr-alia in the 1990s. In the past 10
years of a Labor Government it was accepted and taken up with gusto by the people of this
State. One simple example is that, 10 years ago, if a Government decided to build a major
road or bridge, it would simply plonk it there and people would be told it was good for them.
That would be the end of it. Now, the Main Roads Department enters into thorough
consultation with local communities when a major road is to be built. I appreciated the
opportunity in both stages 1 and 2 of the Reid Highway to be involved with different groups
of residents who had presented to them a range of opportunities to be involved in the
planning of that major highway.
Another issue which impacts on the quality of life is access to justice by the ordinary
citizens. Earlier today we heard an eloquent speech by the member for Morley who raised a
number of matters relating to this issue. Education is another area which must receive top
priority from any Government for the future development of Western Australia.
Health is another area which requires our leadership in order to improve our health services.
This matter is particularly important in my area owing to the large number of senior citizens
who live there. With the changing demographic trends in this State a need exists for
Governments to take special action to try to ensure that senior citizens, who have contributed
so much to our society, are given special attention in the years after they have finished
working for wages.
With the election of a new Government, people face a great deal of uncertainty in the
community as the Government has not established policies in this area. Individual
spokespersons may have fired off an idea or made suggestions in one direction or Mnother but
one can note a marked lack of presentation of Government policy in a whole range of areas
which directly affect the quality of life of people in this State. As one commentator
remarked, this Government is very much a Rip Van Winkle Government. Members woke up
and found they were in Government and wished to proceed as if they were in the 1970s.
They seem to be about 20 years behind the times. In some of the trappings we see I suspect
they are not in the 1970s but in die 1870s. The 1990s require a Government which can weld
together a whole range of competing issues and seek a balance by integrating those
competing interests and, through that, establish a better quality of life for the people of this
State. It is my sincere hope that this Government can start to do that. We see no sign that it
has looked at the issues yet. These issues are important to the people of this State. It is no
good having economic development if the rewards of that economic development flow
simply to a few. We must have overall policies for the advancement of the welfare of the
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people of the State. I sincerely hope that this Government will begin to put together
integrated policies to show that it is up to the task, to show it cums enough to go beyond
narrow, sectional interests. The problem is that the evidence to date does not give great hope
that we have a Government that is up to the task. I hope that I am proved wrong.
I turn now to the evidence. I draw members' attention to the speech by His Excellency the
Governor, which we are now debating. Had members taken the trouble to listen carefully to
His Excellency when he presented his speech in the other place, or to read the speech, they
would be appalled. The Governor's speech is the masthead of the Government. Four months
after the election the Government came to this Parliament and presented to the Governor a
speech which represents the masthead of the new Government. It is so inept, so incompetent,
that it is hard to believe that the Government could have done it. Perhaps it is sheer
incompetence; perhaps four months is not enough time. The Governor rightly referred to a
number of retiring members. Hon William Leonard Grayden was not mentioned. Do I need
to remind members of the contribution by Hon William Grayden to this Parliament, to the
Federal Parliament, and to the people of this State? He was a Liberal Minister on two
occasions yet his name was left out of the Governor's speech.
Opposition members: Shame!
Mr KOBELKE: Is it incompetence or is it a personal vendetta? What is it to be taken as?
This Government has a long way to go.
The Governor's speech mentions the economy, and I refer to one short sentence -

It believes that private enterprise alone can build a secure economic future and it will
govern accordingly.

Do members on the Government side stand behind that statement? Is it just another case of
incompetence or do members opposite really believe that private enterprise alone will build a
secure economic future? Are we to move to a situation where we privatise Parliament and
every Government instrumentality? We are looking to an economic future when private
enterprise alone can build a secure economic future. Thkat is absolute hogwash. How are we
to read it? Is it an incompetent Government or did some narrow ideologues sit down and
write the speech and pass it through so that the Governor read those words without any
consideration by Cabinet? Did Cabinet have a prior view of the Governor's speech, the
policy of this Government?
Mr C.J. Barnett: It is His Excellency's speech.
Mr KOBELKE: It is presented to him by the Government. This is a Westminster System.
The Governor speaks on the advice of Government Ministers.
Mr C.J. Barnett: His Excellency reserves the right to amend his own speech, which he did.
Mr KOBELKE: To take another example, part of a following sentence reads -

... so that the private sector can flourish and create employment for all.
I certainly agree that the private sector must flourish. Everyone on this side of the House
wants that because that is the engine room of economic growth, but how is the private sector
to create employment for all? Are we to have no Public Service? We will do away with it!
We will have only private enterprise! No-one will work, except for private enterprise! Is it
incompetence that the writer of the Governor's speech could not understand the English
language or was it really part of a very weird and narrow ideological line that some gremlin
in the Government got hold of and decided that employment in this State under this
Government will be in the private sector and nowhere else?
Do I need to draw attention to the fact that Australia, of all the OECD countries, is roughly
equivalent to the United States of America - or perhaps slightly below that - in that its
Government expenditur as a percentage of gross domestic product is the smallest of any
nation? Of all the developed western economies, at the very bottom of the list are Australia
and the United States of America. When one looks around the States of Australia, one finds
that Western Australia has a public sector at the bottom end of the size scale, yet this
Government suggests that it will do away with the public sector altogether. Not only has
Government placed within the Governor's speech, the subject of today's debate, those
obviously ludicrous statements, but also it claims with some certainty that this Government
will achieve something! Thke speech reads -
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Despite low oil prices, Western Australia's production is rising and by the end of the
Government's first term this State will be Australia's biggest producer of oil.

Is that not brilliant!
Mr Bloffwitch: It is nothing of which to be ashamed.
Mr KOBELKE: The member for Geraldton should be quiet because chat fact regarding oil
production was known before this Government was elected. However, this Government
would claim this as an accomplishment of its own. This speech is the Government's
masthead, yet its agenda is to carry on with what the previous Government did. That is all
right; the Opposition accepts that. However, the new Government makes no claims about
what it will do because members opposite do not have many ideas. We have here either utter
incompetence or the dominance of some gremlin in the Government who believes in the flat
earth theory.

Point of Order
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I draw your attention, Mr Deputy Speaker, to the member for
Nollaniara's recent comments. Although the member referred to the speech, he also referred
to the Governor as an utter incompetent, and I forget the other reference. The member
should refrain in any way from reflecting on His Excellency.
Mr KOBELKE: There is no point of order, the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party must
have dirt in his ears or is hard of hearing because I said nothing of the sort he attributed to
me.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The comment made by the member did not reflect upon the
Governor.

Debate Resumed
Mr KOBELKE: I return to my starting comments: Western Australia is the best place in the
world in which to live. We have a fantastic home, and even with an incompetent
Government we will maintain a reasonable standard of living. I hope this Government will
get its act together so that this State's great potential is not wasted under its mismanagement.
We are leading Australia in a range of economic fronts. An article in The West Australian of
Tuesday, 4 May under the headline "WA economy in lead, says NSW" read -

WA boasts the nation's strongest economy, far outstripping nearest rivals New South
Wales and Queensland, according to a new report.

That report was compiled by the New South Wales Treasury, which is hardly a source which
could be seen to be close to the Western Australian ALP. The report rates each State on a
scale of six based on monthly retail trade figures. car registrations, building approvals,
construction employment and bank financing. In April Western Australia was ahead of other
States with a rating of 5.2; New South Wales had 3.9; Queensland, 3.8; South Australia, 3.3;
Victoria, 2.5; and Tasmania 2.3. In the last financial year Western Australia had a Sl0b
surplus in exports over imports. The unfortunate part of that excellent result is that much of
the money goes to head offices in Sydney, Melbourne and overseas. Therefore, the jobs spin
off does not occur in Western Australia, and that is badly needed. This is not a situation we
can easily remedy.
However, many people have made proposals over the past few years to ensure we further
value add in Western Australia. That is an issue I hope the Government will be willing to
pursue, although it was not confident on that subject prior to the election. I hope the
Government will look seriously at Government intervention in assisting further processing of
our mineral and agriculture exports. A clear trend has developed for some years that the
terms of trade. have been moving against us in primary produce. We must ensure that greater
returns are achieved for our produce so that jobs can be created in this State. Our minerals
and agricultural produce must be taken to a higher level in the distribution chain. The
Government has already provided assistance for Southern Processors Ltd in Albany, but that
was to prop up an existing operation. I do not have a problem with that action if due process
is followed - I understand that it is. However. I hope the Government will support new
ventures, and that such matters will become before this Chamber in due course.
The Government will try to score political points against the Opposition. Mistakes were
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made during the past 10 years, and the Government will want to visit them on the
Opposition. One can understand that the Government will gild the lily a little as that is the
nature of politics, and nobody will back away from that. However, this Government must be
careful that it does not overstep the mark. It has done that far too often.
It may be easy to lay out the facts to its advantage in order to heap some derision on the
Opposition. However, it is a different mutter to mislead. misquote and misinterpret and to
put down our State. After the election I went to a Chamber of Commerce and Industry
function at which the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party spoke. One would have thought
that he was still in Opposition. His speech was a litany of negatives about the economy of
this State. Nevertheless, umpteen independent reports have shown that this State's economy
is leading Australia. The Government needs to achieve a balance so it does not misrepresent
the true stare of Western Australia to other States and to the rest of the world. Government
members may wish to say that the State economy is going well overall, but that the previous
Government stuffed it up.
Several members interjected.
Mr KOBELKE: However, they are not backed up by independent reports which indicate that
the WA economy is performing well. I quote from The West Australian of Monday, 7 June
in an article headed 'Top marks to WA in states' report card". I suppose the member for
Cottesloe will suggest that this is another Labor Party front! The first paragraph of the article
reads -

Victorian employers have released a report card on Australian states awarding all A'S
to WA as the best-performing state.

That assessment came from the Victorian Employers' Chamber of Commerce and Industry
which recognised WA as the leader. However, sitting opposite are a group of Ministers who
think they are still in Opposition. They do not mind kicking our State for political advantage,
and they will continue to do so. That is not only puerile, but also absolutely unconscionable!
The Government must look clearly at drawing a line between attacking the Opposition and
putting the State down dishonestly.
The West Australian article on the Victorian assessment continues -

All States suffered from the recession and the three southern states were further
impacted by structural change which saw a decline in some of their core industries

.. However a major difference between the performance of the southern and other
states resulted from poor Government decision making.

The poor Government decision making is not applied to Western Australia or Queensland.
The article also reports on the size of the public sector, which I alluded to earlier. It states -

... the public sectors in Queensland, NSW and WA fell during the '80s . .. WA led
the nation in exports, contributing 23.8 per cent ... Business investment had declined
substantially in NSW, Victoria and Tasmania and confidence remained low except in
Queensland and WA which offered more to potential investors ...

With those sorts of independent reports - I could certainly quote from a great deal more - it is
very difficult to see how this Government can be seen as a responsible Government while it
continues to put the State down. That is one of the things that is at the core of why this
Government has no respect in the community. It does not matter to whom we speak, people
have no confidence in, no respect for, this Government. The Government will not face up to
the hard issues. It will talk about hard issues until the cows come home, but will it do
anything about them? No, Government members run at a million miles an hour to get away
from the hard issues.
I will also allude to further figures which relate to the size of the public sector debt in this
State. I seek leave to have a graph incorporated in Hansard.
(The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.]
[See p No 356.1
Mr KOBELKE: This graph clearly shows that if we look at the public sector net debt as a
percentage of gross State product, we will see that Tasmania is on 4137 per cent, Victoria is
on 32.2 per cent, South Australia is on 30.8 per cent, and Western Australia is on 24.2 per
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cent. The only two States that amt better placed than Western Australia are New South Wales
and Queensland. When we further subdivide that public sector net debt into that which can
be attributed to general government and that which can be attributed to public sector
enterprise, we find that the general government debt of Western Australia is the second
lowest of the States, only slightly higher than that of Queensland. We should keep in mind
that the public sector enterprise debt involves infrastructure costs, such as the north west
pipeline, and a whole range of other developments chat we would want to see for this State.
Mr CS. Barnett: The petroleum plant, Rothwells, redundancies.
Mr KOBELKE: My point about how puerile this Government is in not standing up for this
State is further emphasised by the intceiections of the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party.
With the centenary of the discovery of gold at Kalgoorlie celebrated a week or two ago, it is
perhaps appropriate to recall the tremendous development that rook place in Western
Australia because of the goldfields and the commitment chat this Parliament made to the
construction of a pipeline, an absolutely mammoth infrastructure development in those days.
In those days we also had people like those opposite whose ill considered attacks resulted in
the death of C.Y. O'Connor: Knockers. That is all they were. They could nor stand up for
this State. They had no real faith in this State. All they could do was knock it. People might
understand an Opposition taking that path, but when the Opposition transfers into
Government we could expect to get a bit of leadership - not empty rhetoric - trying to do
things for Western Australia, taking on the difficult issues, facing up to the need to have the
people in its confidence and not trying to misrepresent the economic situation in this State.
Mr Omodei: Are you encouraging the Government to borrow another Sim a year? That is
what you have just done.
Mr KOBELKE: That is the sort of trite remark that we get from Government members. This
Government is not willing to face up to the real issues of government. Proper management
of government debt is a most important issue. It deserves at least a little rational discussion.
The Government does no service to this State to misrepresent and exaggerate the problem. It
is clear from the whole range of independent sources chat this State does not have a debt
problem which is out of control.
Earlier this evening the Minister for Planning - if I can quote him correctly; I am sure I can -
said that this State was bankrupt.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I do not believe it is in order to quote from the Mansard
which has not been printed yet.
Mr KOBELKE: I am simply quoting from my memory. I wrote down che words that the
Minister for Planning spoke. I am 95 per cent sure that I got them right. Therefore, I am
using them as a recollection from my own memory.
I was talking about the need for leadership in this State. The standing of the Leader of the
Opposition, Dr Lawrence, and her role when Premier some months back is in stark contrast
to the lack of leadership we now have. That is not only evident in the abuse of statistics on
the economics of this State, but it is also no more starkly evident than in the Premier's
utterances on matters relating to the Mabo decision. That is an area where leadership is
absolutely essential.
The Mabo decision presents a great opportunity for this country, not a problem. The big
problem from the Mabo decision is uncertainty. Uncertainty requires Governments to get
together and to resolve the matter constructively. To do that, we need leadership. This State,
unfortunately, has no such leadership. Hopefully we might find it in the near future, but we
do not have it at the moment. An editorial in The West Australian of 22 June 1993
encapsulates this more eloquently than I am able to. It states -

Mr Court should be working to solve the many real problems arising from the Mabo
judgment, not creating false ones for political ends which will divide the community.
The important questions to be resolved include validating mining and other leases
granted since 1975, deciding how to compensate Aborigines with Mabo-rype claims
to land occupied by mining and pastoral ventures and ironing out problems of future
access to land that will arise in relation to successful native title claims.
Solutions will be found only with goodwill and a realistic approach on all sides. It
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should be noted that Aboriginal leadens in Western Australia and the mining industry
have been handling the debate carefully.
Politicians should learn from that example.

That very clearly lays out before the House a view that is widely held by thinking people in
this Stare.

Amendment to Motion
Mr KOBELKE: As my time has almost expired, I move -

That the following words be added to the motion -

but regret to advise is Excellency that this House cannot support the actions
of the Government in dismantling the structure and functions of the Ministry
of Consumer Affairs.

DR WATSON (Kenwick) [ 1. 18 am)l: Heme we have an example of another broken promise.
Promises were made during the election campaign by all major parties, but particularly by
the Liberal Party of Australia. The Liberal Party promised that consumer Protection would
be strengthened. Since 6 February a number of decisions have been made which can only be
construed as gutting the Ministry of Consumer Affairs. First, the Prices Monitoring Unit
went. We know that Price Check was valued in our community.
Mr Bloffwirch: No-one even knew it existed.
Dr WATSON: Last year a price check was made on white goods and funerals, for instance,
and a regular price check was carried out on groceries in supermarkets.
Soon after that The Fine Print, a quarterly consumer affairs' publication that was available in
every library, electoral office and many public places, stopped being printed. For three years
that publication provided valuable information from which people could make informed
decisions about purchases of such things as cars or retirement village units. Not so long ago,
we learnt of a consumer affairs budget cut of 4.5 per cent, and that one way the Government
was able to accommodate that would be the closure of the country offices of the Ministry of
Consumer Affairs in Karratha, Bunbury, Kalgoorlie, Albany and Geraldton. There must be
an inevitable tension between the National Party and the Liberal Party. How can one party
within a coalition have a policy to rip workers out of country areas when the policy that we
support, along with the National Party, is to provide workers in the country.
Mr Trenorden: You provided one rural) counsellor to cover the whole State.
Dr WATSON: The member for Avon has heard tonight that for every job lost, five other
jobs go with it. The member for Mitchell made a very eloquent speech on that point. Only
two weeks ago - not by public announcement, but by a letter slipped to the Tenants Advice
Service and the Consumer Credit Legal Service Inc - the Minister stated there would be no
more funding after 30 June. That takes away valuable services from Western Australians.
The Tenants Advice Service receives 1 500 calls a month;, the Consumer Credit Legal
Service receives 2 000 calls a month. If one added them up and multiplied them by 12, the
Government would deprive 42 000 Western Australians of very valuable information. The
Tenants Advice Service has lost 25 per cent of its budget. It is peanuts; the Government is
mean minded. The Consumer Credit Legal Service has lost 60 per cent of its budget; that
indicates the Government's mean mindedness. The Opposition cannot understand it and
neither can those people. My office, and their offices, have been flooded with complaints. It
is odd that at this time 60 per cent of funding to the Consumer Credit Legal Service has been
stopped. At the last meeting of Consumer Affairs Ministers it was agreed that amendments
to the Credit Act would be made. The amendments would have the potential to affect the
lives of every Western Australian; indeed, 12 million credit cards are in circulation in
Australia. With the deregulation of the banks this is the first step in a process which has
meant only that consumers have paid high prices and banks made high profits. Inevitably
this will be much more expensive for consumers. It is a critical time when people need
information.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have been listening for some time to the member for Kenwick
and I have been struggling with the meaning of the amendment. This being debate on an
amendment, it is required that debate pertain to the amendment. Could the member enlarge
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on what 'dismantling the structures and functions" means so I can interpret whether she is
speaking to the amendment.
Dr WATSON: I am speaking to the amendment. I am talking about the way in which
budget cuts by die Ministry of Consumer Affairs are having a devastating effects on the
functions of the Ministry of Consumer Affairs.
Mr C.J. Barnett: What is the difference between the structure and the function?
Dr WATSON: I have already nominated four functions and I am trying to illustrate the
impacts they will have on services that have been long provided by the Ministry of
Consumer Affairs. I have seen every indication that the tribunals that are administered
through the ministry will shift to the new Ministry for Justice in July. That must also
inevitably take jobs with it. A question mark is again hanging over the future of the
occupational licensing boards, which license and monitor the activities of real estate agents,
motor vehicle dealers and settlement agents, for instance. What we have seen from the
Government's promise of better consumer protection is a gradual whittling away of the
functions of the Ministry of Consumer Affairs thereby changing its structure which, I would
imagine, even the member for Cottesloe could understand. The Government has a
commitment not to consumers, but to deregulation, to private enterprise and to market forces:
Let the ordinary person go to hell; who cares if they are not informed because market forces
will take care of the profit that will inevitably be made by those people who need that form
of regulation. The Opposition has always been a strong voice for consumers and members
opposite know that our past Minister was particularly noted for her effectiveness. With
amendments to the Credit Act, and changes in the telecommunications industry with pay
television coming, more focus should be placed on providing a range of appropriate
inxformation in appropriate language for consumers of chose services. We do not know what
the Government stands for with regard to consumer affairs.
Mr C.1. Barnett: We stand for competition, deregulation and a good deal for consumers.
They want lower prices and that comes from competition. The member for Kenwick should
watch the reforms in the energy sector.
Dr WATSON: Those reasons only reflect a mean spirited ideology.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Look at your ideology on Western Women. Because of your fascination
with women power look how you misled those consumers in Western Women.
Dr WATSON: Mr Deputy Speaker, that has nothing to do with this amendment.
MRS HENDERSON (Thomnlie) 11.29 am]: I support this very important amendment. It
draws a clear distinction between the two sides of this Chamber.
Mr Bloffwitch: It certainly does.
Mrs HENDERSON: The member for Geraltron is dead right, his constituents will suffer.
Mr Bloffwitch: Why are they going to suffer?
Mrs HENDERSON: They will suffer as a result of decisions made by the Minister for
Consumer Affairs. If the member for (Jeraldton wants to make a speech tonight I suggest he
does that. I am speakting now; he can speak later.

,Mvr Bloffwitch: I will.
Mrs HENDERSON: Among the number of things the new Minister of Consumer Affairs has
clearly signalled it will do is abolish The Fine Print. I remind members that that journal was
launched on a very significant day - International Consumer Rights Day in 1989. It
commemorates a very famous speech made by former United States President John F
Kennedy on the rights of consumers.
Mr Shave: Was that a week before the election?
Mrs HlENDERSON: It was after the election.
Mr Taylor: It was on my birthday, on 5 March.
Mrs HENDERSON: Thte member for Kalgoorlie is right; it was on 5 March. Kennedy said
that all consumers have four basic rights: The right to information, the right to a product that
is fit for the purpose for which it is intended, the right to safety, and the right to choice.
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Consumers cannot have choice or information if it is not available. Our Government gave a
commitment before the election - the Minister for Tourism was right - to set up a simple
broadsheet that would provide consumers with information. The Fine Print fulfils one of the
four basic rights of consumers. The Ministry of Consumer Affairs was very proud of that
broadsheet, which was distributed far and wide. It received literally hundreds of letters of
appreciation of its role. It set out in very clear and simple language things such as new
legislation. The Home Building Contracts Act, a major reform in consumer affairs, took
some time to pass through this Chamnber. That journal broadcast the features of that
legislation far and wide. Similarly, the residential tenancy legislation was broadcast, as well
as information about products which were recalled and information on product safety
concerning things like fans which caught on fire. How many consumers advised the ministry
that that was the way they found out about a dangerous fan? That journal was widely
received and much appreciated. It was available in every State library throughout the length
and breadth of this State. I take exception to the comments made on the radio by the current
Minister of Consumer Affairs that The Fine Print was axed because it was read only by
middle class intellectuals. What an insult! Many of my constituents read and enjoyed that
newsletter. By and large, my constituents are not middle class intellectuals. They
appreciated the concise information.
Mr Shave interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON: They are practical people who appreciate that information. It was very
patronising and quite arrogant of the Minister to glibly dismiss a service appreciated by
several thousand people.
The second thing the Minister did was to dismantle the Prices Monitoring Unit. I know
members opposite have been rankled by that unit. I remember the former Opposition
spokesman on consumer affairs waxing lyrical on the radio on many occasions that the first
thing he would do when he became Minister would be to abolish the Prices Monitoring Unit.
It upset him; however, he did not become the Minister for Consumer Affairs.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs HENDERSON: Nonetheless, the unit was abolished. Although the unit rankled some
of the members opposite, consumers used the surveys extensively. The Ministry of
Consumer Affairs received in excess of 500 applications for copies of the survey that was
conducted on financial institutions. It was an extensive comparative survey which explained
the costs of a cheque account and a combined savings cheque account with a card. It also
provided a comparison of transaction fees, account keeping fees and ledger fees. It provided
information on banks, credit unions and other major financial institutions. The ministry
received hundreds of phone calls requesting more copies of that survey. Information on
home loans was similarly provided by explaning to people how to compare fixed interest
rates with variable interest rates, mortgage saver plans and fortnightly and monthly
payments. It was set out for easy comparison.
Mr Shave: [ bet that helped them as they got their houses sold out from underneath them
because of your incompetence.
Mrs HlENDERSON: Is the Minister for Tourism suggesting those people should not get that -
information?
Mr Shave: It would have been a lot better if you had not sent them all bankrupt.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs HENDERSON: Another one of the unit's surveys covered household insurance.
Comparisons were made of premiums and information was provided on flood cover, what
level of excess one had to meet, whether the payout was market value or replacement value
or whether an insurance company paid out for five years the new cost of the item.
Comparisons were done between country and city companies. For example, the Pilbara was
compared with Geraldton, Albany, Kalgoorlie and Bunbury. Dozens of people wanted
copies of and used those surveys. The member for Pilbara, who is not here this evening,
used it extensively in his electorate. He successfully convinced insurance companies in the
Pilbara to drop their premiums as a result of those surveys. I salute him for that. He used
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those scientifically based surveys to put pressure on insurance companies in his electorate
which charged excessive premiums for household insurance way beyond the risk. People
had to meet those high premiums because they had no real choice. Those comparisons
covered not only insurance companies, but also financial institutions, the cost of prepaid
funeral plans - which is effectively a loan - the cost of white goods and sunscreens and a
range of other products.
One of the things that got under die skin of this Government was that consumers wanted and
asked for that service. However, some of the business people did not warnt that simple
schedule which enabled the consumer to look at a chart in a newspaper advertisement and
compare insurance premiums and see which one provided flood cover. That information was
provided at minimal cost and was appreciated. One of the first things the Minister for
Tourism's colleague did was abolish it. I have no doubt that people such as David Fawcett
will be delighted that it has been discontinued. He lobbied me extensively to get rid of that
survey. He hated it every time it camne out and showed that his grocery stores did not get the
top berth. Perhaps he made a bigger donation to the Liberal Party as a result of its abolition;
I do not know.
Mr Bloffwitch: He did not make one to me.
Mrs HENDERSON: The member for Geraldton missed out all round. The next thing the
Ministry of Consumer Affairs did - as always supporting consumers in this State - was to cut
the funds to the Tenants Advice Service. Landm ark legislation in this State which for the
first time gave rights to tenants was introduced by the Labor Government. The Tenants
Advice Service provided practical support to tenants who had problems. Landlords have told
me that they appreciated that service because they found it far easier to deal with tenants who
understood the legislation and who knew their rights and where the line was drawn than to
deal with people who did not understand the legislation. The Tenants Advice Service has a
proud history of providing advice and assistance to tenants in this State. People from all
walks of life were referred there by members of Parliament from both sides of this House, by
officers of the Ministry of Consumer Affairs and by local community resource centres. They
received good clear advice- It was mean-minded and miserable of the Liberal Party to cut its
funding.
The next thing that was cut was the Consumer Credit Legal Service Inc. That surprised me
in light of the comments made by the new Minister for the Family. He has waxed at great
length about the need not to encourage dependency on Government handouts, the need for
people to be able to budget and manage their finances, to manage their debts, to pay off
things and to be in control of their lives. Who above all others in this community provides
that support to people? Financial counsellors do. There is a network of financial counsellors
covering the length and breadth of this State who provide support and information to families
on how to budget. In my view they do an outstanding job. The support they get from the
Consumer Credit Legal Service provides them with the information, the legal advice and the
backup they need to do the outstanding job that they do. They appreciated that service. We
were one of the last States to set up such a service. It was outstanding in the way it provided
support to financial counsellors but they have now been abandoned by the Government.
Many of them are volunteers who help the poor and disadvantaged, the people that the
Minister for the Family says should be able to manage their budgets, but they will not have
any support any more. I hope that members opposite can go back to their electorates and
face those financial counsellors and explain to them why they will not be able to pick up the
telephone -

Mr Shave: They send me Christmas cards.
Mrs HENDERSON: They will not send you Christmas cards this year. No longer will they
be able to ring the Consumer Credit Legal Service and seek help or legal advice for some
poor person who is paying off a car, who cannot afford to make a payment because he has
lost job or his spouse has lost her job and who are rapidly falling into debt because they have
problems with their Bankcards.
Mr DL. Smith: What about farmers?
Mrs HENDERSON: Farmers also benefited. Financial counsellors in the bush used that
service extensively. I went to their annual conference when all of the country financial
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counsellors came to Perth and they mild me how much the farmers appreciated the service.
The Government is being mean minded and miserable again.
What about the country offices of the Ministry of Consumer Affairs? When I was Minister
for Consumer Affairs I took great pleasure in visiting the regional offices of the ministry. I
visited the Albany, Bunbury, Geraidion, Karratha and Kalgoorlie offices. Each of them was
very busy and did very good work. They dealt with up to 8 000 inquiries a year.
Mr Bloffwicch: They still do.
Mrs HENDERSON: Not for long. The member had better have a talk with his Minister for
Consumer Affairs because they are going to be axed.
Mr Bloffwitch interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON: I will talk to the member in a couple of months' lime.
Mr Tubby: Nobody has told me they are going.
Mrs HENDERSON: They are definitely going. I hope the member talks to the Minister
about it. Albany is a good example of an ageing population. There are many retired people
and a lot of elderly folk who, in many ways, are more vulnerable to being ripped off than
others. I found the Albany office to be extremely busy. If one puts the number of
complaints made to the Albany office on a graph, it seen to be exponential. That is the kind
of service that this Government is chopping. Again, it is being mean minded. We are talking
about one position in Albany, a half a position in Karraxha and a couple of positions in
Bunbury. It is miserable.
It is also interesting that my colleague referred to another change foreshadowed by the
Minister which I believe is already under way; that is, to move the Commercial Tribunal and
the Small Claims Tribunal across to the proposed justice ministry.
Mr Bloffwitch: So it should.
Mrs HENDERSON: I hope that comment is reported in his local newspaper. Those two
tribunals were set up to give ordinary folk access to tribunals so that they would not have to
go through the courts, hire lawyers, pay court fees or be intimidated by court procedures and
processes chat were foreign to them. They have been outstandingly successful. Thousands
of consumers have gone through those tribunals. However, once they are attached to the
court system they will loose that independencle, that informality and the capacity to act as a
simple court of equity for those people. That is a tragedy because it has been a cheap and
simple way of resolving disputes between consumers and taders and a simple way of
resolving problems. Once those tribunals are incorporated into the court system which the
lawyers will love dearly, the costs will escalate. It will be 10 times more expensive to
resolve a dispute between a householder whose fridge cannot be used after two weeks and
who cannot use his warranty and a trader.
In my view, the Small Clairns Tribunal and the Commercial Tribunal which dealt with credit
matters, commercial tenancy matters and other matters have had an outstanding record.
Other States have copied the kind of legislation that we have here and have set up their own
tribunals. There is no question that there is a very clear difference between the Labor Party
in Government and its commitment to consumers both country and city and this mean
minded Government whose early cuts will affect those least able to protect themselves and
who axe most in need of support, whether it is done through the Tenants Advice Service,
through the financial counsellors, the country financial counselling officer -
Mr Trenorden: You gave nothing to the wheatbelt whatsoever.
Mrs HENDERSON: That is a very derogatory comment to make about that one person.
Mr Trenorden: You gave no service at all to my part of the world. You supported the city
only and that is it.
Mrs HENDERSON: How many extra people will your Government provide to the
wheatbelt?
Mr Trenorden: None.
Mrs HENDERSON: Exactly. It is taking them away. The mnember said that we did nothing
for the wheatbelt, but his Government is lopping them off. We provided a rural financial
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counsellor funded totally by the Ministry of Consumer Affairs for the first time ever to help
farmers and that was appreciated. I got letters from farmers about their financial
circumstances and about the help they got. They appreciated the good work diat: officer did.
What is this Government going to do?
Mr Trenorden: One officer!
Mrs HENDERSON: One is 100 percent better than none. I support the amendment.
MR TUBBY (Roleystone - Parliamentary Secretary) [1.48 am): Before referring to matters
raised by previous speakers, I take this opportunity of congratulating new members on both
sides of the House. [ hope they enjoy their stay in the Parliament and I hope there will not be
too many late nights like this. I compliment the member for Nollamara because he was the
only member of the Opposition who congratulated the Government on winning the election.
Mr Taylor: Who said that?
Mr TUIBBY: The member for Nollarnara.
Mr Taylor: Take his name!
Mr TUB BY: He is a very good member. If members listened to the member for T'hornlie
they will now know that she has that typical socialist, nanny State mentality. Thank God we
no longer have members opposite on the Treasury benches. When she was Minister for
Consumer Affairs, she wanted to protect everybody from everything. The current Minister
for Consumer Affairs cannot run around trying to protect everybody against everything; he is
simply trying to cut back on expenditure. The previous Minister tried to do that, but it was
costing too much.
I recall a debate on the prices monitoring unit which took all day. I advise members that if
they have a debate with die member for Thornlie they should stop when they think they axe
in front and let her have the last word. The prices monitoring unit was set up for one
purpose; that is, to give Caris Bailey a job. The job was tailor made for her.
Mr Leahy: Why was it not disbanded when she left?
Mr TUBBY: Because it was already established and it fitted in with the nanny State
mentality. Initially it was set up to provide a job for somebody who had given loyal and
faithful service to the Labor Party. I had many discussions about the prices monitoring unit
with the member for Thorulie when her party was in Government. It was a waste of money.
All the services provided by that unit are provided by Choice Magazine.
Several members interjected.
Mr TUBBY: They are and if members opposite are saying people cannot afford to buy the
magazine all they have to do is go to their local library to read it.
The Government was very proud of the banking survey which was undertaken, but the day
after the information was released it had to be retracted because it was out of date. The first
survey included Commonwealth Bank rates that were out of date the following day. That
sort of survey is current only for the period over which it is taken and two or three days later
the prices change. It is nothing but a waste of time unless it is updated regularly and Choice
Magazine does that.
With the grocery price check the previous Government expected people who lived at
Armadale to drive to Wanneroo to save $5 on $ 100-worth of groceries.
Mrs Henderson: That is ridiculous. You have missed the whole point.
Mr TUBBY: Most people did. What people do is to buy Thursday's The West Australian
because it is full of food specials and they seek them out. They did not read the price check
survey, which came out once in a blue moon, and then shop for the rest of their life at the
store which had the cheapest basket of groceries.
Mrs Henderson: They certainly read it.
Mr CJ. Bamnett: Approximately 500 people read it.
Mr TUBBY: Precisely and that is why I decided thre or four years ago that the prices
monitoring unit was a waste of money and that when in Government we should get rid of it.
I am glad that the Minister for Consumer Affairs axed it very quickly.
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The Tenants Advice Service provides an excellent service and most of its funding comes
frorn die Federal Govemnment.
Mrs Henderson: No, it does not.
Mr TUB BY: It will operate with Federal and private funding. I understand it received only
$25 000 from die State Government, which is a pittance.
The member for Kenwick referred to licensing which is undertaken by a range of
Government departments and not by the Ministry of Consumer Affairs only. Some of it is
done by the State Energy Commission, die Water Authority and other Government
departments. This Government is tryring to rationalise licensing to make it easier for
businesses to obtain licences; it is trying to cut down on the costs to business.
Dr Watson: Monitoring is really important.
Mr T UBBY: It is, and the Ministry of Consumer Affairs does an excellent job in that regard.
What is the member for Kenwick's argument?
Several members interjected.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I think the member is agreeing with you.
Mr TUBBY: I cannot understand why the member raised this matter because the
Government will make it easier for businesses to be licensed. We will make it as cheap as
we possibly can.
I know that the Opposition does not like any cuts to its nanny State socialist programs. The
Government does not have the same priorities. People must be allowed to make their own
decisions, and be responsible for them, without big brother or sister ceiling them what they
should do and running around wiping their noses. If they need help there are groups they can
go to, but we do not need Government departments, at taxpayer's expense, running around
wiping people's noses; it is too expensive.
Several members interjected.
Mr TUBBY: The Government's priorities are health, education and law and order. This
State can no longer borrow money to fund the services and resources that our generation
needs and expect our kids to pay for it. We cannot keep doing that. My children are starting
to pay raxes and for the next 30 years they will be repaying, through their taxes, the loans and
interest incurred by our generation.
Mrs Henderson: Do you have a loan for your house or did you pay for it up front? Any
sensible person would take out a loan and pay it off over a lengthy period.
Mr TUBBY: I do not intend to take out a loan to put the food on the table or buy the clothes
I put on my back. That is what the Labor Government did. If it had taken out a loan to build
a railway it would have been fine, but it was taking out loans to cover the ordinary day to day
running expenses of government.
Mrs Henderson: We did not.
Mr C.J. Barnett. You did. You borrowed money to pay off the rotten petrochemical project.
Several members interjected.
Mr TUBBY: The Labor Government borrowed money to pay for the Government car fleet.
It is not correct for money to be borrowed each year to replace the vehicles.
Mrs Henderson: The secret is that when you sell them you do not pay much for them.
Mr TUBBY: Money was borrowed in the first place. The day to day activities of
Government cannot be run by borrowing money and making our children pay for it in the
future. We have to fund the day to day operations of the State with the money that is earned
in a financial year. The Government's priorities are education, health and law and order.
The nanny State programs that the previous Government implemented are not this
Government's highest priorities and they are being cut back. It is as simple as that.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie) [1.59 am]: It is illuminating for members on this side of the
House to listen to the attitudes of members opposite in relation to consumer affairs. We have
heard the member for Roleystone and the Leader of the House talk about the nanny State and
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the member for Wellington say that if the Opposition were in power it would be bringing
about more bureaucracy and red tape. In addition, the Leader of the 1-ouse spoke about
competition and the need for deregulation. He also referred to power to the private sector. It
is quite clear that the Minister for Consumer Affairs is operating completely in accord with
the wishes of this Government.
The Government has no interest in consumer affairs and no interest whatsoever in providing
information to people that allows them to get on with the day to day running of their lives
with information and knowledge. I am quite certain that some of the people the Government
presumes to support in this place are more than happy that the Government takes that
position. They are more than happy to deal with consumers who have little information or
knowledge about what they buy on a day to day basis. I have a great personal interest in this
issue, having worked in the first bureau of consumer protection in Western Australia in the
days of the Tonicin Government in 1971. If my memory serves me correctly, John Harman
was one of the first Ministers for consumer affairs in Western Australia and I helped the first
consumer affairs commissioner, Jim McConnell. prepare the first report for the bureau in this
State. In the 20 years since then die conservative panties, whether in Opposition or in
Government, have not changed at all. The views from the opposite side of the 1-ouse are the
same today as they were 20 years ago when they opposed the introduction of any consumer
affairs legislation in this State. It is interesting for me to know that in the first annual report
of the bureau of consumer affairs we dealt with issues such as pyramid selling. I would be
astonished if any members did not feel that we needed special legislation to deal with those
involved in pyramid selling.
Mr Bloffwitch: That is the proper way to deal with it - by legislation.
Mr TAYLOR: I am pleased that the member said that.
Mr Bloffwitch: You do not need a consumer affairs bureau, you pass legislation forbidding
it.

Mr TAYLOR: That can be done in relation to pyramid selling since is became a very
difficult issue in the community. Many ordinary people were losing enormous amounts of
money because they were being cheated by people ripping off those who did not have the
knowledge to avoid it.
I find it amazing that while the member for Geraldson makes those comments about a
consumer affairs bureau, at the same time he supports the need for that legislation. It is not
necessary to legislate case by case as the people involved in consumer affairs draw them to
the attention of the Government, but rather we need the sont of legislation the Labor
Government introduced, such as the Fair Trading Bill, that allows) in a general sense, the
people involved with consumer affairs in Western Australia to deal with those sorts of issues.
The former Minister for Consumer Affairs, who took over from me, was able to deal with
these issues and she showed the Government tonight how necessary it was to maintain the
effort in consumer affairs. The member for Geraldton listened to the former Minister tell the
House that all sorts of information previously available to consumers, such as in The Fine
Print, Price Check and the like, has disappeared from the scene and he is quite happy about
it.
Mreloffwitch: lamn.
Mr TAYLOR: How can he be happy about that and at the same time say it is necessary to
introduce legislation to deal with people coming into the category of crooks and cheats?
Mr Bloffwitch: I will explain it all to you later.
Mr TAYLOR: I will be pleased to hear the member explain it all to us. I look at these issues
in my electorate and other newer members of the House will probably find the same thing,
those who are still awake. A number of the new members have decided to pass out at this
stage of the proceedings.
Mr C.J. Barnett: We are just training them up.
Mr TAYLOR: If the Leader of the House is training them on the basis of keeping them back
late -
Mr C.J. Barnett: We are training them to listen so long, boring speeches.
Mr TAYLOR: They have a lot more speeches to listen to over the next couple of years.
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Mr C.J. Barnett: We will be here every night and morning listening to them.
Mr TAYLOR: I anm pleased about that. I remember how much I looked forward to these late
nights when I was a Minister and getting up to attend meetings at 7.30 the next morning,
with another two bags of work I had not done.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The difference is that we do not wake up in a cold sweat worrying about
Rothwefls deals and the like.
Mr TAYLOR: I have always slept very well and never worried about not sieeping. but rather
about waking up. If the Leader of the House thinks this is the way to run a House of this
Parliament on the second day of the sitting, I suggest he goes to the Bob Pearce school of
leaders of the H-ouse. He might learn from that school that the first lesson of being a
reasonable and responsible Leader of the House is to get on and cooperate with people.
Mr CJ. Barnett: You should not use maiden speeches to move amendments.
Mr TAYLOR: The Leader of the House should not make up on a day by day basis what he
thinks are the rules of this House. I know of no rule whatsoever that says anyone in his or
her maiden speech cannot move an amendment. For the newer members of the House who
have now woken up, I indicate that they could have had every opportunity to speak today,
even at the time they wanted to, if the Leader of the House had had the good sense and the
ability to cooperate with the shadow Leader of the House. The Leader of the House could
have told the member for Belmont that he wanted three members to make their maiden
speeches today and nominated a particular time. T'he Leader of the House needed only to say
at the start of the proceedings that the Government would like to achieve certain things that
day. It was as simple as that and I have no doubt at all that that was exactly what could have
been achieved. It makes sense. One of life's little lessons is that one gets more out of
friends than out of enemies.
I turn now to the amendment before the House and deal with the issue in my electorate. The
member for Geraldton should be aware that those consumer affairs offices will close.
Mr Bloffwitch: Are you sure the Geraldson office will close? Are you absolutely positive?
Mr TAYLOR: I will read from an authoritative text. It is an article in the very well known
newspaper The Kalgoorlie Miner which states -

WA deputy Opposition leader Ian Taylor claims the Court Government plans to axe
the Consumer Affairs regional office in Kalgoorlie-Boulder.
Mr Taylor. MLA for the seat of Kalgoorlie, deplored the move and said if any cuts
were to take place, metropolitan offices should be the first to be reviewed.
The cuts were completely unnecessary as the economy was growing rapidly and
Government revenues were increasing.
Mr Taylor refused to reveal the source of his information, but said it was completely
reliable.
A spokesman for the Consumer Affairs Minister Mr Peter Foss said yesterday the
closure of country offices was only one of a number of options at this stage.
The spokesman said the minister did not want to comment because it would be
premature.
'The decision (to close the office) is at odds with the Coalition's pre-election policy
which said consumers would have greater protection of their rights under a Coalition
Government," Mr Taylor said.

This is the Government's consumer affairs policy. We see here the hypocrisy of this
Government. which stated before the election that consumers would have greater protection
of their rights under a coalition Government. It is extraordinary that the member for
Roleystone would suggest that people would have greater protection of their rights under his
Government when it is in the business of cutting out regional offices. My information is
based upon some good inside knowledge of what is going on in the Government.
Mr Tubby: Do you still have your spies in there?
Mr TAYLOR: The member might look a bit closer to home in respect of some of these
issues. It is important that people have access to this sort of information. The Federal
1220--11
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Government and all of the Mlinisters for Consumer Affairs, in a disappointing fashion, have
decided that the banks in Australia will be able to charge fees on credit cards [ have no
doubt that the ability of the banks to charge fees on credit cards will mean greater costs for
Australians. and that will mean also that the millions of Australians who use credit cards will
need to have knowledge about what they use and what it will cost them.
Mr Tubby: That sort of information is in Choice.
Mr TAYLOR: I subscribe to Choice, but Choice is not a cheap magazine to which to
subscribe.
Mr Tubby: It is in public libraries and people can access it there.
Mr TAYLOR: Yes. More importatly, publications like The Fine Print and bodies like
Price Check, which publishes full page advertisements in newspapers, can actually tell
people what will be the cost of groceries or of white goods. The Government has decided to
do away with that information.
Mr Tubby: That sort of information is irrelevant to most of the population. The only people
who look at that information are people who are thinking about buying a particular item, and
they then do their own price check by using the Yellow Pages and Telecom.
Mr TAYLOR: I would be surprised if the member for Roleystone were to argue that people
would not be interested in the information that was published in full page advertisements
about the cost of credit cards in Australia.
Mr Tubby: I amn talking about white goods. A person is not interested in reading those
advertisements unless he is actually interested in buying white goods.
Mr TAYLOR: It may be correct that a person would not be interested unless he was
planning to buy a refigerator or had just bought a refrigerator and wanted to know whether
he had got a good deal, but the member for Roleystone would have to agree with me that
once the banks were able to charge fees on credit cards, people would need that information.
However, this Government is totally opposed to that sort of price check mechanism.
Mr Tubby: We are not opposed to the mechanism. We are opposed to the Government's
funding the mechanism. If private enterprise or The West Australian want to run a survey, go
for it, but do not expect the Government to pay for it.
Mr TAYLOR: Who do you suggest should fund the sort of survey that would be necessary
to give people an idea of what credit cards will cost them?
Mr Tubby: Journalists would do it.
Mr TAYLOR: Not in the detail and with the authority that a consumer affairs body could
give to it.
Mr C.J. Barnett: If one believed the member for Thornlie, thousands of people were falling
over themselves for that publication. Surely there was a market for it.
Mr TAYLOR: The Government did not even try that. Perhaps it should have tried selling it.
Today when I spoke to one of my relatives who had just come back from a visit to the
Observatory I was told that when it decided to charge people to go into the Observatory, it
was booked out for the rest of the year, but when it was free people were not that interested.
Perhaps the Government should have put a charge on that publication to at least cover the
cost of puffing it out rather than drop it altogether. It would be better to take that approach
than just dump the idea completely.
When it comes to fees for credit cards, it is interesting to see that the Consumers'
Association states that -

A study for the NSW and Victorian Consumer Affairs ministers found that consumers
would be worse off, on avenage, unless interest rates fell by 2% for each $10 charge
in annual fees (for example a 6% fall in the interest rate in return for a $30 fee). But
the Consumers' Association thinks it unlikely interest rates will be reduced by this
much, and is concerned that any large reduction in rates would only be short-term.

Therefore, a person would pay a $30 fee for his credit card, and in order to ensure that he got
his money's worth would need to see a six per cent fall in the interest which the bank
charged for that credit card. The Consumers' Association states also that -
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Fees make it harder to work out which card offers the best value, and will therefore
adversely affect competition.

I cannot see how the banks will be able to convince the consumer affairs Ministers of
Australia that somehow allowing banks to charge fees will leave consumers better off. There
is no way in the world that the banks in this nation - and the member for Moore referred to
banks earlier in relation to farmers - wil all of a sudden allow consumers to put millions of
dollars into their pockets rather than into the banks' pockets. The undoubted outcome will be
that consumers will1 pay more, and the undoubted outcome for Western Australia is that
because of the actions of this Government, particularly in the area of consumer affairs, our
consumers will not be well informed. The way in which the Government has gone about this
is miserable and short sighted, and if the Government believes that looking after consumer
affairs is part of looking after a nanny State, it is absolutely wrong. There is a genuine
interest in the community in consumer affairs, and I have no doubt that the Government will
have to saddress that issue well and truly before the next election, because we will ensure that
it does. I support the amendment before the House.
MR CATANIA (Balcanta) (2.18 am]: I support the amendment for a number of reasons
because I too have a connection with consumer affairs. My connection with consumer
affairs goes back to my days with the Trade Practices Commission in the consumer
protection area, in which I was first involved in Canberra in 1975 and again when I was
transferred to Perth. The Department of Consumer affairs and the Trade Practices
Commission have a number of important functions, including providing information for
consumers through such publications as The Fine Prin4 from which people have been able to
obtain some decent information about such things as insurance and other matters.
Another area of consumer affairs is complaints about tenancy matters, work contracts and so
on. Thbis is an important area where people can take grievances to a tribunal, at little cost.
perhaps in relation to shoddy workmanship. People who say that this is an area where the
consumer should not be protected, should think again. It has been proved that this is a
worthwhile system.
Mr Bloffwicch: Has that been taken away?
Mr CATANIA: It is the first stage. It happened with the Trade Practices Commission.
When the conservative Government came to power in 1975, consumer affairs was a major
part of the Trade Practices Commission Act. When the Liberals took control they kept the
Act and the department but took away its budgetary allocation so that it existed only in name.
It was a successful department before that and ineffectual afterwards.
Mr Bloffwitch: What has happened in the last I11 years of the Labor Government?
Mr CATANIA: It has happened with the present Government. The department will be
ineffective and will cake protection from the consumer. Itris obvious chat the member for
Geraldton is not concerned about consumers. I am surprised, because he is in the car
business. He sells cars and one would think that by treating consumers properly he would be
better off. Perhaps he does not care about consumers, and perhaps the licensing area of
consumer affairs that deals with used car salesmen irritates him.
Mr Bloffwiwch: Not at all.
Mr CATANIA: It seems that from the way the member criticises these areas he has some
obvious grievance and would like that protection to be removed.
The complaints area involves work contracts. Another area is licensing and involves used
cars, real estate, liquor, building, travel agents and compensation funds. The Acts all provide
for licences and the protection of consumers. I have a personal interest in the Travel Agents
Act and the compensation fund. which was established to protect consumers who gave
deposits to travel agents against the possibility that companies could go broke. We have seen
this happen. People are protected by the compensation fund. It is an important service to the
consumers who are protected, it is not a nanny mentality as Government taunts have
suggested. It is an absolute necessity because some people in die community need
protection. Governments have a responsibility to do that Unfortunately, this Government
does not want to dispense that responsibility. It is like the statement made by the Minister
for Transport in the other place that the Government is not the social conscience. That is, the
Government cannot take care of people and does not want to. That is unfortunate to hear.
The Government has been in power for four months and does not give two hoots about
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people who may flog have the ability to look after themselves. The Government says that we
should not worry about them. It is the law of the jungle; the strong eat the weak, and who
cares about die weak? 'They are die vibes felt by the community. It is an uncaring
Government. The Government will try to cut whatever it can so that it is not responsible for
the people; that is, let the people take care of themselves.
Another important area of consumer affairs is the monitoring of misleading and deceptive
advertising. It is a very important function. Indeed, it is one of the most important because it
protects people against unscrupulous dealers who want to rip off people. Perhaps die
member for Geraldton, and other members, should consider those areas before be opens his
mouth and says that the Government is not responsible for the people, or that it does not care,
or before he says the Government should take away the effect of consumer affairs provisions.
That is what I have heard him say tonight. Many other members opposite have said the same
thing. They have said that people should determine dieir own lives, and that they are not
here to hold peoples' hands. They say that intonmation giving and complaints regarding
misleading advertising should not be handled by the Government.
Mr Trenorden: They are your words not ours.
Mr CATANIA: This is what I have heard all night. The Government will take money fronm
the Ministry of Consumer Affairs and snrip it of its powers and its monitoring role. The
department will be stripped of its consumer protection area, and it will falter. The tribunals
have been taken away and given to another department and now the Government wants to
take over and completely dismantle the licensing area and leave the department without any
authority, power or function. That is the path the Government is taking, and that is the way
the present Minister for Consumer Affairs wants to go. The department will be a tiger
without teeth that cannot protect consumers who do not have the ability to protect
themselves, for one reason or another. It is our responsibility and our moral obligation to
protect people who cannot protect themselves.
It is very disconcerting to hear Government members. It is a new Government that!I thought
would be enthusiastic to demonstrate to the public it cared for them, that it wanted to expand
the services offered by consumer protection, to give people more information and more
protection, to sophisticate the licensing area to make it easier to get licences rather than to
drop everything else and to dismandle tribunals, If consumers want to take businesses to dhe
courts they will pay huge fees and that will dissuade them from going to court. That is the
attitude members opposite have been reflecting in their comments. Members will note that if
they read their comments. Government members spoke about nanny States, and said that the
Government cannot hold people's hands, and that they should make their own decisions.
The comments have been that people should not be helped - the strong should eat the weak -
and to me that is disconcerting. If a report were distributed to consumers in the community -
and if businesses did not have consumers they would be out of business - they would wonder
what they did four months ago when they voted ini a conservative Government. This
Government has shown by its actions in the consumer affairs and protection area that it has
no heart. It does not care; it is callous in every way. That message is coming across from all
the comments I have heard tonight. Members opposite will be happy with pyramid selling,
to which the Deputy L eader of the Opposition referred when he spoke about his time spent in
the consumer affairs area.
J recall chain letters and advertising in newspapers, magazines and on television that
attracted people to buy gadgets from unscrupulous operators. Without the protections the
operators took advantage of the poor consumers who could not make a decision -
Mr Trenorden: They could niot think for themselves.
Mr CATANIA: It may surprise the member, but many people in the community cannot
decide these things themselves. It is necessary to have legislation, licences, complaints
tribunals and representatives to take care of these consumers.
Also, information must be provided in journals in various languages. I compliment the new
Government on continuing a scheme started by the previous Government to release
information in journals in different languages. People from ethnic backgrounds who have a
problem with the English language will now know that the Ministry of Consumer Affairs
exists. Can members imagine how hypocritical it would seem if these people rolled up to the
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ministry and found that the information they sought was no longer available? These people
would be confused if they found the relevant department had shut down, and it would be
even wors if these services were beyond their mewns.
I am disappointed in the new Government as I thought it would refine some of the ministry's
programs. However, as soon as it came to power it was clear that that wouid not be the case.
I am disappointed in what I have heard tonight from Government members. For four years
we must now watch the Government dismantle the Ministry of Consumer Affairs
completely. This has been done in other States and in the Commonwealth area when
conservative Governments have come to power. I agree with the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition in his claim that he has it from. a good source that certain areas within the
ministry will be closed down: protections will be removed. This is an important debate.
The Oppositiont is proud to have increased the scope of programs and resources provided to
the ministry. We hoped that the new Government would continue our example, but instead,
on the day after the new Government moved to the Treasury benches it was clear it would
take the teeth from a reasonably strong tiger. The ministry has a monitoring role which
sends out vibes to would-be unscrupulous dealers who are unlikely to do the right thing by
.consumers; it tells them that they can be brought to book.
It seems thai every time a conservative Government takes the Treasury benches it says, "Get
rid of Consumer Affairs because it stops some of our people from ripping off consumers."
This is, tragic. To see this happening so early in the life of this Government is most
disconcerting for people on this side of the House who spent so much time and energy
building up the Ministry of Consumer Affairs, which was recognised across Australia as one
of the best. I urge members to adopt this amendment.

Division
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (1S)
Mr M. Barnttn Mr Hill Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Mr Marlborough Mr Thomas
Mr Cunningham Mr Mcinty Ms Warnock
Mrs Hallalian Mr Rieheling Nr Watson
Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper Mr Leahy (Teller)

Noes (24)
Mr CJ. Barnt Mr Kicath Mr Shave
Mr Blaki Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr S tricklanid
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Trenordat
Mr Cowan Mr Oundei MrTubby
Mr Day Mr Osbcrne N Tumnbull
N Namnes MrPendal MrWiew
Mr Johnson Mr Prince Mr Bloffwizch (Teller)

Pars
Mr Grill Mr Cort
Dr Gallo Mr Minson
Nr Lawrence Mr Nicholls
Mr Graham Mrs van de Klashorst
Dr Edwards Mrs EdAwardes

Amendment thus negatived.
Motion Resumned

Debate adjourned, on motion by Dr Hames.
House adjourned at 2.40 am (Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

TAXIS - TAXI USERS SUBSIDY SCHEME FOR DISABLED
Extension Plans

30. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
What plans, if any, are proposed to extend the taxi users subsidy scheme for
the disabled to country areas of Western Australia and in particular what plans
are there for provision of special taxis for the disabled in our major regional
centres?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -
The taxi users subsidy scheme is already available to people in country areas.
The Government encourages the provision of multipurpose taxis in country
centres, which are subject to considerations of demand and viability. In
consultation with the local communities and groups representing people with
disabilities, the Department of Transport is currently examining the need for
specialised transport in the major regional centres.

EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - TEACHING SCHOLARSHIPS
Introduction Intention

32. Dr CONSTABLE to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Mlinister for
Education:

(1) Does the Minister intend to introduce teaching scholarships?
(2) If so -

(a) when;
(b) how many;
(c) what criteria will need to be met to be eligible for a scholarship?

Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) The issue of teaching scholarships was referred to in the Government's
education policy platform. Analysis from the Mfinistry of Education
will be sought on die implementation of the initiative.

(2) A decision about the introduction of teaching scholarships will be
made in the tight of the analysis including the budgetary context.

MIDLAND WORKSHOPS - APPRENTICES
Training Statistics; Trades; Future Positions

42. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) (a) How many apprentices have been trained at the Midland Westruil

Workshops in the last 10 years;
(b) in what trades have those apprentices trained;
(c) how many apprentices trained in each of those trades?

(2) Upon closure of the Midland Workshops, will the workshop apprentices be
guaranteed other positions to allow them to complete their apprenticeships
without interruption and in the same trade?

Mr LEWIS replied:
T'he Minister for Transport has provided the following response -
(1) (a) 428.
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mechanical fitters 172
electrical fitters 89
boilermakers 74
carpenters 15
painters 14
plumbers 13
moulders 3
pattemnmakers 2
sheet metal workers 15
t& i machinists 13

elecwro-platers 4
coppersmiths 3
instrument makers I
motor mechanics 5
trimmers 2
saw doctorsI
wood machinists 1
vehicle body builders I
Total 428

(2) Yes.
SCHOOLS - ASBESTOS ROOFS

Treatment
44. Dr CO)NSTABLE to the Parliamentary Secrtary representing the Minister for

Education:
(1) With regard to the treatment of asbestos in schools:

(a) how many schools have had asbestos roofs encapsulated;
(b) which schools have had asbestos roofs encapsulated;
(c) what was the asbestos assessment survey rating for each of those roofs;
(d) what was the age of each roof encapsulated?

(2) (a) How many schools have had asbestos roofs replaced;
(b) which schools have had asbestos roofs replaced,
(c) what was the asbestos assessment survey rating for each of those roofs;
(d) what was the age of each roof replaced?

The answer was tablet
[See paper No 153.]

LEGAL AID - OVERSEAS STUDENTS, AVAILABILITY
45. Dr CONSTABLE to the Attorney General:

Is legal aid available to overseas students studying in Western Australia?
Mrs EDWARDES replied:

I have called for a full report with respect to this issue which I will table in
due course.

EDUCATION, MINSTRY OF - DISTRICT EXTRA TEACHERS
Entploymemt Statistics; Primary School Employmerd Changes

51. Dr CONSTABLE to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for
Education:

(1) How many district extra teachers were employed in 1992?
(2) Will there be any change in the numbers of district extra teachers employed in

primary schools -
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(a) this year. or
(b) in 1994?

Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply-
(1) A total of 75 Frhs were allocated to districts in 1992 as district extras.
(2) (a) The number of teachers employed in this position is under

constant review. A total of' 75 FI'Es were allocated to districts
during first semester 1993.

(b) Unknown.
HOMESWEST - REVIEW BY HARRY NEESHAM

55. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for Housing:
(1) What are the terms of reference for the review of Homeswesr by Mr Harry

Neesharn?
(2) Has Mr Neesham finalised his report?
(3) What was die budget for this review?
Mr SHAVE replied:
(1) Between 8 March 1993 and 3 May 1993 Mr Harry Neesham was seconded to

advise me on the following areas of Homeswesz' s operations -
CSllAlFunding
Home finance.
Aboriginal housing
Apartment strategy
WiseChoice
'Soft" waiting lists
Maintenance trades
Community housing
Low demand areas
Tenant liability
Debt collection
Rental structures
HIAT
Compliance unit
Asset management
Land development
Community consultation process
Redevelopment strategy.

(2) Yes.
(3) As a permanent public servant Mr Neeshamn was seconded to my office on his

existing terms of appointment and there was no budget cost other than the
normal salary.

SPORT AND RECREATION, MINISTRY OF - REVIEW BY HARRY NEESHAM
59. Dr EDWARDS to die Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(I) Is Mr Harry Neesharn conducting a review of the Ministry of Sport and
Recreation?

(2) If so, what are the terms of reference?
(3) When will the review be completed?
Mr SHAVE replied:
(1) No.
(2)-(3)

Not applicable.
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BEENUP POWERLINE - STATE ENERGY CONMSSION OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

Platn Grewt North Road Option
60. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) What steps have been taken by the State Energy Commission of Western
Australia to facilitate die Picton-Great North Road option to supply power to
the proposed Beenup titanium minerals project?

(2) How much money has been spent so far by SECWA on the Picton-Great North
Road option?

(3) Is the decision to use die Picton-Great North Road route subject to review?
Mr CJ. BARNETT replied:
(1) Subsequent to gaining approval far the Picton Great North Road option.

SEC WA has undertaken the following -
Consulted with all affected landowners about the project and line
route.
Identified and determined the precise centreline of the entire line
route.
Completed die rare floralfauna survey of the entire. line route.
Completed the dieback survey of the line mute in the State forest.
Completed the Aboriginal archaeological and ethnographic surveys of
the entire line route.
Continue to maintain an ongoing liaison with aUl landowners affected
by the project.

(2) None.
(3) Yes.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - EFASTERN
GOLDFIELDS TRANSMISSION SYSTEM, MAUJA POWER STATION CONNECTrION

Total Cost; Major Power Consumers
67. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) What was the total cost of the eastern goldfields transmission system which
connected Kalgoorlie, Boulder and other centres to the Muja Power Station in
September 1984?

(2) (a) Has the cost of the project been paid for,
(b) if not, how much remains to he paid?

(3) By how much did the goldfields connection increase electricity capacity in the
region?

(4) What has been the demand for electricity in the goldfields in each year since
1984?

(5) Who are the major consumers of power in the goldfields?
Mr CJ. BARNETT replied:
(1) SEC WA's expenditure was $94.5m.
(2) (a) No.

(b). SECWA's lease obligations have been adversely affected by changes
in overseas exchange rates. Outstanding balance is about $8l.3m as at
end May 1993.

(3) 70MW -initially.
(4) The yearly demand for electricity in the eastern goldfields by the transmission

connection is -
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1984-85 43MW
1985-86 60MW
1986-87 82MW
1987-88 94MW
1988-89 118MW
1989-90 129MW
1990-91 132MW
1991-92 129MW
1992-93 not yet available

(5) Major goldfields power consumers am -

Western Mining Corporation
Pancontinentul
Newcresz Mining Limited
Australian Mine Management
Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA -R TARIFF
Conversions, Industrial and Commercial Customers

71. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:
(1) How many commercial and industrial customers have converted to the State

Energy Commission of Western Australia's new R tariff introduced on
1 March 1992?

(2) What are the estimated savings for these customers that have been achieved by
the conversion to the R tariff?

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
(1) Approximately 1 600.
(2) Subject to customers' load pattern and percentage of off peak use, savings of

up to 20 per cent could be achieved.
STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - ELECTRICITY

BUSINESS
Special Contracts, Industrial and Commercial Customers

72. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:
(1) How many industrial and commiercial customers does the State Energy

Commission of Western Australia's electricity business have on special
contract?

(2) What is the total revenue received by SECWA ftrm those contracts?
(3) What is the total amount of electricity bought through those contracts?
(4) To what extent, if any, are special contract customers subsidised by other

customers?
Mr CJ. BARNETT replied:
(1) 131 electricity contract customers.
(2) Annual revenue is approximately $245m.
(3) Annual sales is approximately 2 860 GWh.
(4) All contract customers are not subsidised by tariff customers, with the

exception of Simcoa's silicon smelter, who under a decision by the previous
Labor government rieceived $1 mn in power tariff rebates.
ROAD TRAINS - NO PERMIT TO DRIVE GUARANTEE

Nicholson Road, Cannington; William Street, Beckenham; Albany Highway, Canninyton,
Beckenhamz, Kenwick, Maddington

84. Dr WATSON to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
Will the Minister guarantee that no road trains will be permitted to drive -
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(a) in Nicholson Road, Cannington;
(b) in William Street, Beckenham;
(c) in Albany Highway, Cannington, Beckenhamn, Kenwick and

Maddington?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

There are no proposals to operate moad trains on the roads referred to by the
member.

EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - FULL-lME PR-PRIMARY PROGRAM FOR
FIVE YEAR OLDS

Review
94. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for

Education:
(1) What are the ters of reference for the review of the full-time educational

program for five year olds?
(2) What are the projected costs of the review?
(3) Of the total projected costs, what amount constitutes -

(a) consultancy fees;
(b) travel expenses;
(c) cost of support staff;,
(d) any other expenses;

(4) Who formulated the terms of reference for the review?
(5) What are the names of die people carrying out the review?
(6) When does the Minister expect to receive a report on the progress &r outcome

of die review?
(7) When does the Minister expect the review to conclude?
Mr TUBBY replied:
(1) Terms of reference-

(a) to consider the appropriate age for children entering a full day
program, the situation in other States to be considered;

(b) to provide costings of the different options and the facilities that might
be used by the program;,

(c) to examine die impact of the program an four year olds - that is,
children in the year they turn four - in preprimary classes, preschools,
family centres and family centre supplementary programs and to
provide recommended directions for the four year olds, family centres,
preschools, kindergartens and off site preprimaries; and

(d) to consider 1(2 structures within the context of vertical integration.
(2) $25 000.
(3) (a) $5 000.

(b) $5 000.
(c) Nil. The executive officer is seconded from the Ministry of the

Premier and Cabinet. Salary costs, estimated at $20 000 over the
review period, are not included in the answer to (2) above.

(d) $15 000, the principal item being die cost of publishing a discussion
paper and a final report.

(4) Minister for Education.
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(5) Barbara Scott
Susan Barnett
lo Barry
Jill Cameron
Jean Rice
Peter Seaman
Collette Tayler
Lesley van Schoubroeck.

(6) 30 June 199 - issues paper.
(7) After analysis of community input received by 16 August 1993.

TAPE - NEW PLACES AFTER GOVERNMENT ELECTION
102. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for

Education:
(1) Were any new places created in Technical Advanced Further Education

(TAPE) following the election of the Government?
(2) If so, how many and in what courses?
Mr TUBBY replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following response.-
I assume the member is referring to technical and further education (TAPE).
(1) The planning for and rsourcing of courses and places in TAPE

colleges for the 199 academic year had been finalised long before the
State election. However, it is expected that, following successful
negotiation with the Commonwealth Government, 1 106 additional
student places in prevocational courses will be offered throughout the
State commencing in semester 2, 199 and flowing through into
semester 1, 1994.

(2) Prevocational courses for 1993-94: Publicly funded vocational
education and training providers -

Certificate of vocational entrance
Preparation for national parks management
Certificate in admission studies
Certificate in business studies
Field assistants course
Certificate in office and secretary studies
Trades assistant course
CACY Aboriginal women
Certificate in sales and marketing
Furniture trades assistant
Industrial skills foundation course
Certificate in mariculcur
Certificate in horticultural practice
Certificate in prevocational life and hand skills
Certificate in preparatory skis - retail
Certificate in preparatory skills - stores/trans
Certificate in foundation education
Certificate in hospitality
Certificate in introduction to laboratory skills
Certificate of community services
Certificate of residential and community care
Certificate in basic industrial skills
Certificate in farm skills
Certificate in rural office practice
Certificate in farm skis
Women into technology
Challenges and choices for young women
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Preparatory employment for people with intellectual disabilities
Prevocational course for the deaf or hearing impaired
Private providers -

Certificate of advanced bar operations (Academy of Hotel and
Catering)
Building and construction industry skills course (Plumbing and
Painting Industry Skills and Technology Centre)

TAFE - AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL TRAINING AUTHORITY,
GROWTH FUNDS

104. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for
Education:
(1) Will the Minister detail the growth funds received by Western Australia for

Technical Advanced Further Education through the Australian National
Training Authority arrangements?

(2) How much of the growth funds have been allocated to the Department of
Employment, Vocational Education and Training?

(3) How much has been allocated to the independent colleges in Kalgoorlie, Port
Hedland and Karrarha?

(4) Who made the decision to allocate the funds in this way?
(5) Was the State Employment and Skills Development Authority consulted?
Mr TUBBY replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following response -

I assume the member is referring to technical and further education (TAFE).
(1) Under the terms of the Australian National Training Authority

(ANTA) agreement, Western Australia has been provided with an
additional $6.65m for vocational education and training in 1993.

(2) $5 893 958.
(3) The independent colleges received -

Hedland $175058
Karratha $148808
Kalgoorlie $252 107

In addition, the Pundulinurra College and the Academy of Performing
Arts received a total of $180 069.

(4) The decisions regarding the broad allocation of ANTA funds were
made in the context of planning the State's 199 student intake, as part
of the former Government's Smart Move school leaver strategy. The
specific formula for the allocation of ANTA funds was the same as
had been applied historically for the allocation of Commonwealth base
recurrent and equipment funding.

(5) SESDA was provided advice on the allocation shares and, as is
required under its Act, endorsed the course profiles of the respective
institutions for 1993.

ELECTORAL ROLLS - ELECTORS REMOVED, 1992
Re-enrolmenzs - Habitations Review, Improvements

110. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Affairs:
(1) Were 49 905 people removed from the Western Austr-alian electoral roll ini

December 1992?
(2) Did only 10 715 of the 20 531 people who subsequently it-enrolled do so

before electoral rolls closed for the State election on 6 February 1993?
(3) Has the Minister made representations to the Australan Electoral
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Commission seeking improvements to the process of habitation review and
formal objection?

(4) If not, why not?
Mrs EDWARDES replied:
(1) As part of the Commonwealth/State joint roll agreement, in 1992 the

Australian Electoral Commission conducted a review of habitations in
Western Australia, to ensure that electors were enrolled correctly for the
relevant habitation. As a consequence of information obtained from the
review that the electors concerned no longer resided at the address for which
they were enrolled, the names of some 49 905 electors were removed by
objection from the Stare electoral roll between 7 and 9 December 1992.

(2) An analysis of the subsequent re-enrolinents indicates that 10 715 of the
electors whose names were removed front the roll between 7 and 9 December
1992 subsequently re-enrolled before 18 January 1993; that is, the roll close
for the State general election. Of these, 1 243 re-enrolled for the same address
for which objection action was taken and 9 472 re-enrolled for different
addresses.

As Minister, I have not made representations to the Australian Electoral
Commission on this matter. The Western Australian Electoral Commission,
however, is a member of the Australian Joint Roll Council, a consultative
body comprising Federal, State and Territory electoral administrations. At its
most recent meeting on 18 June 1993, the council discussed the habitation
review process. Members of the council generally share a concern that
reviews be conducted in an effective manner and will be discussing further the
results of research to be conducted by some members at the next meeting
scheduled for September 1993.

JUDGES - INCREASES 1993-94
Supreme Court; Districe Court; Magistrates Court

115. Mr DL SMITH to the Attorney General:
(1) Will the number of Judges in the Supreme Court be increased in 1993-94? If

yes, by how many?
(2) Will the number of Judges in the District Court be increased in 1993-94? If

yes, by how many?
(3) Will the number of Magistrates be increased in 1993-94? If yes, by how

many?
Mrs EDWARDES replied:

(1 )-(3)
The Government is constantly monitoring the state of the lists in the courts. It
inherited a very difficlt situation in each court from the previous
government. It is examining avenues for improving the efficiency with which
matters can be dealt with by the courts and is giving every support to
innovative measures proposed by the judiciary and the legal profession; for
example, the special civil rolling list in the Supreme Court in August this
year. The assessment of the need for additional judges and magistrates will
take account of these measures and in any event that need will be reviewed,
keeping in mind budget considerations.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS - LIBERAL PARTY FUNDS
16. Dr LAWRENCE to the Premier

I refer to the Institute of Public Affairs' favourable preview this morning of
the yet to be released McCarrey report, and note the close association between
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-Mr McCarrey and that organisation. Can the Premier reassure the House that
the Institute of Public Affairs has not received funds from the State
Parliamentary Liberal Party?

Mr COURT replied:
To my knowledge, some members of the Liberal Party are members of the
Institute of Public Affairs.

Dr Lawrence: I mean the State Parliamentary Liberal Party.
Mr COURT: The business of the State Parliamnentary Liberal Party is its business.

BUSINESS - CONFIDENCE LEVEL, IMPROVEMENT EVIDENCE
17. Mrs van de KLASHORST to the Premier:

Can the Premier indicate to the House any factual evidence of an
improvement in the level of business confidence in Western Australia?

Mr COURT replied:
A number of signs have indicated that confidence is being restored in business
in this State, and the Leader of the Opposition does not like that.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: The latest Kelly recruitment survey of business hiring intentions shows

that small business is becoming more optimistic. The survey indicates that
the biggest increases -

Dr Lawrence interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition will come to order.
Mr COURT: - in hiring intentions have been in Western Australia and Victoria.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: According to the report, a labour market analysis attributed this result

to the election of coalition Governments in Western Australia and Victoria.
Mr Taylor: Who said that?
The SPEAKER: Order! A question has been asked and the member answering the

question should be given a fair opportunity to be heard. The odd interjection
is acceptable, but barrages of interjections are totally unacceptable. I ask
members to take note of that

Mr COURT: Thank you, Mr Speaker. Members will agree that is good news. That
means better prospects for the excessively high number of unemployed in this
State.

Dr Lawrence: Do you know that the New South Wales Treasury assessment, which
puts Western Australia at the top of a the other States, has declined in the
past month? Therefore, since you have been in Government, the position has
declined.

Mr COURT: T'he number of new incorporations in this State in the past threce months
has increased by 35 per cent over the corresponding period for the previous
year. I am sure that members opposite agree that better news is circulating
and that people ame more optimistic with the change of Government.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: I am sure members opposite are extremely happy that more job

opportunities will arise.
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McCARREY INQUIRY - CONSULTANTS
Signing of Confidentiality Agreement, Documntu Tabling

18. Mr TAYLOR to the Treasurer:
I thank the Treasurer for passing to me, this morning, the information I
requested about the confidentiality agreement which was apparently signed by
the consultants employed by the McCarrey committee. I asked the Premier to
table that document. As I have a copy, I seek leave of the House to table it.

The SPEAKER: I understand it is not appropriate for you to do that.
Mr TAYLOR: My understanding is that something like 120 consultants were

involved in the preparation of the McCarrey inquiry report. A copy of the
"Confidentiality Undertaking' makes it quite clear that the consultants
acknowledge that all the information they obtain is confidential and is not to
be used - I emphasise - or exploited or acted on other than for the purposes of
the consultancy.
My understanding is that the consultants have offered their services at well
below the normal rate. Will the terms of this confidentiality agreement
effectively prevent those consultants taking up additional work directly
related to the consultancy which they have undertaken from the McCarrey
committee of inquiry?

The SPEAKER: The member for Kalgoorlie is free to table the paper for the benefit
of members.

Mr TAYLOR: I thought that was the case. I take this opportunity to table this
document.

Mr COURT replied:
The first volume of the report was largely written by two members of the
comnmission. It is an economic study and relates to many of the accounting
issues involved. The former Under Treasurer, Les McCarrey, has done most
of the work in the first volume. The terms of reference for the second volume
of the report were to look into all the operations of the Government to
determine where improvements could be made or to identify problems in the
way Government was operating.
When the Government established this commission it allocated the
commission a relatively small budget. It indicated that it wanted the work
completed for under $500 000. When one considers the enormity of the task,
particularly what will be released in the second volume, it was quite a large
undertaking.

Dr Lawrence: I was told by one of the firms this week that the company had not had
the opportunity to do detailed work. I hope that appears in your report.

Mr COURT: The first volume of the report will be a good study of the way in which
this State's finances have been and should be run. I suggest that all members
read the report when it is available.
In relation to the second part of the question, Mr McCarrey asked different
people with expertise in a wide range of areas whether they would assist in
preparing the second part of the report. He explained that they had a tight
financial constraint. Mr McCarrey was able to get Australia's leading people
in this area - leading accountants, leading lawyers and experts in transport - all
of whom were listed in the report, and many of whom gave their servces for
nothing. It is interesting that the private sector will be given the opportunity
to make recommendations about how matters may be improved in the running
of Government. They will be permitted to have a good look at the operations
of Government- Do members opposite criticise that?

Dr Lawrence interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
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Mr COURT: If members apposite want ro criticise the people who have been
working on this comnmittee, they will be criticising the work of most of
Australia's top consultants. The Opposition cannot cop that the Government
is putting together a substantial -

Point of Order
Mr RIPPER: I understand that Mlinisters' answers should be kept as brief as possible

during question time. The Premier has already given a lengthy answer
without yet addressing the question asked by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition.

The SPEAKER: There is no point of order. We do not wish to have long questions
or very long answers during question time; however, I do not think that we
have reached that stage yet.

Questions wit/t Notice Resumed
Mr COURT: Members opposite cannot cop the fact that a very good analysis of the

Government's operations will be undertaken for about a quarter of the cost of
one of the former Minister's legal fees in the royal commission.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS
Union Involvement, Federal Minister's Comments

19. Mr STRICKLAND to the Minister for Labour Relations:
(1) Does the Minister agree with the Federal Minister for Industrial Relations who

said that the union movement faced some "painful decisions" with regard to
compulsory union involvement in workplace agreements?

(2) Does this indicate some degree of similarity between the Federal Labor
Government's and the State Liberal Government's industrial relations
policies?

Mr KIERATH replied:

1 thank the member for those questions. We went to the State election with a
policy of choice. We said we would not compel people to use a union but that
they could if they chose so. That poses problems for members opposite.
Their policy on workplace agreements or enterprise bargaining is that only a
union could be involved. That would cover about a third of the work force. It
effectively excludes two-thirds of Western Australians from achieving any

benefits from enterprise agreements.
While members opposite have kept their dinosaur mentality, their Federal
colleagues have moved on. It is interesting because Mr Keating made a
statement to the institute of Directors in which he echoed almost word for
word our State industrial relations policies. Therefore, although their Federal
colleagues have moved on, this mob have remained back in the nineteenth
century. Even the Australian Democrats have decided that unions should not
have a privileged or exclusive role in enterprise bargaining. They have
decided that choice is the way to go.
It is fascinating when one reads the Keating statement to see the changes that
occurred in the Federal Labor Party in the space of a month. From one month
before the Federal election until just after the Federal election, the Federal
Labor Party has done an about face. It sent its Industrial Relations Minister to
Europe to attract European investment as we sent our Premier to Asia to
attract Asian investment. In England, Mr Brereron told investors to come to
Australia because his Government would take the union monopoly out of the
workplace agreements. The real challenge for members opposite is to update
to the modem age and join their Federal colleagues and start supporting our
workplace agreements.
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McCARRBY INQUIRY - CONSULTANTS
Use of Further Information

20. Mr TAYLOR to the Premier
The question requires a yes or no answer. Quite clearly, the document I put
on the Table states that the consultants should regard die information they
obtained as confidential whether or not they were paid for their services and
that they are not to exploit the information they obtained in that consultancy
operation in the McCarrney inquiry. My question again is will or will not those
consultants be allowed to obtain further information and use that information
later in the processes of the Premier's Government?

The SPEAKER: Order! For the information of new members, earlier when die
Deputy Leader of the Opposition asked whether he could table the paper
earlier. I said he could not. Later I said he could lay the paper on the Table.
Them is a clear distinction between tabling a document and laying it on die
Table for die balance of die day. Members are free to do the latter only a
Minister can do the former.

Mr COURT replied:
I do not know what the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is trying to imply,
but when there are 120 leading consultants including all of Australia's top
accounting firms, of course they will be doing future work for the
Government.

PAEDOPHILE SEX TOURS, ASIA - ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ACTION
21. Mr TUBBY to the Attorney General:

What action has the Attorney General taken to deal with the paedophile sex
tours to Asia?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
I am sure all members in this place will support the action I have taken to
have this matter placed on the agenda of the meeting of the Standing
Committee of Attorneys General which will be held in Darwin tomorrow.
This issue is of concern to people in the community as well as to members in
this place. 'Mhe Standing Committee of Attorneys General will look at making
it an offence for Australians to have sex with children overseas and for people
to promote illegal sex tours. I believe tomorrow's meeting will reach a
consensus on the best method to eliminate what is a vile practice. It is
essential we do that not only because we regard it as an illegal, immoral and
inappropriate practice, but also because we believe sex tours are damaging
Australia's image abroad. The tourist industry supports action being taken as
some of the paedophiles join legitimate tours to destinations overseas and
detour from them as soon as they reach the Asian countries.
Statistics have not been made public, but the Federal Police are monitoring
the situation. I am sure a resolution will be reached between all the States and
the Federal Government tomorrow at the Standing Committee of Attorneys
General to ensure that this vile practice is stamped out.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY - CARBON, BARRY,
SACKING OF

Dishonesty Allegation, Minister's Stance
22. Mr McGINTY to the Minister for the Environment:

I refer to the statement made yesterday by the Minister under parliamentary
privilege that the Chairman of the Environmental Protection Authority
deliberately misled the people of this State and told a deliberate untruth about
how he was told of his impending sacking by the Minister. In the light of the
prior general knowledge of the media and others of what was to happen that
afternoon, that the media were waiting outside the Minister's office when
Mr Carbon arrived and was told he was sacked, and Mr Carbon's reputation
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far honesty and integrity, can the Minister maintain his allegation of
dishonesty against Mr Carbon or does he now wish to retract the slur on
Mr Carbon's integrity?

Mr MINSON replied:
I retain my stance unequivocally.
KEYSTART - COMPARISON WITH EASTERN STATES

23. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister for Housing:
How does the Keystart home loan scheme in Western Australia compare with
similar schemes in the Eastern States?

Mr SHAVE replied:
The Keystart home loan scheme in Western Australia has approximately a
two per cent loss factor. It is very well structured and a lot of reference has
been made to it in the media.

Dr Lawrence: I agree.
Mr SHAVE: It is nice to hear the Leader of the Opposition say something positive. I

was reaching the stage of believing that she was totally negative.
The scheme in Western Australia is in a very good financial position and I can
arrange a briefing on its viability for interested members. Many of the loans
in the Eastern States were structured on levels of high interest rates. People
were locked into those levels and with the economic recession, caused by the
Labor Governments in this country, many people have had their homes sold
from underneath them and it is a sad situation. The Leader of the Opposition
contributed to this sort of thing through her management of the State over the
last three years. I repeat that if any member would like a briefing on the
Keystart home loan scheme we would welcome the opportunity to brief them.

MEAGHER, DR TIM - LOGGING LEVELS IN STATE FORESTS REVIEW
Financial Interests in Timber Companies

24. Wi McGINTY to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) In relation to the review of logging levels in State forests by Dr Tim Meagher,

has the Minister sought an undertaking from Dr Meagher that neither he nor
any members of his family have financial interests in any timber companies?

(2) If yes, what was Dr Meagher's response and does the Minister accept that
response?

(3) If not, why not and will the Minister now seek such an undertaking?
Mr MINSON replied:
(I)-(3)

Dr Meagher is not conducting a review of the timber industry; he is chairing
an expert review committee.
That committee has three other members of very great standing in their
particular fields of expertise. I am quite happy, on request, to table the
curricula vitae of the members of that committee.

(2) The member referred to shares. I know of no shares.
(3) The answer is that I will not ask Dr Meagher because he is engaged to chair

an expert committee which, as far as I know, he is doing extremely well.
COMPACT' STEEL - STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Sale of Electricity, a By-product of Steel Making Process
25. Mr AINSWORTH to the Minister for Energy:

(1) Has Compact Steel offered to sell the State Energy Commission electricity as
a by-product of the steel making process?

(2) If so, how many megawatts and at what price?
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Mr C.J BARNETIT replied:
(1) Compact Steel has had preliminary discussions with me and die State Energy

Commission about the prospect of making available up to 300 megawatts of
power if the Compact Steel project goes ahead. However, no frm proposals
have been put forward on quantity or price. The Government is very
enthusiastic to see the Compact Steel project go ahead, but I emphasise that it
is primarily a steel project and the electricity generated is a by-product of the
steel making process.

Mr Taylor: A very important one.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes, it is a very important one but the Government in its

electricity planning does not place total reliance on a project that is still in its
feasibility stage.
Part of our decision making on the Collie coal project power station will be to
allow flexibility to the extent possible so that if the Compact Steel proposal
proves viable in its prime steel project and the electricity is available, we shall
try to leave space in the marketplace to encourage the project. This
Government will not effectively underwrite the Compact Steel project by
entering into a take or pay electricity purchase contract in advance of the steel
project itself being committed.

BEENUP POWERLINE - PALINGS AND CORONATION ROADS ROUTE
CONSULTATIONS

Conservation and Land Management Department, Preliminary Planning
Involvement

26. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for the Environment:
(I) Was the Minister consulted about the decision to consider dhe Palings and

Coronation roads route to supply power to Beenup?
(2) Was the Department of Conservation and Land Management involved in

preliminary planning for the moute?
(3) Is the Minister aware that the State Energy Commission and the former

Government were advised that such a route would be unacceptable to CALM?
(4) Is it appropriate to conclude that CALM has changed its attitude?
(5) If so, why?
Mr MINSON replied:
(1)-(5)

If the member puts the questions on notice I will provide a written answer.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS

Breaches, Rectificarion Action by Union or Individual
27. Mrs HENDERSON to the Minister for Labour Relations:

In view of the Minister's recent comments about whether unions will or will
not be able to be parties to workplace agrements, I ask the following
questions.
(1) In the event of a breach of a workplace agreement, will a union be able

to initiate action to rectify this breach?
(2) If not, will each worker have to initiate individual action for such a

breach?
(3) In what forum will the individual worker take this action?
(4) What resources will be available to individual workers to take such

actions?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(l)-(4)

I cannot believe my good luck in hearing this question; I must confess I had
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been thinking of framing a similar question and the member for Thornie has
saved me the trouble.
The member for Thorulie has been going around making all sorts of
statements about our policy and the impending legislation. She claims to have
a copy of the Bill and has said it was drafted in the Eastern States. She has
tried to link it with Victorian legislation. The Opposition made its first
mistake when telling fibs by someone saying that it was 100 pages long. I can
inform the House that it is 58 pages long.
To get back to the question that the member raised; namely, whether unions
can be parties to workplace agreements -

Mrs Henderson: I did not ask that.
Mr McGinty interjected.
Mr KIERATH: The member did. The member referred to comments that I had made

and tried to misrepresent those statements.
Mrs Henderson: Answer today's question, please.
Mr McGinty interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Member for Fremnantle, your last comment was

inappropriate for two reasons: Firstly, what you said; secondly, the fact that
you continued to interject. It is one thing for the member for Thomlie to
make some comments, which I am sure the Minister can field, but it is not
appropriate to have two or three other members interject in addition, because
the member for Thorulie's interjections cannot be heard, for one thing, nor
can the Minister's response.

Mr KIERATH: Thank you, Mr Speaker. The advice that I received was that unions
should not be signatories to agreements because they would use that for
political purposes. I had discussions with the Trades and Labor Council and
said that I would go into bat to see whether I could arange for unions to be
parties to agreements. However, the events of last week indicated that unions
are prepared to use for political purposes any means at their disposal.

Point of Order
Mrs HENDERSON: Mr Speaker, the question was quite specific and did not ask the

question that is being answered by the Ministet. I would like an answer to the
question that was asked.

The SPEAKER: That is an interesting comment, which has been made in
Westminster Parliaments for generations, but it is no point of order.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Mir KIERATH: The point I was trying to make to the mob over there is that they do

not even bother to get their facts right before they shoot off at the mouth. If
an employee appointed a union as his or her agent, that union could be an
agent during the bargaining process and in the enforcement of that process.
We herid the member for Thomnlie say on Radio 6PR last Thursday that
unions could not do that. The member has not even seen a copy of the Bill,
yet she claims publicly that she has. Employees could appoint as an agent
anyone whom they wished to appoint. For example, if the employee were the
member for Thornlie and she felt incompetent to negotiate or enforce an
agreement, she could appoint a union to act on her behalf to negotiate the full
terms and conditions of that agrement and to enforce that agreement. We are
seeking to prevent unions from imposing their will upon people who do not
want them to do so. That is all we are doing. If people want unions to
represent them, they can represent them at every stage of the process,
including enforcement.
The member for Thornlie asked, thirdly, where agreements will be enforced.
I have stated that the Bills will be here shortly. Agreements will be enforced
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in the Industrial Magistrate's Court, and that has the support of all sides -
unions, employers, and the like.
SOUTHERN PROCESSORS LTD - GOVERNMENT LOAN

28. Mr HILL to the Deputy Premier and Minister for Commerce and Trade:
I am sure the Minister wilt answer the question accurately and fully and that
,we will not continue to see the abuse of question time that we have seen so far
foday.
(1) Has the Government provided the loan to Southern Processors Ltd that

was announced soon after it took office?
(2) If yes -\ (a) what was the extent of the loan;

(3)

(4)

(5)

Mr COWP
(1045)
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(c) why was not this information made public?
\Did Southern Processors accept the conditions imposed by the
Government for the loan?
If no, to which conditions did the company object?
Has the company requested the Government to alter or delete any of
the conditions for the loan?

LN replied:

The Government is still in the process of negotiating that loan, which is for
$500 000. The conditions of the loan have not yet been finally determined
and art still being negotiated between the company and the Government. and
when they are determined I will make that information available to the
member. When the loan has been negotiated successfully, the banks will still
have to approve part of the conditions.

Mr Hill:- Has the company asked for a change of those conditions?
Mr COWAN: It is still being negotiated.
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